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Network 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
Indonesia 

 
Wardah  Hafidz  Receives  the    

Gwangju  Human  Rights  Award!    
Congratulations!!!  

 
A Letter from Mr.Na 

 
 
Dear Friends, 

I want to share with you a good news! 
Our friend, Wardah Hafidz received the 

Gwangju Human Rights Award on the 18th of May 
2005!   

The Gwangju Award was established to 
commemorate the spirit of the massacre of May 1980 
by finding and awaring individuals and groups who 
have contributed to human rights and peace for all 
humankind.  

When I told Wardah that I recommended her to 
the search committee for the nomination of this 

award, she promised me Acehnese coffee if she can 
get it. Now she has got the 6th Gwangju Human 
Rights Award! 

In 2004 Aung San Suu Kyi of Myanmar 
received the award. In 2005 it is Wardah who 
received it!  This is a prize for the Asian people, 
community organizers, LOCOA and especially the 
Aceh Tsunami Victims! 

I am sure that we, all of LOCOA friends, will 
have a drink for her award! 

Cheers !!! 
 
NA, Hyo-woo 
LOCOA 
 
 

For further information 
 
5.18 Foundation:  
Telephone (+82) 62 456 
0518, FAX. (+82) 62 456 0519 
 
LOCOA 
Na, Hyo-Woo 
# 28-B, Matino coe, Malumanay Sts., Sikatuna 
Village, 
Brgy. Malaya, Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines. 
E-mail : locoa2000@yahoo.com 
 

 
 

Past Awardees 
 

2000: Xanana Gusmao, President of East Timor 
2001: Basil Fernandom Executive director of 

AHRC Hongkong 
2002: Korean Association of Bereaved Families 

for Democracy 
2003: Dandeniya Gamage Jayanthi,  Monument 

for the Disappeared, Sri Lanka 
2004: Aung San Suu Kyi, National League for  
          Democracy 

The prize consists of US$50,000, a gold medal 
and an honorary certificate. 
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South Africa 
The  People-Government  Partnership    

in  South  Africa  Is  Revived  
May  2005  

 
On Sunday the 29th of May, Housing Minister 

Lindiwe Sisulu gave the keynote address at the 
National Forum of the Souuth African Homeless 
People’s Federation (SAHPF)  in the settlement of 
Piesang River, near Durban in kwaZulu-Natal 
province.  Her appearance came at the end of a week 
marked by sporadic unrest throughout South Africa’s 
major cities, driven by impatience with human 
settlement development.  

Minister Sisulu’s visit to the SAHPF marked the 
resuscitation of a once-close bond between the 
‘Federation’ and national government, which had 
become dormant in recent years. This interregnum 
was due to a variety of factors on both sides, 
including multiple changes in the Housing cabinet 
portfolio and reorganisation of the SAHPF.   

As often happens, the reunion was marked by 
dramatic progress around core issues. Minister Sisulu 
was effusive in her praise of the Federation’s self-
help and partnership approach to housing 
development in poor communities.  

Indeed, in reference to the SAHPF’s core 
methodology of daily saving, she proposed a revision 
to South Africa’s iconic Freedom Charter, now 50 
years old: “The People Shall Save”. 

Minister Sisulu went much further than words, 
however. Towards the end of her speech she 
promised an injection of government resources into 
the Federation’s Utshani Fund, a bridge finance 
facility set up and controlled by the Federation. She 

also requested that the SAHPF form a partnership 
with government to enumerate shackdwellers in Cape 
Town, where a massive urban upgrading project is 
underway. 

A day after the event, flesh began to appear on 
the bones of the revived people-government 
partnership. A high-ranking official of the 
Department of Housing wrote to Utshani Fund to say 
that “arrangements are in place to have Utshani 
recapitalised by NHBRC to the tune of R10 million 
during this financial year.”  This offer came almost 
ten years to the day after South Africa’s first Housing 
finance Minister, the late Joe Slovo, promised the 
Federation R10 million to kick-start its Utshani Fund, 
which subsequently built over 15,000 high-quality 
houses with this and other funds. 

With this renewed partnership with government, 
the SAHPF plans to strengthen its human settlement 
development activities, starting with completion of 
developments around South Africa comprising nearly 
5,000 households on land acquired by Utshani Fund 
but not yet developed for lack of bridge finance. 

 
For further information: 
 
COURC 
P.O. Box 14038, Mowbray, 7705, South Africa 
Tel: 27 21 371 74 50 
Fax: 27 21 371 74 52 
 

 
United Nations 

Women  Are  Constantly  in  Danger  
  

In South Africa, one woman is raped every 26 
seconds, and only one rape in 36 is reported to the 
police. In the United States, one woman is physically 
abused every 9 seconds. In France, 7% of all the 
rapes occur in the family. In Papua Guinea, national 
statistics show than on the average, 67% of the 
married women have been the victims of violence 
inflicted on them by their husbands. In Mexico 
according to Amnesty International, around 370 
homicides of women have been registered in 10 
years. 

These are just a sampling of the statistics of 
horror, of the violence women have to contend with 
daily around the world. The list goes on. Compared 
to men, women are particularly prone to various 
forms of violence, whether in the privacy of their 
own homes, on a city street or anywhere else. 

 
For further information: 
 
Habitat Debate, March 2005, Vol.11, No.1. 
Women in Cities 
http://www.unhabitat.org  
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October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 

Asia  Pacific  Evictions  Implemented  
January  –  March  2005  

 
 

Total Number of People Evicted: Approx. 411,870 
 

The main evictions are the following: 
 

India  

City/Place  
Date   No  of  People  

Who  Carried  Out  
the  Eviction?   Reasons  

Resettlement/  
Compensation   Action  

  
Mumbai,  Indiai  
  
Date:  
Dec.  2004  –  
January  2005  

  
65,000  
homes  
evicted,    
2  million  
people  
threatened  
with  eviction  

  
The  Municipal  
Corporation  of  
Greater  Mumbai  
and  the  
Maharashtra  
State  
Government  

  
Part  of  plans  
to  transform  
Mumbai  into  
a  ‘world-
class’  city  

     
Protests,  
community  
meetings,  
international  
letter-writing  
campaign,  
Public  Hearing  

  
Bhimchaya  slum,  
Mumbai,  Indiaii  
  
Date:  
March  2005  

  
5,000*  

  
Government  

  
Redevelopme
nt  of  Mumbai  
city  under  the  
auspices  of  
Vision  Mumbai  

  
Residents  are  
being  relocated  
but  progress  is  
extremely  slow  

  

TOTAL   Approx 395,000 

*Source:  Mumbai Evictions report, from YUVA 
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CITY  /  PLACE  

Date   NO  PEOPLE  
Who  is  Planning  
The  Eviction?   REASONS  

Resettlement  /  
Compensation   ACTION  

Shanghaiiii   Not  indicated,  
but  up  to  
60,000  low-
income  families  
are  targeted  
under  
municipal  
policies.  

Government  
and  private  
property  
developers  

Property  
development  
and  policies  
of  population  
density  
reduction  
within  
Shanghai.  

     

Shanghaiiv  
  
Date:  
Early  March  
20005  

8            Activists  for  
housing  rights  
were  detained  
when  they  tried  
to  bring  their  
cases  forward  
during  the  
Chinese  
National  
People’s  
Congress  

TOTAL   Up  to  360,008  projected  to  be  affected  in  the  future  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
 

 

 

 

For further information 
 
Postal: P.O Box 1160 Collingwood VIC 3066 Australia 
Tel: (613) 9417 7505; + (61) (0) 412 164 257 
Fax: (613) 9416 2746 
email: ken@cohre.org 
 
COHRE - International Secretariat: 
83 Rue de Montbrillant, 1202 Geneva Switzerland 
tel (+41 22) 7341028; 7341052; 7341057 
fax: 41.22.7338336 
scott@cohre.org, cohre@cohre.org 
website: www.cohre.org 
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Themes 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 

Religious  and  Ideological  Tendencies  that    
Are  an  Obstacle  to  the  Commitment  to  Justice    

Jose Maria Mardones 
           

 
Introduction 

I am dealing here only with the theme of 
“obstacles,” and leaving out other aspects like 
possible available opportunities. In this brief note I 
first I will develop the socio-political and religious 
factors that act as an obstacle to a commitment to 
justice, and thereafter raise some questions that could 
help us re-define our commitment to it. 

 
Socio-political and Religious Factors 

Of the many relevant socio-political and 
religious factors I would like to mention the 
following. 

 
(1) The fundamentalist climate 

The fundamentalist climate revolves around the 
issue of a ‘cultural’ or ‘moral’ war, a perspective 
blind to the bond that exists between neo-liberal 
capitalism and moral decay. This “blindness” is 
conceptually and theoretically defended in the 
following manner. 

Huntington’s thesis as an ideological/theological 
justification   

The Harvard professor Samuel Huntington 
speaks about the clash of civilizations in its widest 
sense, to explain the preponderance today of religious 
fundamentalism and weak critical and prophetic 
tendencies.  

Huntington maintains that after the end of the 
bipolar world which characterized the cold war years, 
we have entered a new situation where culture – and 
concretely, religion –plays a dominant role in 
conflicts. His thesis highlights the fact that conflicts 
have shifted from the economic and political to the 
cultural and religious sphere. The reason for this shift 
may be sought in the apparent lack of structural 
problems in the important spheres of economics and 
politics. The fundamental pillars on which the 
economic system rests may suffer certain 

readjustments but today it is no longer possible to 
launch a critique against, or fundamentally change, 
the market economy. A structural critique would 
amount to acknowledging the existence of an 
alternative to the existing market economic system, 
when, as a matter of fact, argues Huntington, it does 
not exist. In the sphere of politics it is also not 
possible to make a frontal critique of the ‘democratic 
system’ or of political democracy. Attempting such a 
critique is tantamount to advancing an alternative that 
does not exist today. It may be feasible to propose 
some changes and adjustments, but democracy as a 
system is something desirable to all, and hence 
cannot become a space of tensions and important 
conflicts. As systems, today’s economic and political 
set-ups lack an alternative. Strong conflicts, 
therefore, have shifted to the cultural-religious 
sphere. We need not forget that de facto, the ‘clash of 
civilizations’ does indeed exist or, at least, that Islam 
has a bloody frontier: passing from the Balkans, 
through Pakistan and Indonesia and returning to 
North and Sub-Saharan Africa. 

 
The Justification of Fundamentalist 
Religions   

We may ask the reason for the preponderance of 
a fundamentalist sensitivity in all religions and not 
merely Islam. One possible explanation is that the 
present economic and political systems jointly 
generate a series of traumas that society, as a whole, 
must assume and manage. Religious fundamentalism 
is precisely an answer to these traumas (“traumas of 
modernity”) because, in some way, it lightens them 
and makes them more bearable. A reading of faith 
from the perspective of justice would provoke more 
tension, or what we might call an ‘over-tension’. A 
more traditional and fundamentalist religion guides 
and balances, instead of generating more fear and 
anxiety, it offers help and solace. This kind of 
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religion works because it distends the social fabric 
and produces a feeling of reassurance. This idea may 
be expressed with the help of the following equation 

E=D+Ee+Rf 
Where, 
E=equilibrium state of the social system 
D=democratic system (political sphere) 
Ee=economic system (fundamentally neo-

liberal) 
Rf=fundamentalist religion 
 
In the proposed equation D and Ed supposedly 

generate a series of traumas and up- rooting that 
bring instability to the system. To counteract these 
disturbing forces we need to add Rf to strengthen 
roots, produce interior peace and assuage the effects 
of the traumas. It is evident that in such a view, 
religion plays basically an ameliorating and 
equilibrating role. In Huntington’s proposed scheme, 
equilibrium is more important than conflict; and this 
equilibrium cannot be generated through fundamental 
changes or adjustments in D or Ee. A religion with a 
fundamentalist touch seems to be a religion 
consistent with the existing neo-liberal system. 

 
(2) The fall of the Berlin wall and the end of political 
passion.  

After the fall of the Berlin wall we witnessed the 
end of messianism in politics (and in religion?). It has 
been substituted by an obsessive and abusive political 
pragmatism, resulting in a loss of moral tension in 
politics and the entrenching of a Manichean 
perspective (Guillebaud). 

Levinas speaks of the end of political passion. It 
is also like speaking of the end of a religion critical of 
injustice and sensitive to social and cultural 
phenomena that generate inequality, and exploitation. 
We find instead a religion that defends pragmatism 
and engages in the cultural struggle against the 
immoral consequences of modernity. 

We may also refer here to the establishment of a 
Manichean element in politics. We have in mind a 
situation in which political differences are certainly 
not ‘significantly’ important, because today 
everybody searches for a position in the ‘center’, 
what some have called the ‘extreme center’. In this 
sense, the political discourse uses a language that is 
grandiloquent on the one hand, and dramatically 
empty on the other. In most instances, the political 
discourse thrives on magnifying minor differences 
and keeps silent vis-à-vis the really important 
problems. Political discourse today tends to gloss 
over fundamental questions. 

Some object to this thesis because they see some 
messianic ‘positivist’ remains. 

The Western (religious-political) myth points to 
the concrete fulfillment, in a near future, of a utopia – 
be it liberal, Marxist, now Islamic fundamentalist. 
History is seen as a prelude to a new world. Might 
not the present fundamentalist war between Islamic 
and market fundamentalism (Bush) be one of its 
manifestations? Are we not faced with the vestiges of 
a demented messianism that channels the wrath and 
the disquiet through ‘cultural and moral wars’ 
without seriously questioning the existing bond with 
the techno-economic world? 

 
(3) ‘Moral war’ as a hiding mechanism 

We may then talk about today’s moral war as a 
hiding mechanism; talking about today’s moral war 
shifts the discourse and the issue from the more 
fundamental and controversial one of power-sharing 
among nations. The most glaring example is the last 
US election: those who voted for Bush had the most 
serious socio-economic justice reasons not to have 
done so. Bush has been voted to power by the rural 
geographical center, by those less educated and 
poorer. Why? We may interpret the vote as a shifting 
of social problems (at bottom, a concealing process) 
to the cultural-moral-religious sphere.  

We are confronting the legitimizing function of 
a ‘fundamentalism’ that reads the Apocalypse 
literally. (Approximately 36-40 per cent of the 
population of the United States believe in some 
apocalyptic form of fundamentalism). Tin LaHaye, 
one of the leaders of the Christian Right, has sold 62 
million copies of a series of books that 
apocalyptically interpret the end of time. J. Gray 
points to these ideas as the motivating force of the 
interventions in Iraq by Bush and the neo-
conservatives. 

 
(4) The ‘cultural industry’ of neo-liberal capitalism 

The media industry of neo-liberal capitalism is 
creating a cultural globalization – the 
Macdonaldization of culture, characterized by the 
trivia, youth, rapidity, a fast-changing culture with an 
inconsequential touch. It produces a type of society, a 
“society of sensations”, which represents an 
anthropological turnaround. This type of society 
evades facing fundamental questions by consuming 
sensations. It is the “market of sensations”, of the 
immediate where no transcendental visions of life are 
possible. There is no room even for some sort of 
transcendental humanism. 
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We find ourselves, therefore, facing the pseudo-
religion of consumerism that questions any 
transcendental gaze. This is pure individualism as a 
depoliticizing ideology. 

 
Redefinition of the  
Commitment to Justice 

It is evident that in this new cultural atmosphere 
the burning issues in the promotion of justice, or 
struggle for justice are – without forgetting large 
objective differences and the social exclusion of neo-
liberal capitalism at national and international levels 
– cultural and ethic: life, death, diversity (cultural, 
religious, ethnic), ecology, peace, gender and 
tolerance. We need to worry about the process of de-
linking cultural and moral issues form economic 
problems affected by the neo-liberal ideology. A 
‘new policy’ or way of dealing with justice needs to 
be very sensitive so as to uncover this link that the 
culture industry as well as fundamentalist religion is 
so keen to hide. 

 
In today’s post-ideological situation: 

Can these cultural and moral themes be treated 
without a total vision, without a systemic vision of all 
the problems? Is it possible to do justice without 
ideology?  

We also need to confront the New Social 
Movements that define ‘justice’ as a change in 
relationships at three mutually separated levels: 

Person-nature 
Person-person (from the perspective of conflict 

of peace) 
Man-Woman (feminism)    
Undoubtedly problems are defined today in a 

new way. The new policy needs to take into 
consideration also the politicization of other 
questions (pacifism, ecology, feminism, 
multiculturalism). This may be all right, but is there 
not often a danger of de-linking these issues from 
‘material conditions’? Do they not present a partial 
view of reality? 

Let me take an example. If we talk about gender 
without relating this issue to the material conditions 
in which we live, we run the risk of using a 
fragmenting viewpoint that may become a masking 
ideological device: a religion related and focused on 
particular moral issues that have no relation with the 
traditional problems of justice. The most worrisome 
aspect is that this attitude conditions our conscience 
not to see the structure, the system. We should ask 
ourselves, why this deliberates malformation of our 
consciences. 

We cannot forget the already existing 
manifestations of discontent with this situation. J. 
Stiglitz has strongly criticized the “fundamentalism 
of the market”, the critique of the World Social 
Forum and many others are examples of a search for 
alternatives. We cannot, finally, belittle the critical-
constructive participation of the churches in raising 
the general moral tone and the conscience of citizens. 

(Published first in Promotio Iusticiae,  
No. 86, 2005) 

 
 
For further information 
Instituto Filosofia (CSIC) 
Pinar 25 
28006 Madrid – SPAIN 
E-mail: flvmm22@ifs.csic.es 
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Fr.  Jorge 
• 75 years old 
• Jesuit priest 
• PhD in Architecture (University of Tokyo) 
• Ramon Magsaysay Awardee, 1994 
Until his forced retirement 5 years ago, taught at Sofia 
University in Tokyo, six months of every year. The remaining 
six months he literally traveled around the world visiting low-
income housing activities. 

25 years (x) 2 issues/year  
@ 150 pages/issue = 7,500 

pages 

175 pages, 10 chapters 
Chapter = Theme 

Theme = Approach  

April 
1976 

1976 
1977 

HOUSING THE POOR IN THE NEW 
MILLENNIUM 

 By Eduardo Jorge Anzorena, SJ 
With Francisco L. Fernandez 

copies available at PhP 500 (US$10), including airmail 
pagtamba@pldtdsl.net 
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E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 

The  Struggle  for  Islam's  Soul  
                    

Dear Father 
Thank you for your 

email. The papers that 
you have sent are OK by 
me. I have made a few 
typo changes but that is 
all. I am attaching an 
important piece on the 
crisis facing Muslim 
communities and 
theology. I increasingly 
feel that we have to sort 
this out if you want to 
create a tolerant and just 
society. To begin with we 
should learn how to tell 
and accept the truth.  

With best wishes, 
 
Your friend 
Arif   

Terror in the UK - Most Muslims abhor violence, yet 
the terrorists are a product of a specific mindset that 
has deep roots in Islamic history. If Muslims refuse to 
confront this, we will all be prey to more terror, 
writes Ziauddin Sardar 

 
At about the time the bombs were going off in 

London, bulldozers were demolishing sacred historic 
sites in Mecca and, in Delhi, a group of women was 
demonstrating against an "inhuman" fatwa ordering a 
rape victim to renounce her husband. Three 
seemingly unconnected violent acts. But they weave 
a thread highlighting a question we Muslims just 
cannot ignore: why have we made Islam so violent? 

Within hours of the London atrocity, Muslim 
groups throughout Britain condemned the bombing, 
declaring in unequivocal terms that such acts had 
nothing to do with Islam. "Religious precepts," 
declared the Muslim Council of Britain, "cannot be 
used to justify such crimes, which are completely 
contrary to our teaching and practice." The eminently 
sensible Imam Abdul Jalil Sajid, chairman of the 

Muslim Council for Religious and Racial Harmony 
UK, announced: "No school of Islam allows the 
targeting of civilians or the killing of innocents. 
Indiscriminate, senseless and targeted killing has no 
justification in Islam." The tenor of these statements 
is: these are the acts of pathologically mad people; 
Islam has nothing to do with it.  

But Islam has everything to do with it. As Dr 
Ghayasuddin Siddiqui, director of the Muslim 
Institute, points out: "The terrorists are using Islamic 
sources to justify their actions. How can one then say 
it has nothing to do with Islam?"  

It is true that the vast majority of Muslims abhor 
violence and terrorism, and that the Koran and 
various schools of Islamic law forbid the killing of 
innocent civilians. It is true, as the vast majority of 
Muslims believe that the main message of Islam is 
peace. Nevertheless, it is false to assume that the 
Koran or Islamic law cannot be used to justify 
barbaric acts. The terrorists are a product of a specific 
mindset that has deep roots in Islamic history. They 
are nourished by an Islamic tradition that is 
intrinsically inhuman and violent in its rhetoric, 
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thought and practice. They are provided solace and 
spiritual comfort by scholars, who use the Koran and 
Islamic law to justify their actions and fan the hatred.  

As a Muslim, I am deeply upset by the attacks, 
the more so now I know they were the work of 
British Muslims. But, as a Muslim, I also have a duty 
to recognize the Islamic nature of the problem that 
the terrorists have thrown up. They are acting in the 
name of my religion; it thus becomes my 
responsibility critically to examine the tradition that 
sustains them. The question of violence per se is not 
unique to Islam. All those who define themselves as 
the totality of a religion or an ideology have an innate 
tolerance for and tendency towards violence. It is the 
case in all religions and all ideologies down through 
every age. But this does not lessen the responsibility 
on Muslims in Britain, or around the world, to be 
judicious, to examine themselves, their history and all 
it contains to redeem Islam from the pathology of this 
tradition. The terrorists place a unique burden on 
Muslims. To deny that they are a product of Islamic 
history and tradition is more than complacency. It is a 
denial of responsibility, a denial of what is really 
happening in our communities. It is a refusal to live 
in the real world.  

The tradition that nourishes the mentality of the 
extremists has three inherent characteristics. First, it 

is a-historic. It abhors history and drains it of all 
humanity and human content. Islam, as a religion 
interpreted in the lives and thoughts of people called 
Muslims, is not something that unfolded in history 
with all its human strengths and weaknesses, but is a 
utopia that exists outside time. Hence it has no notion 
of progress, moral development or human evolution. 
What happened in Mecca earlier this month 
illustrates this point well. 

During the past 50 years the holy cities of 
Mecca and Medina have suffered incalculable 
violence. More than 300 historical sites have been 
leveled systematically. Only a few historic buildings 
remain in Mecca - and these are about to be 
demolished. "We are witnessing now the last few 
moments of the history of Mecca," says Sami 
Angawi, a Saudi expert on the Islamic architecture of 
the Holy City. "Its layers of history are being 
bulldozed for a parking lot." Angawi, who has fought 
to conserve the historic sites of the Holy City for 
more than 25 years, has no doubt what is largely to 
blame: Wahhabism, the dominant religious tradition 
of Saudi Arabia. The Wahhabis, he says, "have not 
allowed preser-vation of old buildings, especially 
those related to the Prophet". Why? Because other 
Muslims will relate to the history of the Prophet, and 
they will then see him as a man living in a particular 

time and space that placed 
particular demands on him 
and forced him to act in 
particular ways. The 
Wahhabis want to 
universalize and eternalize 
every act of the Prophet. For 
them, the context is not only 
irrelevant but dangerous. It 
has to be expunged.  

What this means is that 
the time of the Prophet has to 
be constantly recreated, both 
in thought and action. It is 
perfect time, frozen and 
eternalized. Because it is 
perfect, it cannot be 
improved: it is the epitome of 
morality, incapable of 
growth.  

Second, this ideal 
tradition is monolithic. It 
does not recognize, 
understand or appreciate a 
contrary view. Those who 
express an alternative opinion 
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are seen as apostates, collaborators or worse. The 
latest cause celebre of Islamic law in India 
demonstrates what I mean. Imrana Bibi, the 28-year-
old wife of a poor rickshaw puller in Muzaffarnagar, 
Uttar Pradesh, was raped by her father-in-law. The 
religious scholars of Deoband, an influential 
seminary with Wahhabi tendencies, issued a fatwa: 
her marriage is nullified, her husband is forbidden to 
her for ever, she will have to separate for life from 
him and her five children. The All India Muslim 
Personal Law Board endorsed the "punishment". 
When Imrana Bibi herself, along with women's rights 
groups, complained about the double injustice, the 
clerics at Deoband declared: "She had a physical 
relationship with her father-in-law. It does not matter 
whether it was consensual or forced. She cannot live 
with her husband. Any Muslim who opposes our 
fatwa is not a true Muslim and is betraying Islam."  

So no complaint or opposition is allowed. A 
perfect tradition can only produce perfect fatwas. 
And those who are seen as betraying Islam can 
themselves become subjects of other perfect fatwas. 
As a tradition outside history, it does not recognize 
the diversity of Islam. The humanist or rationalist 

tradition of Islam, or the great mystical tradition, thus 
appears as a dangerous deviation. In Bangladesh the 
Wahhabis and Deobandis are terrorising and burning 
the mosques of the Ahmadiyya sect, which does not 
see the Prophet Muhammad as the last Prophet, and 
insist that Ahmadis should be declared "non-
Muslims". In Pakistan the Sunnis are killing Shias 
because they do not see them as legitimate Muslims. 
Ditto in Iraq. In Algeria the Armed Islamic Group 
(GIA) openly declared that the entire "Algerian 
nation" was deviant and should be killed. As for 
Saudi Arabia, you cannot even take a commentary or 
translation of the Koran into the country that does not 
follow the prescribed line.  

Notice also that this tradition has a very specific 
view of sin. A perfect tradition must lead to perfect 
Muslims, who do not and cannot commit sin. Those 
who commit sin - that is, disagreeing or deviate - 
cannot be Muslims. Those outside this tradition are 
sinners and have to be brought to the Straight Path. 
The victims of sin themselves become sinners who 
have to be punished.  

Third, this tradition is aggressively self-
righteous; and insists on imposing its notion of 
righteousness on others. It legitimizes intolerance and 
violence by endlessly quoting the famous verse from 
the Koran that asks the believers "to do good and 
prevent evil deeds". The Bali bombers justified their 
actions with this verse. The Islamic Defenders Front, 
based in Indonesia, frequently burns and destroys 
cafes, cinemas and discos - places it considers to be 
sites of immoral or immodest behavior. The hated 
religious police in Saudi Arabia are on the streets 
every day imposing a "moral code" (mainly on 
women). In Pakistan, the religious scholars 
succeeded in banning mixed (male and female) 
marathons.  

Just where does this tradition come from? Much 
has been said about the "modern" nature of this 
tendency. It has been argued, for example, that it is a 
recent phenomenon, a product of "instrumental 
modernity". This is plain nonsense. It can be traced 
right back to the formative phase of Islam.  

The Prophet Muhammad was succeeded by four 
caliphs who are known as the "Rightly Guided" 
because of their close friendship and relationship 
with the Prophet. Muslims regard the period of their 
rule in idealized terms - as the best that human 
endeavour can achieve. However, this was also a 
period of dissent, wars and rebellions. Three of the 
four Rightly Guided caliphs were murdered. One 
particular set of rebels, responsible for the murder of 
Ali, the fourth caliph, was known as the Kharjites. 
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The Kharjites were a puritan sect which believed that 
history had come to an end after the revelation made 
to the Last Prophet. From now on, there could not be 
any debate or compromise on any question: "The 
decision is God's alone." They were prone to 
extremist proclamations, denouncing Ali as well as 
Othman, the third caliph, and pronouncing everyone 
who did not agree with their point of view as infidel 
and outside the law.  

The Kharjites developed a radically different 
interpretation of what it means to be a Muslim. To be 
a Muslim, they argued, is to be in a perfect state of 
soul. Someone in that state cannot commit a sin and 
engage in wrongdoing. Sin, therefore was a 
contradiction for a true Muslim - it nullified the 
believer and demonstrated that inwardly he was an 
apostate who had turned against Islam. Thus anyone 
who did any wrong was not really a Muslim. He 
could be put to death. Indeed, the Kharjites believed 
that all non-Kharjite Muslims were really apostates 
who were legitimate targets for violence.  

Although the Kharjites were eventually 
suppressed, their thought has recurred in Islamic 
history with cyclic regularity. They led several 
rebellions during the Abbasid period (749-1258), 
which is conventionally seen as the Golden Age of 
Islam. The influence of their thought can clearly be 
seen on Ibn Taymiyyah (1263-1328), the great-
grandfather of Wahhabism, and one of the most 
influential political scientists of Islamic history. 
Kharjite thought is also evident in the ideas of 
Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Wahhab (1703-87), the 
founder of the Wahhabi sect. It shaped the outlook of 
Sayyid Qutb (1906-66), chief ideologue of the 
Muslim Brotherhood. Today we can see their clear 
influence not just on those who subscribe to the Bin 
Laden doctrine, groups such as Hizb ut-Tahrir and al-
Muhajiroun, but also on certain mainstream 
organizations.  

Like their predecessors, the neo-Kharjites have 
no doubt that their identity is shaped by the best 
religion with the finest arrangements and precepts for 
all aspects of human existence; and there can be no 
deviation from the path. Those who do not agree are 
at best lesser Muslims and at worst legitimate targets 
for violence. In their rhetoric all is sacred, nothing 
secular and retribution is the paramount duty. "Since 
they have left humanity and history out of the 
equation," says Dr Najah Kadhim, director of 
Islam21, a global network of Muslim intellectuals, 
"they have no conscience. No notion of guilt or 
remorse. Since the idea that they are perfect is part of 
their psychological make-up, they can do anything 

with impunity." Injustice and violence are inbuilt in 
their thought and tradition, which, under certain 
circumstances, is transformed into undiluted fascism. 
We saw this most clearly in the case of the Taliban.  

So it just won't do to say that these people are 
"not Muslims", as the Muslim Council of Britain 
seems to suggest. We must acknowledge that the 
terrorists, and their neo-Kharjite tradition, are 
products of Islamic history. Only by recognizing this 
brutal fact would we realize that the fight against 
terrorism is also an internal Muslim struggle within 
Islam. Indeed, it is a struggle for the very soul of 
Islam.  

In that struggle, all Muslims have to examine 
their words, deeds, motivations and interpretations of 
Islam. The traditional exegesis of the Koran - the 
traditional rhetoric used by gentle, bushy-bearded, 
kind old mullahs who wouldn't hurt a fly - 
nevertheless is formed from the same building blocks 
as that slippery slope on which pathological mindsets 
are created, where Islam is used to justify the 
unjustifiable. And it leads to equivocal arguments by 
which many defend or seek to explain the 
indefensible.  

Yet this struggle, as Dr Siddiqui points out, 
"cannot be shaped on the lines of 'the war on terror'". 
The "war on terror" feeds the monster what it most 
desires: violent reaction to sustain the cycle of 
violence. "This is why Iraq has now become a 
breeding ground for the neo-Kharjite philosophy," he 
argues.  

The war on terror, in fact, cannot be a war at all. 
It has to be a reasoned engagement with the politics 
of tradition. If Islam has been construed as the 
problem, then Islam is also the essential ingredient in 
the solution.  

"The best way to fight the Kharjite tradition is 
with the humanistic and rationalist traditions of 
Islam," says Dr Kadhim. "This is how they were 
defeated in Islamic history. This is how we will 
defeat them now." If Muslims do not take on the 
challenge, they cede the initiative to those who have 
misconceived the problem and accepted a military 
strategy that is no solution. And that will make us all 
prey to more violence.  

 
 
 
For further Information 
 
Ziauddin Sardar's Desperately Seeking Paradise: 
journeys of a sceptical Muslim is published by 
Granta (£8.99, paperback) 
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Middle  Class  Accept  Squatters    
in  their  Neighborhood  

 
“They can come, but only the well-known ones.”  

  
 

 
The Governor of the Province of Cordoba Jose 

Manuel de Sota is evicting the poor from the city of 
Cordoba and relocating them in 12,000 houses built 
in 43 districts of the Province. The project implies an 
investment of 300 million argentine 
pesos（1US$=0.34 Arg Pesos） from which 250 
million come from a loan of the Inter-American 
Development Bank (BID) 

Half of the 12,000 houses have been built. 
However the urban poor, who were not consulted on 
the project and were re-settled as far as 14 kilometers 
from the city, are selling the houses. A series of 
demonstrations were held and complaints filed citing 
violation of the human rights and of the right of city.  
As a result, the project was suspended in June 2005. 

The following were the complaints:  
•   The housing policy of the Governor is based 

on external financing and generates more external 
debt to the country. 

•   The poor was evicted to allow the entry of 

the business sector. One example was the eviction of 
270 families to build a commercial complex. 

The middle class neighborhoods were also 
against the plan of the governor. The district of 
Matienzo was one of the designated sites for the 
relocation of 1,000 families. The 600 of the 
neighbors of Matienzo voted to accept only the 
construction of houses for the squatter areas close to 
their district, but not for the residents of other 
squatter areas.  

The basic position of the middle class people is 
security: "We prefer that people come from near 
villas because with them we do not have security 
problems. If people will come from other areas, 
besides poverty we will have delinquency.” 

They accept houses for 312 dwellers from the 
six bordering squatter settlements to be constructed. 
They want a hospital, a sport center and a technical 
school for the children of the poor to be built and that 
the construction companies employ as laborers the 
squatter people who will occupy the houses. 
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For further information: 
 
Arch Silvia de los Rios 
silviasdlr@terra.com.pe 
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The  Right  to  Safe  Drinking  Water    
as  a  Human  Right  

By Romina Picolotti 
 
                    

Introduction 
During a research program studying the 

dimensions of poverty, human rights and 
environment, an Argentinean NGO, “The Center for 
Human Rights and Environment”, CEDHA, 
identified the lack of access to safe drinking water in 
outlying poor neighborhoods as a critical problem in 
the city of Cordoba, Argentina.  This two-year 
research program focused on specific geographical 
areas around Cordoba with high levels of poverty.  It 
revealed that the lack of access to safe drinking water 
was a common and recurring problem in the poorest 
local communities. 

The problem had four principal dimensions: 
•   Lack of access to the local public water 

distribution network. Contamination of water 
distributed by the existing local network, primarily 
due to a lack of State control over contracted 
cooperative providers who are charged with 
providing water to poor communities.  

•   Contamination of ground-water, principally 
because of inadequate sanitation infrastructure and 
spill-over of contaminated water from homemade 
sanitation systems [domestic cesspools]; and 

•   Contamination of domestic water-storage 
tanks.  This was caused by a number of factors, 
including the following: inadequate covers; poor 
maintenance and hygiene; a lack of regular checks; 
and atmospheric contamination due to the use of 
agro-pesticides and chemicals too close to areas of 
high population density, as well as the presence 
and/or use of pathogenic waste incinerators, 
crematories and other industrial pollution nearby. 

•   Argentina’s legal system guarantees a broad 
range of economic, social and cultural rights [ESC 
rights].  The right to a healthy environment is 
guarantied in the Constitution itself, while the rights 
to health, an adequate standard of living, and food 

have constitutional status because the international 
instruments providing for them have been 
incorporated into Argentina’s Constitution.  In light 
of this legal framework and the pressing need for the 
State to perceive the problem of access to safe 
drinking water as a human rights problem, CEDHA 
decided to begin to litigate cases addressing the 
various dimensions of the problem in the city of 
Cordoba. 

 
Deciding to Litigate 

When selecting cases, CEDHA uses the 
following criteria: population density; the degree of 
poverty; existing lack of access to safe drinking 
water; proximity to the public water distribution 
network; social organization of the affected 
community; and the judicial viability of the case. 

The principal obstacles the CEDHA 
encountered when litigating were the lack of a 
tradition of judicial enforcement of ESC rights, and 
the limited capacity and willingness of the judicial 
sector to influence public policy decisions.  Other 
hurdles included the economic crisis being 
experienced by the country as a whole, as well as by 
the provincial and municipal governments. 

 
Facts of the case      

This article focuses on a case addressing the 
lack of access to sage drinking water in three poor 
neighborhoods of the city of Cordoba, Argentina, 
which are not connected to the public water 
distribution network, and whose domestic 
groundwater wells are heavily contaminated with 
fecal matter, nitrates and nitrites. 

The affected neighborhoods are “Chacras de la 
Merced”, “Villa la Merced” and “Cooperativa 
Unidos”. 	 They have a combined population of 
around 4500, approximately 43% of whom are 
minors under 17 years of age and nearly 5% of whom 
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are older than 64. Approximately 30% of the 
neighborhood’s population is actively employed, 
while unemployment exceeds 23%.  The average 
monthly income per household (in families with at 
least one employed member) is US$ 175.  The level 
of illiteracy is nearly 3%. 

Towards the end of the 1960s, the city built a 
sewer-water treatment facility called the EDAR Bajo 
Grande (hence forth ‘plant’ or ‘facility ‘) on the 
banks of the Suquia River, two kilometers upstream 
from “Chacras de la Merced” community, whose 
existence predates construction of the facility by 30 
years.  Chacras de la Merced borders the Villa la 
Merced and Cooperativa Unidos communities.  The 
EDAR facility was inaugurated in 1987, under 
municipal control, with the capacity to treat 120,000 
cubic meters per hour [m3/h] of sewer-water.  As the 
city of Cordoba kept on growing, the Municipality 
continued authorizing new sewage connections, 
thereby progressively increasing the volume of 
sewer-water going into the plant. 

As a result, the plant now has two extremely 
pressing problems.  The first has to do with the lack 
of maintenance and supplies of basic products needed 
to treat the sewer-water.  Due to these limitations, the 
plant is currently operating at 70% of its full 
capacity.  The second problem relates to the quantity 
of sewer-water flowing into the plant.  Even if the 
plant were functioning at 100% capacity, it could 
only treat 120,000 m3/h.  As present, the plant 
receives an average of 140,000 to 150,000 m3/h.  
This data indicates that the plant is receiving between 
20,000 and 30,000 m3/h of sewage water that it could 
not treat even if it were operating at 100% capacity.  
The large disparity between the quantity of incoming 
sewage and the capacity of the facility to treat it 
results in daily spillage of untreated sewer-water 
directly into the Suquia River. 	 In July of 2003, on 
CEDHA’s invitation, a representative of the 
CEQUIMAP laboratory arrived at Chacras de la 
Merced to take five water samples from the 
community.  The fecal bacteria [faecal coliform] 
content of the river water collected down-stream 
from the plant was 40 times higher than that of the 
sample taken upstream. 

The samples taken from homes in the 
community indicated that it is a severe contamination 
of water with fecal matter; the level of contamination 
is increasing in direct proportion to the proximity of 
the home to the plant.  Some of the samples showed 
up to 2,000 fecal coliforms per 100 ml.  The World 
Health Organization [WHO] has stated that no fecal 

coliforms should be present in water destined for 
human consumption. 
 
Legal Strategy 

The case was litigated by CEDHA’s Human 
Rights and Environment Clinic.  The legal strategy 
chosen in the case parallels CEDHA’s general legal 
strategy, which is grounded in the objective of 
enforcing ESC rights.  CEDHA is working with 
environmental and human rights law to create 
positive jurisprudence, which will enable continual 
progress towards the complete enforcement of all 
ESC rights.  With the approval of the respective 
plaintiffs, the organization distinguishes between all 
the rights that have been violated and a selection of 
these rights, which they choose to present to the 
courts for enforcement.  Thus, in this case, while the 
contamination of the water source led to the violation 
of multiple human rights, CEDHA only sought 
judicial enforcement of certain rights.  These 
included the right to safe drinking water, the right to 
a healthy environment, the right to health, and the 
right to an adequate standard of living. 

With a view to expediting the process as much 
as possible, CEDHA chose to present a petition based 
on two main criteria.  The aims of the case were 
principally limited to securing safe drinking water for 
the affected parties and ensuring that contamination 
of the Suquia River immediately cease.   

Actions were filed against the Provincial State 
and the Municipality of Cordoba.  The action against 
the Provincial State was based on its obligation to 
ensure that the water of the Suquia River is suitable 
for human and industrial use, and on its duty to 
provide direct or indirect access to safe drinking 
water to the public, in conformity with previous 
jurisprudence and internal legislation.  The action 
against the Municipality centered on the injurious and 
dangerous environmental degradation and its human 
consequences.  This strategy enabled CEDHA to 
broaden the range of parties potentially responsible 
for violating rights, and to hold them accountable in 
differentiated but collective terms.  The NGO argued 
that the State is the guarantor of human rights, 
irrespective of the internal organizational structure it 
might choose to adopt. 

This approach enabled CEDHA to capitalize on 
existing and ongoing internal conflict between the 
Municipality and the Province.  Rather than claiming 
innocence on the matter, the two parties proceeded to 
point the finger of responsibility at each other.  
However, although the duality and conflict between 
political levels operated in favor of the litigants at 
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this stage of the case, it proved problematic later on 
when it came to the execution of the court order, as 
the political differences created significant barriers to 
implementing the order. 

As part of its strategy, CEDHA requested that 
members of affected communities be present at 
various stages of the process.  This practice, which is 
quite unusual for the kind of legal action brought in 
this case, exerted strong political pressure on all the 
parties involved.  The filing was jointly made by 
CEDHA and four community members, who had 
previously made their homes available for water 
sampling.  The strategy involved utilizing the legal 
action as a political pressure mechanism.  The 
objective was to confront the State with a ‘Pandora’ s 
box of thousands of potential subsequent cases to be 
brought by other affected community members, 
should the first action not result in a permanent 
solution to the problem of inadequate access to safe  
drinking water. 

The following international human rights 
instruments were invoked in the case filing and 
presented to the court: the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights [UDHA]; the international Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [ICESCR]; 
and the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
[CRC].  The case was ultimately sustained by 
evidences coming primarily from the State’s own 
reports on the functioning of the treatment facility 
and the levels of contamination of the Suquia River. 

 
The Ruling   

The case was resolved in the first instance by 
the Civil and Commercial Court of the 8th   

Nomination.  Having accepted the standing of 
the NEO [CEDHA] and the four affected community 
members, the judge ruled that the State was 
responsible for violating the rights to a healthy 
environment, to an adequate standard of living, to 
access to safe drinking water, and to health.  The 
Court recognized the human right to safe drinking 
water, which is implied by the right to health.  The 
judge explicitly cited the UDHR, the ICESCR, and 
General Comment No.15 on the right to water of the 
Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.  
The Court also recognized the immediacy, with 
which the State must address the environmental 
situation, and that such immediacy implies the 
obligation to adopt urgent measures with a view to 
avoiding irreversible damage to the ecosystem and – 
consequently – to those individuals who inhabit the 
environment in question.   

The Court stated that: The environment is not 
only a collective good, but a requisite sine qua non 
for [the existence of people], [it] therefore is an 
individual patrimony and at the same time, a 
collective one, with implications for present and 
future generations, for which we must not only act in 
defense of present values, but in the name of future 
persons and environmental values. 

With respect to the judicial enforcement of the 
rights at issue in this case, the Court declared that: 
While it is good that in a State of rule of law…a 
judicial entity [does]	 not conduct activities that are 
the responsibility of the Parliament or Presidency, the 
discretionary and privative competence of an organ 
of the State has limits, and …the action of the judicial 
power, in the face of the degeneration of those 
responsibilities, does not imply an invasion of one 
power over another, but rather the framing of public 
authority to uphold the Constitution and the law. 

The Court ordered that: The Municipality of 
Cordoba adopt all of the measures necessary relative 
to the functioning of [the facility], in order to 
minimize the environmental impact caused by it, 
until a permanent solution can be attained with 
respect to its functioning; and that the Provincial 
State assure the [plaintiffs] a provision of 200 daily 
liters of safe drinking water, until the appropriate 
public works be carried out to ensure the full access 
to the public water service, as per decree 529/94. 
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Full costs were awarded to the plaintiffs. 
 

Execution of the Order 
In the process, CEDHA succeeded in 

compelling the Municipality to present an ‘integral 
sewage plan’ under which US$ 1.75 million was to 
be invested for the rehabilitation of the existing 
infrastructure, and US$ 6 million in order to increase 
plant capacity.  CEDHA requested formal 
clarification of the ruling in order to ensure that the 
Judge would order precisely the measures necessary 
with regard to the functioning of the plant, in order to 
minimize its environmental impact until a permanent 
solution was reached, including specifying activities 
and their implementation timeframe. 

In December 2004, the Province of Cordoba 
commenced the public works required to provide 
fresh and sage water to the affected communities.  
The Provincial State has since finished construction 
of the main section of the water system.  The second 
phase of building – establishing connections to 
homes in the communities – is now due to begin  
Work has also begun on the piping necessary to 
supply water to the neighborhoods.  This will 
eventually provide Chacras de la Merced, 
Cooperatives Unidos and Villa la Merced with 
permanent access to safe drinking water.  The 
Municipality has undertaken to furnish the necessary 
pipes for home connections.  Construction work is 
expected to be completed by 
March 2005. 

There have been several 
other developments as a result 
of the Court’s ruling.  The 
Municipal Executive ordered 
by decree that “the Executive 
will not authorize new sewage 

connections until [the Municipality] improves the 
capacity of the sewage plant”.  This has had one 
interesting result – the coincidental alignment of the 
position of important economic actors such as the 
Construction Council and the Engineering.  
Architects and Real Estate Associations with that of 
CEDHA.  As these actors cannot publicly call for 
new connections to be authorized, they are instead 
using economic arguments to exert pressure on the 
Executive to improve the plant as fast as possible.  
Their principal arguments are that as construction 
work has ceased because no new buildings can be 
connected to the sewage system, construction 
workers, architects and engineers, etc. are losing their 
jobs.  In addition, rest estate associations are losing 
money because nobody wishes to buy new 
apartments with no sewage connections. 

In addition, the Municipal Congress recently 
passed a law dictating that, from now on, all revenue 
from sewage and sanitation taxes is to be invested 
exclusively in the sewage system.  Annually, the 
Municipality collects around US$ 10 million in 
sewage taxes.  Previously, this money was allocated 
at the Executive’s discretion.  As the facts that led up 
to this case reveal, they were obviously never 
invested in improving the sewage treatment system. 

 
Conclusion  

A request for the provision of permanent access 
to safe drinking water is not merely a simple request 
for the provision of a public service.  Rather, it is 
founded on the desire to assure the full realization of 
the human rights to health, food, an adequate 
standard of living, a healthy environment and of 
access to safe drinking water.  The Court in this case 
established itself as the guarantor of the human rights 
of the residents of these neighborhoods.  This 
decision constitutes an important step towards the 
judicial enforcement of these rights. 

 
 
For further information 
 
The Center for Human Rights and Environment: 
CEDHA 
http//www.dedha.org.ar 
Coordinating Office – Asia/Pacific Programme 
 
Center On Housing Rights & Evictions (COHRE) 
124 Napier St, Fitzroy, VIC 3065, Australia 
Postal: P.O.Box 1160 Collingwood VIC 3066 
Australia 
Website: www.cohre.org 
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Grameen  Bank  
                    

 
Grameen Bank’s Struggling (Beggar) 
Members Program-Muhammad Yunus 

Grameen Bank was started in 1976 by 
Muhammad Yunus as an experimental project to 
combat rural poverty by providing credit to the very 
poor.  In 1983 Grameen Bank became established as 
a formal bank which provides small, collateral-free 
credit to the rural poor, mainly women, for income-
generating activities. As of August, 2004, Grameen 
Bank disbursed $4.6 billion in loans to 3.8 million 
borrowers, 96% of them women, with a repayment 
rate of 99%. It currently lends out daily about $ 2.0 
million in tiny loans averaging around $200.  

In late 2003, Grameen Bank embarked on a new 
program, exclusively targeted for the beggars in 
Bangladesh. Begging is chosen by many poor people 
in Bangladesh, as a result of river erosion, divorce, 
death of earning member in the family, 
unemployment or disability, and for many becomes a 
lifetime occupation. Beggars in Bangladesh are not 
reached by most of the poverty alleviation 
interventions and subsist on the margins of society. 
The Struggling (Beggar) Members Program is a new 

initiative taken by Grameen Bank to confront a 
sustained campaign that micro credit cannot be used 
by the people belonging to the lowest rung of 
poverty, as well as to reinforce the Bank's campaign 
that credit should be accepted as a human right. 

The key features of this program are unique and 
bypass the rules and regulations that apply to the 
regular Grameen Bank members. The struggling 
members are not required to form any micro credit 
group. While they may be affiliated with a regular 
group, they are not obliged to attend the weekly 
meetings. The regular group members act as mentors 
to the struggling members, providing guidance and 
support to them. The bank treats its struggling 
members with the same respect and attention as 
regular members and refrains from using the term 
"beggar" which is socially demeaning.  

A typical loan to a beggar member amounts to 
Tk. 500 (US$ 9.00). It is collateral-free and there is 
no interest charged on it. The repayment schedule is 
flexible, decided by the struggling member herself. 
The installments are to be paid according to her 
convenience and earning capability, and must not be 

paid from money earned from 
begging. 

The goal of the program 
is not only to economically 
empower but also to boost 
the morale and dignity of the 
beggars. They are given 
identity badges with the 
bank's logo as physical 
evidence of the bank's 
support behind them. For 
some of them Grameen Bank 
makes arrangements with 
local shops to give the 
members a credit line up to a 
given amount to pick-up 
whatever items they choose 
to take out to sell in the 
village. The bank provides 
guarantee to the shops that it 
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will make payments in case of defaults. The 
struggling members sell items such as bread, candy, 
pickles, and toys, among others, to supplement their 
begging. 

The struggling members are welcome to save 
with Grameen Bank as they wish. They are covered 
by the loan insurance scheme under which their loans 
will be fully repaid by Grameen Bank in case of 
death. In addition, Tk. 500 will be provided from the 
bank's Emergency Fund to the bereaved family for 
meeting burial expenses. The bank provides 
struggling members with blankets, woolen shawls, 
mosquito nets and umbrellas on credit to be repaid as 
interest free loans. Although there is no compulsion 
for the struggling members to give up begging, there 
are many cases of beggars who have given up 
begging and moved on to being business persons. 

As of August, 2004, Tk. 9.1 million has been 
disbursed to 17,647 struggling members, of which 
Tk. 2.6 million has been repaid. 87 
members have already quit begging and 
joined Grameen Bank borrowing groups 
as regular members. Grameen Bank 
expects the number of struggling members 
taking part in this program to exceed 
25,000 by the end of 2004 

 
Village Phone Program Crosses 
100,000 Subscribers 

The Village Phone Program of 
Grameen Telecom, a not for-profit 
company set up to bring the modern cell 
phone services within the reach of 
Grameen Bank members, has 
experienced in recent months a very rapid 

growth. The number of subscribers doubled 
in 2004, with more than 120,000 active 
subscribers currently spread out in 
thousands of villages, including very remote 
locations in the coastal region of 
Bangladesh. The number is expected to 
double again in 2005. 

The Village Phone Program of 
Grameen Telecom, a not-for-profit 
company set up to bring the modern cell 
phone services within the reach of Grameen 
Bank members, has experienced in recent 
months a very rapid growth. The number of 
subscribers doubled in 2004, with more than 
120,000 active subscribers currently spread 
out in thousands of villages, including very 
remote locations in the coastal region of 
Bangladesh. The number is expected to 

double again in 2005 
While GB provides the loan financing to enable 

its members to purchase the handset with mobile 
connectivity, Grameen Telecom provides them with 
the requisite support services. Grameen Phone, the 
operating company which has built the countrywide 
network, is now the leading telecom service provider 
in Bangladesh, with more than 3 million regular 
subscribers, who live mostly in towns and cities. 
Telenor of Norway owns 62% of Grameen Phone 
equity, while Grameen Telecom has the remaining 
38% of the shares. This is a unique instance of a joint 
venture between a major telecom operator from a 
developed country, collaborating with a not-for-profit 
organization from the third world. The joint venture 
combines the business objective of making money 
from lucrative telecom investments, with the 
development objective of enhancing the income of 
the rural poor through access to ICT. 
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Grameen Bank Update 
April 2005 

     Item     Million  US$    
1.0   Cumulative  disbursements     4,790.27    
2.0   Cumulative  repayment   4,294.37    

3.0   Amount  disbursed  this  month     48.80    

4.0   Amount  repaid  this  month     39.06    

5.0   Balance  of  borrower  deposits   237.21  

6.0   Balance  of  all  deposits     360.02    

7.0   Balance  of  loan  insurance  savings     18.24    
8.0   Housing  loans  disbursed  (cumulative)     199.53    
9.0   Amount  paid  out  from  life  insurance  fund  

(cumulative)    
3.41    

10.0   Scholarships  (cumulative)     0.25    
11.0   Higher  education  loans  disbursed  

(cumulative)    
2.16    

12.0   Number  of  branches     1,456    

13.0   Number  of  villages     51,687    
14.0   Number  of  centers     86,459    
15.0   Number  of  groups     737,992    

16.0   Number  of  members     4,480,688    
   Female   4,296,962  
   Male   183,726  
17.0   Cumulative  number  of  houses  built  with  

GB  housing  loans  
  

619,106  
18.0   No.  of  branches  with  more  deposits  than  

outstanding  loans  
  

755  

19.0   Ratio  of  deposits  and  own  resources  to  
outstanding  loans    

131  

20.0   Cumulative  no.  of  student  loans   5,773  
21.0   Cumulative  no.  of  scholarships   19,599  

22.0   Cumulative  no.  of  village  phones     118,842  
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For further information: 
 
Grameen Bank  
Mirpur Two Dhaka - 1216, Bangladesh 
 Fax/Tel.: +880 2 803559, +880 2 801138 
 Email: grameen.bank@grameen.n 
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Survey  of  NGOs  and  CBOs  Working  with  Solid  
Waste	 Management  in  Dhaka  City  

By Nazrul Islam & Sheikh 
 
                    

Introduction 
The Centre for Urban Studies (CUS), conducted 

a survey of NGOs and CBOs working within Dhaka 
City Corporation (DCC) area.  The survey was 
commissioned by the Pacific Consultants 
International (PCI) for the Japanese International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) who are at present 
involved in a major study of the Solid Waste 
Management system in DCC.  It was conducted 
during February – April, 2004. 

 
Objectives of the Survey   

The objectives of the survey were to obtain 
information on Non-government Organization 
(NGOs) and Community Based Organizations 
(CBOs) involved in solid waste management (SWM) 
in Dhaka City in order to identify the roles of NGOs 
and CBOs, mechanism of NGOs and CBOs activities 
in SWM and appropriate measures to promote the 
activities in the city. 

 
Target NGOs and CBOs 

The survey covered NGOs and CBOs 
working for solid waste management in Dhaka 
City such as in door-to-door waste collection, 
transportation, waste recycling and reduction, 
hygiene, and education and enlightenment of 
people. 

 
Methodology of the Survey   

This survey consisted of four phases as 
follows: 

•   Listing of related NGOs and CBOs. 
•   Preparation of profiles of 20 selected 

NGOs and CBOs randomly selected from 
different parts of the city. 

•   Comprehensive survey of NGO and 
CBO activities in selected 4 wards (2 in Old 

Dhaka and 2 in New Dhaka). 
•   Preparation of detail case studies of 4 

NGOs/CBOs. 
Findings 

List of Related NGOs and CBOs 
The listing up of NGOs involved in solid waste 

management activities was done from secondary 
sources, such as DCC, JICA, Department of Social 
Welfare, Government of Bangladesh, Bangladesh 
Integrated Environmental Development Forum 
(BIEDF), Coalition for the Urban Poor (CUP) and 
Waste Concern.  A total of 155 NGOs/CBOs were 
found to be involved in SWM activities and activities 
on some other socio-environmental and cultural 
programs.  In fact, 92 NGOs and CBOs were found 
involved in SWM in Dhaka City.  Another group of 
63 NGOs/CBOs were found involved in other than 
SWM but related activities, such as environmental 
improvement, cleanliness, plantation and some sort 
of social welfare activities. 

From the NGOs/CBOs, which were involved in 
SWM activities in DCC area, 20 NGOs were 
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randomly selected and studied 
extensively in order to grasp the 
actual situation of the NGOs and 
CBOs.  Finally profiles were made for 
these 20 NGOs/CBOs to provide 
basic information and information 
related to SWM. 

On the basis of the findings for 
the randomly selected 20 
NGOs/CBOs, JICA selected 4 
NGOs/CBOs for study in detail as 
case studies.  CUS researchers 
conducted the case studies and 
ultimately prepared the reports.  
Background and origin of the NGOs 
activities related to SWM, sources of 
finance, initial establishment cost, 
problems and future plans were 
detailed in the case studies.  	     

A second approach to survey of NGOs/CBOs 
was geographical in nature.	 At this stage four 
Wards in DCC (Wards 11 & 24 in New Dhaka, 68 & 
69 in Old Dhaka) were surveyed comprehensively.  
35 NGOs and CBOs were working in SWM in the 4 
selected Wards.  The detailed profiles were prepared 
for all the 55 NGOs and CBOs.  Each profile covers a 
number of general information and some specific 
information on solid waste management activities  

Some eleven aspects have been selected to give 
a summarized impression on the 55 NGOs and CBOs 
involved in SWM in Dhaka City.   

Among the randomly selected 20 NGOs only 
5% were established before 1971 and 20% of the 35 
NGOs in the 4 Wards were establishment before 
1971, while 65% of the randomly selected 
NGOs/CBOs were established during 1992 and 2004 
and 40% of the NGOs in the 4 Wards were registered 
during the same time. 

Registration Status of the Organizations 
It has been found that 85% of the randomly 

selected 20 NGOs/CBOs and 31.42% of the 35 
NGOs in four Wards are registered, while the rest 
were not. 

 
Year of Registration 

Out of 20 randomly selected NGOs, only one 
(5%) was registered before 1971, 20% were 
registered during 1982-1991, while 35% of these 
NGOs were registered during the period of 1992 to 
2001.  In the four selected Wards, it has been found 
that only four organizations (about 12% out of 35) 
have information on their registration year, 68% are 
not registered and 20% do not have such information. 

Among the total 55 NGOs, 44% NGOs are not 
registered and approximately 20% NGOs do not have 
information on their registration.  25% of the total 
NGOs have registered during the period of 1992 to 
2004. 

 
Main Activities of Organizations 

All of the surveyed organizations (55) are 
engaged in solid waste management activities.  These 
NGOs/CBOs are also involved in some other 
activities, such as, cleanliness program, 
environmental development, micro-credit facilities, 
poverty alleviation and different types of sports and 
cultural programs as well as religious and social 
activities, mosquito eradication program	 and so on. 

Involvement of NGOs/CBOs in solid waste 
management basically connotes door to door 
collection of waste and transporting this waste to the 
nearest waste bin provided by the City Corporation.  
Some NGOs/CBOs also perform the task of 
transporting waste from bins to dumpsite.  A few 
NGOs/CBOs also run composting activities. 

Among the 20 randomly selected NGOs/CBOs 
only one (5%) (namely Moon Rise Bahumukhi 
Samabay Samity) is engaged in only SWM activities 
along with cleanliness, environmental development 
and activities like cultural programs, sports, mosquito 
eradication, etc. 

For the 35 NGOs/CBOs in the selected 4 Wards, 
17% of them were involved in only SWM activities, 
while about 63% of these NGOs/ CBOs were 
engaged in SWM activities with cleanliness, 
environmental development and cultural activities 
like sports and so on. 
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Out of 55 NGOs/CBOs, 
approximately 13% were engaged 
in only SWM activities while 58% 
of them were involved in SWM 
along with other activities like 
cleanliness, environmental 
development and cultural activities. 

                                
Source of Finance 

Among 20 randomly selected 
organizations were financed by 
foreign, government donations, 
donation from membership fees and 
funds generated from organization’s 
activities.  Only one organization 
was financed by only foreign 
donation or from membership fees.  
About 20% organizations were 
financed from membership fees along with other 
sources. 

Among 35 surveyed organizations in the 
selected 4 Wards, 17 were financed from 
membership fees and activities.  About 12 
organizations were financed only from the fund 
generated by own membership fees.  At least four 
organizations were found which were financed only 
by the activities of the organization.  Other 
organizations were financed by foreign and 
government donations, membership fees and the 
activities of the organizations. 

                        
Charges for Waste Collection Services	 
(１US$=64 Taka） 

For collecting wastes from households, NGOs 
and CBOs charge a fee for the service.  Among the 
20 randomly selected NGOs, 6 NGOs charged Tk. 
20-24 per household per month and 5 of them are 
charged Tk. 15-19 per household per month.  
However, in the selected 4 Wards, about 32% NGOs 
charged a monthly service charge of Tk. 10 to 14 
while 43% of the NGOs had no information on waste 
collection service charges.  The common range of 
service charge is Tk. 10 to 25 per household per 
month.  A few NGOs charge higher rates. 

 
Monthly Expenditure of the NGOs and 
CBOs on Solid Waste Management   

Out of 20 randomly selected NGOs, 6 have 
recorded expenditure below Tk. 6000 per month.  
About 5 NGOs spend above spend above Tk.25,000 
per month on SWM. In the selected 4 Wards, 40% of 
the NGOs/CBOs had expenditure below Tk. 6000 per 

month, while 32 NGOs had no information on 
monthly expenditure.  For the total 55 NGOs 
involved in solid waste management, about a third 
had monthly expenditure below Tk. 6000, while 
about 24% NGOs did not have any information on 
SWM expenditure. 

It has been found that only 3 out 20 NGOs had a 
monthly income below Tk. 11,000 and another 3 
(15%) of the NGOs had income between Tk. 26,000 
and 40,000. About 45% of the NGOs refused to give 
information on their monthly income. 

Among the NGOs in selected 4 Wards, 40% had 
income below Tk. 11,000 and 34% had no 
information on their monthly income. 

 
Concluding Remarks 

The above description highlights only the 
selected aspects form the profiles of 55 NGOs/CBOs 
involved in SWM in Dhaka City.  The detail profiles 
cover several other aspects of these NGOs, 
particularly related to the waste collection, 
transportation, reduction, recycling and composting 
processes.  The profiles also cover other programs 
conducted by the NGOs/CBOs and also about 
coverage of the area served, equipments, some 
facilities owned by NGOs/CBOs and some general 
comments on their level of performance. 

In general, they seem to be serving a useful 
purpose but many of these NGOs/CBOs require 
proper orientation, management training and 
operational efficiency improvement.  It is also 
necessary that a survey of customer satisfaction be 
undertaken to obtain a more objective idea about the 
quality of service provided by the NGOs/CBOs.  
Although it was outside the scope of the present 
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survey, it becomes rather evident in course of the 
survey that many customer households were not too 
happy with the service provided.     

 
For further information 
 
Center for Urban Studies (CUS), Dhaka 
House # 59/B 
Road # 16 (Old 27) 
Dhanmondi RA 
Dhaka-1209 
E-mail: cus@dhaka.net 
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Report  on  Cambodia  
7  July  2005    

By Somsook  
                    

 
Dear Father, 

So nice to hear from you and to learn that you 
will visit us. I will also check my difficult plan and 
will inform you. In the attach file please find two 
Cambodian reports, one from Tom in February and 
another one is my very brief report after my visit 
yesterday. I think it is getting fine now. It's gaining 
strength and will go very well. The regional cities 
also take off strongly now. It will be about 14 cities 
implementing now. 

 
Somsook 

 
The Development process in Cambodia it is going 
through an important transformation. The 
developments are quite interesting and we hope to 
move to a significant scale. 

 
Implementation of the 100 slum policy 

Since the announcement of this policy by Prime 
Minister Hun Sen in at the anniversary of UPDF in 
2003, the political space for improving urban poor 
communities in the city has 
been widely opened. 
Several organizations, UN 
Habitat, NGOs, etc., has 
taken the policy to plan for 
their support program and 
to raise fund to support 
upgrading activities. UPDF 
also asked for the grant 
from MISEREOR to 
support for both upgrading 
activities and housing 
loans.  

So, although UPDF 
approves quite a significant 
number of upgrading 

projects, there are also a number of upgrading 
projects supported by other organizations as well. 
These projects sometimes are in collaboration with 
UPDF, sometimes improving other elements of the 
same communities upgraded by UPDF, sometimes in 
other communities, etc. 

 Today if counting together the rough number 
could go beyond 100 communities. 

For UPDF, the total number of upgrading 
projects approved until 09/07/05 is in 66 
communities, covering about 6,000 families, in 5 
cities (Phnom Penh and 4 other cities: Poipet, Prey 
Veng, Siemriep,Oddar Meanchey) include 7 districts 
and about 30 wards in Phnom Penh. 59 projects in 
Phnom Penh and 7 pilot projects in regional cities. 

“Comprehensive Upgrading” goes beyond just 
infrastructure, roads, toilets or other environment 
activities. It has involved loans for housing 
construction, improvement as well as income 
generation activities. More importantly, the 
upgrading has led to the improvement of land tenure 
status in several squatter communities.  

 
Emphasis on local 
partnership 

The implementing 
process now emphasizes 
partnership among 
communities and Sankat 
(ward) administration to 
work together replacing the 
emphasis only on SUPF 
process as in the past. The 
new partnership process at 
lowest level of local 
authority brought new 
balance into people process 
with acceptance and 
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support from ward officers. Therefore, upgrading 
activities, at some point, help adjust the relationship 
between poor community people and local authority. 
The upgrading procedure ask for overall survey of 
communities in the ward and discussion, selection, 
implementation together among communities and 
Sangkat unit while funds for community upgrading 
will pass directly to community organization. 

 
Regional Cities 

The work has now expanded to 14 cities with 
additional support from SELAVIP. In June, 7 pilot 
projects in 4 cities have been approved and now are 
under construction. In early July, representatives 
from local governments, Sangkat and communities of 
other 10 more cities have visited upgrading projects 
in Phnom Penh and also participated in the meeting 
to approve upgrading projects at Municipality of 
Phnom Penh. Several cities have already started 
community savings and credit activities in the past 
two years and there are now ready to launch 
community upgrading. More cities will be 
implementing community upgrading projects in the 
next 6 months. 

Through upgrading the communities get security 
of land, improve housing, get proper recognition and 
organize themselves. 

Although community upgrading bring visible 
change physically, the real objectives has gone 
beyond mere physical change. Since this upgrading is 
implemented and managed by community people 
themselves, it has brought several changes to urban 
poor communities which never have participated 
much in any urban planning or city development 
program.  

It brings community people to work and manage 
their development together: 

•   Physical achievement after upgrading brings 
confidence and proud to urban poor. The community 

is able to deliver proper, good quality, cheap, quick, 
communal development which can function right 
away. 

•   It gives poor people a sense of power to be 
able to manage their public development 

•   A sense that they can control their lives as a 
group. 

•   Self management open rooms for new 
leadership 

•   Proper physical upgrading always lead to 
question of land rights, quite a number of 
communities can develop tenure rights after 
upgrading 

•   Upgrading bring recognition to communities 
•   Upgrading create space for communities to 

work with local authority while communities control 
development budget and management within 
community 

•   It help change relationship with local 
authority 

•   It brought friends, assistance, solidarity with 
many other communities in the same ward and city 
since the process emphasize linking into networks 

•   Upgrading become communal and 
collaborated achievement rather than single 
community achievement. Many exchange visits, 
meetings, networking make projects become an open 
case of communal learning and sharing of success. 

 
For further Information: 
 
Somsook Boonyabancha       
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights               
P.O.Box 24-74, Klongchan, Bangkapi, Bangkok 
10240, Thailand  
 Fax [66-2] 539 9950 
 Tel  [66 2] 538 0919 
 achr@loxinfo.co.th 
 www.achr.net 
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Update  on  Community  Upgrading  in    
Phnom  Penh  
February  2005                                        

 
Almost two years have passed since the 

Cambodian government's "Upgrading 100 Slums per 
Year Policy" was announced, at the conclusion of the 
UPDF's Fifth Anniversary Celebrations in May 2003.  
Those celebrations focused on promoting on-site 
upgrading as a cheaper, more efficient and more 
humane alternative to the costly and impoverishing 
process of relocating poor communities outside the 
city.  Since then, communities all over the city have 
been very busy.  

Many groups are now involved in the 
upgrading process.  Besides the UPDF funds for 
upgrading (with funds raised by ACHR, mostly from 
Misereor), other organizations in the city have also 
taken advantage of the "100 slums upgrading 
policy" to help communities develop and implement 
upgrading projects.  This is both good and bad, 
because the quality and the direction of the projects 
are very different.  Somsak says that when you add 
up all these projects, it affects about 200 communities 

in the city. 
  
URC's Environment Program :  The fund 

comes from New Zealand, and the program has been 
running for 2 years now, and is now winding up.  
Program provides grants for small environmental 

 
UPDF-SUPPORTED UPGRADING 

PROJECTS SO FAR : 
 
So far, upgrading projects in 35 communities 
have been approved for UPDF support (both 
infrastructure grants and loans for housing and 
income generation), and many more are in the 
process.  
•   All 35 of these projects involve upgrading of 

communities in the same place, or on land 
that is very close by.   

•   These 35 projects directly affect the lives of 
about 4,000 households (24,000 people). 

•   700 households have taken housing 
improvement loans from UPDF for a total of 
US$ 160,000. 

•   Average housing improvement loan amount 
is US$ 225. 

•   Infrastructure grants of about US$ 100,000 
have been given to support the upgrading in 
these 35 communities, representing a very 
modest upgrading grant of about US$ 27 per 
household. 

•   Communities have contributed some cash, 
materials and all the labor.  

 
The projects so far can be grouped into three 
categories:  1) rural and peri-urban communities 
on insecure land, 2) inner-city communities on 
land the people own, and 3) inner city 
communities on land that is not secure. 
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improvements, built by communities.   
•   Human Security Fund (HSF) from UN-

Habitat in Fukuoka.  This fund is channeled through 
the Municipality's "Urban Poverty Reduction Unit", 
which is being managed by Ramesh from Nepal.  
They have supported some community upgrading 
activities also.  Upgrading projects funded by this 
project have to be commented on and approved by 
architects and engineers.  This result in several 
checking and delays in releasing the funds as well as 
cheating on quantities of materials, etc.  It is very 
restricted, with a lot of procedural steps, and 
processing is very slow.  This UN program also links 
with the new NGO that the old SUPF leaders have 
formally registered under the Ministry of Interior 
(which is called "SUPF ASSOCIATION.")   

•   Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction (JFPR) 
through ADB).  This fund supports micro-credit 
activities and some upgrading projects, only in 7 pilot 
sangkats.  These projects have to be built by local 
contractors, not by the people.  The focus is more on 
solid waste than overall upgrading.  URC helps with 
the community process with these projects and 
receives a fee.  They recently added a micro-credit 
component, and URC has taken the contract to 
manage this part also.  This fund also operates out of 
an office in the Phnom Penh Municipality, upstairs 
from the UPRU. 

•   Japanese Embassy in Phnom Penh has also 
supported some physical upgrading projects in a few 
communities.   

•   CSARO (Community Sanitation and 
Recycling Organization:  This NGO focuses on solid 
waste, recycling and sanitation activities, but has 
supported some very small upgrading activities in 15 
communities - water taps, drains, etc.   

•   Misereor / German Embassy Phnom Penh :  
Some upgrading projects have been funded directly 
by the German Embassy. 
 
 
People's Land Tenure Committee set up :   A 
committee has been set up comprising leaders from the 
35 communities that are being upgraded.  It aims to 
follow-up on the land tenure aspect of the projects.  
There are 24 committee members. The idea came from 
the people, who were so energized by the upgrading 
process that they decided to continue to work together 
to learn more about the existing land laws, the new 
"step-by-step" land tenure policy and to make use of 
these policies to negotiate for their right to stay.   
 
The job of this special committee is to work together to 
explore ways of getting more land security for the 
communities - as a group.  An important part of this 
committee's work is to negotiate with the central 
government's Land Management Department (under the 
Ministry of Land), and to link with the Municipality, the 
districts (Khans) and sub-districts (Sangkats) to 
strengthen the case for some kind of land tenure 
security.  
 
After the "Sangkat Mechanism" workshop on Feb. 17, 
this committee will make an action plan, focusing on 
working at the Sangkat (Sub-district) level.  UPDF is 
supporting them.   
  
New Policy on Land Security.   The Cambodian 
Government has recently announced a new policy for 
providing land security in a phased process: 
•   First step :  All families in a given community 

must request land certificate. 
•   Second step:  The land certificate is given to 

families. 
•   Third step :  People can get individual land title.  
 
Under Cambodia's Land Law, people who have stayed 
on any public land for at least five years are entitled to 
compensation (at market price) if the government wants 
that land for any other purpose. 

Of the 35 communities that have been upgraded, 
only one has a land title.  This community (Sensok 1) 
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is outside the city, in the Government’s resettlement 
colony at Anlong Knang. 

 
Samakee 1 
Community Upgrades in cooperation with 
railway expansion project plans 

This railway community of 49 houses is built in 
a single line on one side of the railway tracks, at the 
bottom of the dike.  Tracks are built on swampy 
railway land.  The people have been living here for 
10 - 15 years.  They have jobs as “moto-dub” 
drivers, construction workers, garment factory 
workers, vendors, government offices, tailors.  
Some houses are very crowded with as many as 20 
people and four different households somehow 
sharing a small structure.  All 49 households are 
members of the savings group.  There are serious 
flooding problems during the rainy season, so most 
of the houses are built up on stilts.  After all these 
years of discussion and negotiating, Samakee 1 is 
the first railway community in Phnom Penh to 
actually do something concrete!  

Railway expansion plans :  Originally, the city 
said that people have to move back to 30 meters from 
the tracks (to facilitate expansion of the tracks), 
which would have meant evicting many of the 
railway settlements - and all 49 houses in Samakee 1.  
After years of negotiation, the distance was reduced 
to 25 meters, but in Samakee 1, the people have 
negotiated to reduce the distance even further to 20 
meters. 

First step:  moving houses back to 20 meters 
from the track.   The people are voluntarily 

dismantling their wooden houses and reconstructing 
them 20 meters from the tracks.  28 families have 
taken housing improvement loans of $100 - $500 to 
rebuild their houses.  The total housing improvement 
loan from UPDF of 47 million Riels ($11,725) was 
extended to the community - not to the 28 individual 
households - as all housing loans are now made.  The 
rule is that community savings groups have to keep 
10% of the loan amount on deposit with UPDF.  But 
many families are just lifting up their houses and 
shifting them backwards a few meters, after filling 
the land and building new piles at the new location to 
plop the house down on!  Wutipan says he's never 
seen anything like this:  where people all get together 
and actually lift up an entire wooden house like a box 
and move it a few meters back!  About half of the 
houses have now been moved, and the other half are 
working on it.  Somsak says that people have to move 
the houses on an auspicious day, so some get 
delayed.   In the market, 2-meter long ready-made 
concrete columns cost about $5 each, while the taller 
3-meter ones cost $9.  

Next step :  constructing road and drainage.  
After all the houses have been moved back, the 
people will build a paved road and sewer drainage 
system along the front length of the community, 
using a $2,800 infrastructure grant from UPDF.  Each 
house will then connect their toilets to this new 
drainage line (the toilets now are either pit latrines or 
simple sheds at the back in which everything goes 
plop right into the swampy muck!)    

Ms. Kong Daraa is one of the community 
leaders here.  She spent about $1,000 (of which $100 
- came as a housing loan from UPDF) to completely 
reconstruct her stilted wooden house and fill in the 
land.  She re-used a lot of the timber columns, 
floorboards, and doors and windows, but had to buy 
new concrete footings, new tin sheets for the roof and 
some extra wood for siding.  The land-filling is 
expensive, she says, because at the back of the 
houses, the water is very deep, almost like the edge 
of a pond.  Landfill usually costs $15 - 16 per 13-
cubic-meter truckload, but the folks in Samakee 1 
have struck a deal with a local supplier to provide 
truckloads at a discounted rate of $13.  (Lord knows 
where they're digging this stuff up!).  Most families 
have to pay about $100 for land-filling their plot.    

The importance of having odd numbers of 
steps up to the house :  We notice that most of the 
houses that have been built up on higher concrete 
stilts have the same details of beautifully-crafted 
staircases going up to the front porch in which the 
lower few steps are built heavily in brick and 
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concrete, and the upper steps are built very lightly in 
wood, with carved posts.  Maybe this is to protect the 
wood from deterioration by using it only above 
flooding level?  Daraa explains to us, though, that it 
is the culture here in Cambodia that the total number 
of steps must add up to an odd number (landings and 
floor levels don't count), or it is bad luck.  In Daraa's 
neighbor's house, she has built three concrete steps at 
the bottom, and six steps in wood above, which adds 
up to 9 steps.  

 
Sangkat Sras Chok  
Three communities (all projects inspired by 
their neighbor Ros Reay) 

Phum 20 Kor :  In this community, which is 
very much like Ros Reay, the Municipality provided 
funds to pave the road and build the drains, which 
people designed (and provided labor), inspired by 
Ros Reay.  Several families have taken UPDF 
housing improvement loans.  There is a lot of house 
repair going on and construction of compound walls, 
tree planting, etc.  

Reak Chamroeun :  Another nearby community 
(they all run together, with mazes of small lanes 
running behind!), has constructed a concrete-paved 
walkway and drains, using funds from one of the 
other sources but UPDF has given housing 
improvement loans.  There are lots of construction 
activity here also, and wonderful activity in the paved 
lanes - kids playing, mothers sorting vegetables, men 

playing checkers! 

Boeung Thong :  This community of 104 
houses is built on tall stilts over the edge of the 
Boeung Kak Lake, in two lines with a lovely new 
wooden boardwalk running between the two rows of 
houses, right out into the lake, like a diving board!  
The wooden walkway upgrade was also built after 
nearby Ros Reay's upgrading, but the people got 
funds from the UN Human Security Fund, through 
the UPRU in the Municipality (not UPDF).  The 
walkway was built up about a half-meter higher than 
the existing houses, because of flooding problems, 
and now everybody is having to lift up their houses to 
match the level of this new walkway.  12 families 
have taken UPDF housing improvement loans, to 
rebuild and improve their houses to the same level as 
the boardwalk.  As part of the upgrading project, the 
community has agreed with the city to stop the entry 
of new settlers  - no new houses will be added to the 
community.         
 
Sangkat Chrang Channel 2 
Three communities along the Tonle Sap River 

Nesarth 10 :  This river-side community of 100 
families built on the steeply-sloping river banks is 
one of the prahok-making settlements, and have been 
receiving (and repaying) prahok loans from UPDF 
for several years now.  The houses here are all built 
up on stilts here - the stilts get higher and higher the 
closer the houses get to the river - because during the 
rainy season, the level of the river rises dramatically 
by several meters.  Under most of the houses are the 
giant crocks filled with fermenting fish for prahok, 
and for fish sauce.  The smell is very strong, even 
though most of last-year's batch of prahok has 
already been decanted and sold in January!  Down on 
the river, there is a lovely community of house boats 
- some Vietnamese, some Khmer - with flowers and 
colorful laundry hung out on the decks, flapping in 
the breeze off the river.   

First step - walkway and drains :  With an 
upgrading grant of only $4,434, they built a 298-
meter-long concrete walkway and a networks of 
drains that meanders through the community, 
connecting all the houses.  During the rainy season, 
though, the river still rises above the level of the 
walkway, so the people have designed the walkway 
with special holes built into the concrete at regular 
intervals.  These holes provide a strong base for the 
raised bamboo walkways they have to build during 
the rainy season.   
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The Chrang Chamreh 2 Sangkat Chief helped 
a lot, and played a key role in motivating people to 
contribute by labor and materials.   

The next step is to improve the houses, and 
some improvements have already begun - painting 
with bright blue and aquamarine paint, and lots of 
flowers.  They have an idea that every house should 
have shelves along the frontage for keeping potted 
flowers and plants, so the community is vibrant with 
flowers!  Many houses have already done this and 
what a difference it makes!  The community leader 
here shows us proudly around the settlement, making 
sure we walk along every meter of the walkway.  
When I comment on all the flowers and the bright 
blue enamel paint on so many of the house fronts, he 
says, "This is our river-side style!"       

The upgrading is now expanding to adjacent 
settlements:  The paved walkway stops at the end of 
the Nesarth 10 "block", but in the next "block" to the 
North, the community people are already planning to 
continue building the paved walkway.  They have 
received funds from the Sheila program to do it, but 
some families will take UPDF housing improvement 

loans.  The next two communities north of that one 
will use UPDF grants to upgrade.  These 
communities along the river all know each other very 
well now, having worked together on the Prahok 
making project for several years.  They have a head 
start on cooperation and a good relations with the 
Khan and Sangkat.  

A lot of new leaders emerging from this 
process :  Somsak says we use these projects to 
promote new leaders.  There are several committees 
that were organized to manage these community 
upgrading projects (finance committee, materials 
purchasing committee, construction committee, etc.) 
with many new people appearing when the real work 
starts.  The big talkers tend to disappear! 
  
Update from Somsook on UPDF’s Work in 
Provincial Cities 

The UPDF is now working in about ten smaller 
cities around the country (UPDF's team includes 
Somsak, Wutipan and Tun).   

Somsak and Wutipan say that people in many of 
these smaller cities ("communes") like Poipet, 
Preveng, Kandal, Siem Reap are far poorer, and the 
conditions they live in are far worse than anything 
we've ever seen in Phnom Penh.  Most of the towns 
on the Cambodia-Thai border have casinos, which 
generate so much money that poor villagers come to 
find work, but living conditions are very bad - no 
toilets, no water supply, no electricity and everything 
very raw.   
 
How does UPDF work in these places? 
1.   Start with a quick visit, and some discussions 

with community leaders and local government 
and provincial officers. 

2.   Quickly survey the communities with the 
local people, as training exercises, asking 
about numbers of families, type of work, land 
situation, etc.  Use this rough information to 
discuss with local authorities and to link with 
local NGOs. 

3.   Start some small activities to get things going 
:  In Poipet, for example, we started less than 2 
years ago, right after the UPDF fifth 
Anniversary.  The people there have built a 
public toilet for only 5,000 Baht.  They have 
also set up 5 savings groups of mostly women 
vendors, which now form a network.  They 
have saved 1 million baht already!  (They use 
the Thai baht there since it is a border town 
with a lot of Thais coming over to gamble in 
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the casinos).  Some upgrading projects are also 
starting in some of the cities.  

4.   Set some kind of preliminary local 
mechanism :  Work together and learn how to 
develop as a local mechanism at the Sangkat 
level.  Set up a local revolving fund, which is 
then jointly managed by the Sangkat and the 
people.  5 or 6 community leaders and the 
local NGO and Sangkat official sit together as 
a committee for the local fund.  UPDF uses 
strong community leaders from Phnom Penh to 
help share ideas about how to manage these 
funds.  

5.   Plan :  Use more community exchanges 
between these smaller cities as a learning 
mechanism.  Poipet is probably the most 
active of the cities so far, so we need to bring 
people from the other cities here to see what 
they are doing and to get inspired. 

6.   UPDF's role :  To support workshops, 
strategy, people's movement, how to get 
savings groups together, help for setting up 
national network. 

 
 

For further information: 
 
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights    ACHR 
P.O.Box 24-74, Klongchan, Bangkapi, Bangkok 
10240, Thailand  

Fax:  [66-2] 2539 99 50 
Tel:   [66 2] 02 538 09 19 
achr@loxinfo.co.th 
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EL SALVADOR 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 
 

Causes  which  Interfere  in  the  Upgrading  of  
Squatter  Areas  

                    
 

 
１．	 To consider the squatter areas as transitional 

and not as a permanent solution.   
 

Frequently the squatter areas are looked on as 
something transitional which could be either 
eradicated or recognized.   

 
As a consequence the houses can be bulldozed 
and the people relocated or brought back to the 
countryside.  

 
After the eviction, only a minority of the 
families are relocated and often the land is not 
developed with the result that squatter 
resettlements are recreated in the same places 
when they had earlier been eradicated.   

 
Meanwhile, when, in the area where the 
eviction took place, new housing is built which 
only the affluent are able to acquire. 

 
2. Urban needs and electoral promises 
 

Another factor which creates obstacles for 

integration of the squatter communities into the 
life of the city is for politicians to relate to the 
inhabitants only as a voting population.   

 
It seems that some politicians would prefer that 
the people would always have urgent needs and 
they are treated almost like a piece of 
merchandise which can be exchanged for votes 
so that they can become a mayor, a councilor, a 
congressman, etc. 
 

３、	 Community involvement in the process of the 
town development. 

 
A very bad practice of many politicians of a 
new administration is that they try to find out 
what the former administration had done which, 
they say, was not good or useful and, therefore, 
should be stopped in order to begin again from 
the start. 

 
It is important to analyze and evaluate the past 
experiences in order to understand the successes 
and the failures, with the participation of all the 
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actors involved in the development of a project 
for lower income families. 

 
４．	 Professional intervention and its relation with 

the inhabitants. 
 
 In any upgrading project the professional 

should work with a team of other professionals 
and including some of the people of the 
neighborhood.  Very often, planning ignores the 
actual situation before undertaking a new 
development in the areas that are to be 
developed. 

 
 Professional intervention can disrupt the life of 

a community and attempt to implement 
inadvisable works that maybe harmful to the 
community’s welfare. 

 
 What I have written of team work among 

professionals also applies to the representatives 
of the community and to that of other members 
of the community.  The Latin America 
planners, until recent times, have ignored the 
existence of the squatter settlements and just 
now are beginning to incorporate them into 
their plans to be part of the resulting projects. 

 
 Also, sometimes the planners have been an 

obstacle to the legal incorporation of these new 

settlements; into their being gradually 
recognized as a fully legal part of the city in 
which they are located.   

 
 Further, present residents should participate in 

the planning this is very necessary but is still 
very lacking.   

 
 The projects must be developed in collaboration 

with the earlier residents; the poor, who may 
have produced their housing with tremendous 
effort.  They should have a central role in the 
upgrading of their neighborhood.  They, as 
members of the planning team, should not only 
express their present needs, but also their 
priorities for the planned development. 

 
(Edited by William Keyes) 

 

 
For further information: 
 
Fundasal 
Reparto Santa Alegria, Calle L-B No. 7, Ciudad 
Delgado, San Salvador, C.A. 
       eMail:   direccion@fundasal.org.sv 
       Web  :   www.fundasal.org.sv 
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INDIA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 

  

National  Centre  For  People's  Action    
In  Disaster  Preparedness    

(NCPDP)  
 
After working in the U.S.A. for a decade, 

Rajendra Desai, a structural engineer and Rupal 
Desai, an architect, went back to India in 1990 and 
established the Eco-centric Development and People 
Action (CEDAP), an agency working for the 
development and dissemination of sustainable 
technology.  

They have worked for 11 years in the transfer of 
disaster resistant building technologies, including 
retrofitting of over 700 private and public buildings, 
the construction of over 1,500 resistant structures and 
the training of approximately 1900 engineers and 
7,500 masons in relevant technologies in various 
areas of India.  

Towards the end of the Latur Earthquake Safety 
Initiative in October 2000, they decided to set up an 
independent organization focusing primarily 
ondisasters, especially earthquakes, called the 
National Centre For People's Action In Disaster 
(NCPD).   

 
Projects Completed 

The following are some important completed 
projects and interventions:  

 
a) Intervention for Panic Control & 
ConfidenceBuilding in the aftermath of the 
Bhawnagar Earthquake,Gujarat State, India -October 
& November 2000  

b) Rapid Damage Assessment and Formulation of 
Technical Packages for Rehabilitation after the 
Kutchch Earthquake, Gujarat State, India – February 
to March, 2001.  

Technical support to TARU, the consultants to 
the BMTPC, Government of India, for rapid 
assessment ofdamages in villages and towns in the 
affected areas of the State. Task involves extensive 
field work for damage documentation and 
assessment, followed by the preparation of the 
technical specifications for the new construction 
including upgrading of the vernacular building 
systems and repair and seismic retrofitting of non-
engineered structures in the villages. 

 
c) Kutchch Earthquake Safety Initiative, Gujarat 
State, India, January to October2001 

This was the work that was carried out 
immediately after the earthquake and lasted for 
approximately 9 months. The emergency phase 
involved information dissemination through print 
media including newspapers and single page 
handouts, TV interviews, workshops, etc. Special 
handouts were prepared for the construction of 
disaster resistant mid-term shelter that the people as 
well as the NGOs could use.Training of masons in 
retrofitting was also conducted to assist various 
NGOs in taking up the activity in their area of 
operation. It also involved the makingof Visual 
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Damage Identification Guide. In addition, two more 
booklets were made, one on the disaster resistant new 
construction and the other on seismic retrofitting of 
houses. These were distributed free of cost to NGOs 
as well as to the people in various areas. 

  
d) Producing Materials for Awareness Building for 
the Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority, 
India.This rehabilitation program was markedly 
different from the earlier ones, especially in regards 
to the efforts by the government in disseminating the 
necessary information concerning disaster resistant 
construction to the people. To support this aspect of 
the government program several things were made 
for GSDMA.  

This included the follwing: 
- Three pamphlets and ten posters on 

Reconstruction, Retrofitting and Repairs,  
- Two booklets including one on disaster 

resistant newconstruction and the other on disaster 
resistantretrofitting,  

- Two videos for the promotion ofdisaster 
resistant technologies.  

 
e) Rapid Awareness of Post Earthquake 
Reconstruction Program, Gujarat State, India  

In the aftermath of the Kutchch Earthquake, a 
rapid awareness campaign for disaster safety in the 
quake affected areas was taken up for GSDMA, 
aimed at the government functionaries at the village 
and taluka level, as well as the village sarpanchs from 
the area. It involved lectures and discussions aided by 
video presentations. It was carried out at 12 different 
locations in 12 most severely affected talukas of 
theState  

 
f) On-Site Training of Government Earthquake 
Engineers, Gujarat State, India – July 
to October, 2001 

In the aftermath of the Kutchch 
Earthquake, a program was taken up 
for Gujarat State Disaster 
Management Authority (GSDMA) for 
on-site training of the 1,200 
government engineers deputized on 
rehabilitationprogramme in repair & 
retrofitting of the rural housesas well 
as disaster resistant new construction. 
The training was carried out on 
damaged structures thatwere repaired 
and retrofitted at 12 locations in 
themost severely affected parts of the 
state.  

g) “Capacity Building for Long-term Preparedness” 
for Gujarat State Disaster Management Authority - 
November 2001 to June 2003 

A program aimed at building capacity to 
withstand future disaster in the communities of the 
478 earthquake affected villages in 15 blocks of 5 
districts in the State of Gujarat. It involved 
interaction with the communities around 
theconstruction of a disaster resistant structure, 
retrofitting of a public building, and theconstruction 
of a roof rain water harvesting system. Awareness 
was raised and confidence was built through 
meetings, discussions, video shows and actual 
technology demonstration. 6,000 masons were 
trained on-site. Disaster Preparedness centers were 
set up and Disaster Brigades evolved in each village.  

 
h) Post-Kutchch Earthquake Reconstruction of 4 
Villages in Kutchch, Gujarat State, India – August 
2001 to March 2004 

This project of Bhansali Trust of north 
Gujaratinvolved providing technical support to 
Bhansali Trust in the form of participatory design of 
houses and participatory planning of the villages of 
Chitrod,Shanva, Fulpara and Sukhpar, all in Kutchch, 
through interaction with villagers followed by the 
execution of the project. It amounted to the 
reconstruction of approximately 1,600 houses, and 
other infrastructure facilities including roads, schools, 
panchayat building, aanganwadis, drainage etc. 

 
i) Field Shake Table Program for Confidence 
Building, Gujarat State - November 2001 to 
December 2002 

The program was executed for UNCRD and 
EDM of Kobe, Japan under the technical guidance of 
Prof. Arya.. The project involved the setting up of the 
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test platform, interacting with the local people and 
masons, buildingof test models, and testing them. All 
3 sets of half-scale models with the commonly used 
constructionsystems of the area were tested.  

 
j) Repair & Retrofitting of 12 schools, 

andReconstruction of 16 schools funded byPrime-
Minister’s National Relief Fund, Kutchch,Gujarat 
State - April 2003 to December 2004 

This activity involved the provision of full 
technicalsupport to Bhansali Trust in the execution of 
theproject including planning, quality 
control,appointment of engineers, review of plans 
forexecution, billing, and liaison with the architects.  

 
k) Rainwater Harvesting System Installation in 

Manali Apartment, Ahmedabad, Gujarat State, India 
– July 2003 

This is an urban project that included the 
installation of the roof rainwater harvesting system 
for a group of four multi-story structures to recharge 
a deep bore through a gravel sand filter on the 
premises, and the installation of the flood control 
system that consisted of diverting the surface waterof 
the plot in to a re-excavated old well on thepremises. 

 
Summary 

For us (Rupal and Rajendra), the past three 
years in the aftermath of Kutchch Earthquake were 
markedly different from the six years that we spent in 
the aftermath of the Latur earthquake. In Latur our 
role could be considered as that of activists to some 
degree. It was constructive but also confrontational..  

Since  Latur was a first rehabilitation of its kind 
in the country there were things that aroused our 
passion resulting to confrontations of some sort, 
mainly with the government. There we worked, 
among other things, on the government rehabilitation 
program, especially for training the engineers and for 

retrofitting of some 150 houses. We had no success 
in collaborating with other NGOs.  

In Gujarat, we adopted a non-confrontational 
approach. As a result, there was much more 
collaboration with the government. It certainly 
resulted to compromises at times. But we saw a 
quantum leap in our reach. In Gujarat, the awareness 
materials we prepared reached nearly 1,500 villages 
in just one and half years compared to 125 villages in 
Latur in six years. The program on Capacity Building 
became possible mainly because of positive approach 
with the government.  

In Gujarat, our collaboration with a few NGOs 
could beconsidered effective and successful. There 
was a clear multiplication of the technical and social 
strength of NCPDP with the organizationa and 
monetary strength of Bhansali Trust. The sheer 
number of things that got executed within three years 
stand witness to this success. Latur was a great 
learning ground for disaster rehabilitation and 
disaster mitigation for them. After six years in Latur, 
we had clear vision of what a housing rehabilitation 
program should be like.  

But our Gujarat experience, especially that with 
the rehabilitation of four villages and our observation 
of what the people were doing brought us to rather 
different conclusions. Gujarat also provided 
opportunities of doing things on a much bigger scale. 
It also provided new lessons, especially in working 
with the government, and in the retrofitting of a large 
variety of structures, small and big. Our convictions 
about the need for “a felt-need for safety against 
future disaster among the people as a basis for 
sustained mitigation” became stronger, and so did our 
conviction about the need for “a proactive role of the 
government in creating a felt need for skill upgrading 
among the masons to ensure an overall improvement 
in the construction quality for vulnerability 
reduction”. Notwithstanding the marked 
improvements from the Latur rehabilitation, the 
Gujarat experience failed to make headway on both 
these accounts. 
 
For further information: 
 
Rajendra and Rupal Desai 
National Centre for Peoples*Action in Disaster 
Preparedness (NCPDP) 
103 Antariksh Apt. 
Dr. V.S.Road, Panjarapol Crossroad, Ahmedabad 
GUJARAT  380015, India. 
  MITIGATION@ncpdpindia.org, 
 RAJRUPAL@hotmail.com 
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Precedent-Setting  and  Revolving  Funds  
July 2004  

                    
 

SPARC undertakes all its activities in 
partnership with the two community organizations: 
Mahila Milan and NSDF. Although the three 
organizations do not have asigned MOU to work 
together, their roles and functions are tightly 
interwoven so that no activity can be undertaken by 
any one of the partners alone.  

 
Exploring the Entrepreneurial Element  
of the Precedent Setting:  
The Revolving Funds  

Most of the initial activities on which grant 
linked funding would have passed unnoticed as 
routine project activities by donors who were 
financing innovations in the urban context. Again, it 
was the Mahila Milan and NSDF leadership 
perspective that breathed a new life to it. Starting 
from the manner in which savings credit as 
developed by the pavement dwellers in Mahila Milan 
began in 1986, the process in itself was an 
organization tool that sought to provide a sustainable 
and central role to women in organizational activities. 
Unlike the fashion at that time of women giving loans 
to women, Mahila Milan sought to keep control of 
the management and decision making process while 
giving loans to men and women in the community. 

This process became more than an economic activity 
and gradually developed many characteristic beyond 
its economic value. The de facto membership card of 
the federations ensured that almost every household 
met someone from the leadership on a daily basis, 
and women developed confidence and capacity to 
demonstrate true leadership qualities in the face of 
traditional leaders who were men and spoke more 
than what they did. It produced internal governance 
and accountability and capacity for communities to 
deal with fraud, mismanagement and greed. The 
savings history and their collective documentation 
became the basis on which external organizations 
began to give them loans.  
 
How the First Revolving  
Fund Got Started:  

From a crisis in 1992-93, during the Bombay 
riots after the Babri Masjid crisis, there were riots in 
the city and in the two months subsequently many 
households lost their livelihood due to curfews and 
housing other families who had fled their 
neighborhood to come to seek refuge in the federated 
settlements. Ford Foundation gave 7 lakhs as a 
contribution to the welfare activities, and the 
federation decided to give that money as start up 
capital to the households who had lost their informal 
business activity capital. Most of those households 
were Muslims. The grant was given away as welfare. 
But the federation especially those who got the loans, 
made a commitment to repay it, saying that repaying 
it would help others like them. This resonated with 
the Mahila Milan groups who had begun to give 
modest loans up to Rs 500 to members. In discussion 
with Ford Foundation and the auditors, it was decided 
that since this was a foreign contribution, and the 
original purpose was a grant, as and when the money 
came back it would be put into separate account, 
which would track loans and repayments, and 
allocate them in a ledger called Ford Foundation 
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Grant Revolving Fund. The interest that the 
communities charged went back to the same fund to 
be revolved and given out as loans.  

This created basis for all economic lending for 
livelihood for the federation. Later in 1993-94, 
Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK) gave SPARC a yearly 
credit line of 20 lakhs and gradually to 1 crore (10 
million rupees), and the Ford Foundation Fund 
became the bridging fund to facilitate the absorption 
of the RMK loans.  

Community savings groups like to give loans as 
fast as possible because the needs are urgent and 
often can’t wait. Since the group and the federation 
look after the liability of this lending and its 
repayment, their logic was that to the extent possible, 
women should be able to give the loan immediately 
and directly from their savings collections. They had 
been doing that when the loans were up to Rs 500, 
why not for larger amounts? The Ford Foundation 
Revolving Fund (FFRF), as it revolved the second 
and third time, demonstrated that the systems that 
communities had set up were workable, and money 
was revolving.   

So the system developed once RMK gave the 
funds. The women gave loans from savings, gave the 
forms to SPARC which refinanced the Mahila Milan 
savings pool. The documentation was then forwarded 
to RMK which accepted economic loans but not 
consumption. Those loans stayed with FFRF, while 
those that we reaccepted were taken over by the 
RMK.  

The fund donated for instance by Citibank are  
used to develop and strengthen the system and most 
of the fund are used as start up capital for revolving 
funds. As we speak in 2004-2005, many banks want 
to come and expand their experience in urban micro-
credit lending and are now expanding the credit base 
through this process.  

Why not for housing infrastructure and group 
loans? As the dialogue and negotiations with various 
state central and city governments expanded, the 
most vital block both in the minds of the state and the 
community towards new possibilities remained.. Can 
these solutions work? Should the organizations of the 
poor be allowed to take on these activities? Are their 
capabilities adequate? Who will take those financial 
and political risks? At each stage, demonstration of a 
tangible activity produced a way forward. It gave 
communities practical tasks based learning 
opportunities to learn both actual skills and 
managerial capabilities. Here again the money was 
given by the NGO organizations as grants….the 
money was invested in the project with no real 

intention to get it repaid, but with the full 
commitment to explore that option as an add on to all 
these other outcomes. In some instances, the city or 
state made repayments, in others it did not. Wherever 
the repayments were made, revolving funds along the 
lines mentioned in the FFRF case were set up.  

The most outstanding example is of Homeless 
International and Selavip funds, both came as a 
donation against construction of houses for those who 
got land for sanitation and housing. Here again the 
federations used the same principle and began 
revolving funds.  

How separate accounts for these funds were 
initiated. Initially they were kept in the foreign 
donors’ account, until the home ministry officials 
who visit us one every few years informed us that 
money repaid into the Foreign donors Account paid 
by another agency (municipality or a bank that may 
be giving loans etc) could not go into that account. So 
to simplify things and with the consent of the trustees 
and the auditors, these revolving funds were set up.  

In 1997-98 some of the donors then gave us 
official revolving funds for housing and 
infrastructure, and out of those experiences came the 
concept of CLIFF and the larger quantum of 
revolving funds. 

Between 2000 and 2002 when the conceptual 
framework for the Change from Below strategy of 
SPARC was being developed with the alliance and 
many external friends of SPARC we heard of the 
“challenge funds” set up in its various projects…..  

These funds sought to create a possibility for 
communities to seek funds for undertaking collective 
activities that they needed, strengthening them and 
giving them resources through rules and regulations 
set by the state and DFID. The federation, when it 
heard of this, said why don’t we have funds like that? 
In our consolidation stage of development in the 
coming five years, let us continue to have funds 
which we can use for assisting national, provincial 
and city projects that communities take to expand the 
horizon of what they can do. 

 
Increasing Definitions 

As a result, in the budget for 2003-2007, almost 
50%of the funds were locked into precedent setting 
funds. While we explored this concept the ideas 
began to sharpen.  

The fund was to be made available to those 
communities and federations who were challenging 
the routine way in which development occurred or 
did not occur for them.   
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The request could be from the core NSDF and 
MahilaMilan team as advice to the local community 
or it could come from the local groups itself. 

The activity had to explore new possibilities in 
that locality, learn from previous experiences, and 
provide opportunities for others to link their learning 
to the experience during and after the project.  The 
investment could be in a process or in a product, the 
scope and scale would be defined by the SPARC and 
NSDF and Mahila Milan collective decision making. 

Opportunistic and entrepreneurial choices were 
encouraged by the federation which also absorbed the 
learning costs of the project.   

There had to be clear and definite internal 
checks and balances to make sure that even if the 
projects were in different locations, their overall 
management, systems ext. would be a refinement to 
the last experience and the local group benefited from 
the federation’s previous experiences on other 
locations. 

 
Institutionalizing Financing for Construction  

In 2000, when Nirman was established, it was 
set up anticipating the acceleration in the construction 
linked financing. On one hand, the federations were 
able to negotiate for more access to land and housing 
and on the other, they were deepening the abilities of 
poor men and women to undertake construction 
contracts. As contracts for each project became more 
than the annual grant budget of SPARC,  it was vital 
to begin to separate the two sets of demands from 
federations to be serviced by different formats of 
institutions. So Nirman was set up as a section 
25Company. In the entire process, all the donors 
were involved, and it was through the discussions 
that it was agreed that the construction liked 
revolving funds would move to Nirman and 
livelihood funds would stay with SPARC.  

As CLIFF got conceived from the research done 
by SDI and Homeless International it was the impact 
of these bridge/revolving funds on developing this 
impressive portfolio that inspired the creation of a 
much larger bridge fund. 

 
Value of Precedent Setting Funds  
While We Have CLIFF 

CLIFF is seen as a fund that will allow an 
emerging strategy that has been tested to be scaled 
up, inviting private sector and government funds. 
CLIFF today is still in the institutional development 
phase. For most of year one and two, systems of 
governance are being tested, project proposals that 
are being developed have to pass through two 

external committees in India and UK before the funds 
come, so even today we have a 3-6 months lag, and 
in almost all cases the ongoing and existing revolving 
funds have financed the start up of those projects 
while the CLIFF process gets initiated.  

In this period of our development activity and 
work plan, the alliance is in dialogue with several 
cities and states for housing and infrastructure. The 
range of activities has expanded and the scale of 
precedent activities and what they seek to do have in 
themselves expanded.  

Let’s take the example of Kanjurmarg…. In 
1997-98, the Kanjurmarg transit was constructed out 
of precedent setting funds, and although deeply 
contested by the World Bank staff initially, became 
the role model forever 6000 such transit tenements 
being constructed, in design, price range and 
community contracting systems developed by the 
alliance. 900 tenements were built there. SPARC and 
federations were originally to build the houses on that 
land, but through a change of circumstances that 
contract was not given to SPARC and someone else 
is constructing those houses presently. Subsequently, 
more land was identified behind the present 
tenements and 120 transit houses had to be built 
there, with the MMRDA giving clear message that 
whoever builds those tenements will build the houses 
.NSDF was deeply impacted by the loss of building 
the1500 tenements at Kanjurmarg, and wanted the 
federation hallmark to be present in those buildings 
to demonstrate how the alliance does things 
differently. Today with those transit houses having 
been built, the federation has land to build about 
300tenements on that location; it will be able to 
recover the funds from the project which will be 
initiated with CLIFF funds starting in September 
2004.  

 
Creating the Revolving Fund 

As and when this money comes back, it will be 
put into a designated fund which will be internally 
known as Sida precedent setting fund. The longer 
term strategy is that while SPARC will continue to 
seek freely available funds for communities to 
explore the precedent setting strategy to the extent 
possible, this revolving fund will add to that amount, 
and expand the scale and repertoire of resources 
available to the federations.  

Sometimes there is a concern about duplication, 
however because SPARC and Nirman (SSNS) are 
both in a continuum, and the scaling gradually moves 
into Nirman(SSNS). There is transparency in both 
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sets of documentation about where the funds for 
various projects come from. 

Already an early learning this year for CLIFF 
has been that: 

•   For the first three years during which time 
institutional processes are being set up, systems are 
not fully compatible between the NGO, Homeless 
International and Cities Alliance only because of 
SPARC revolving and precedent settings funds, many 
future potential projects for CLIFF were possible, 
and the challenge lies in how to design financial 
access to other CLIFF’s without creating distress. 

•   Development finance in itself lies in a 
paradoxical location. It seeks to fulfill aspirations of 
communities to manage it, and yet it has obligations 
to fulfill strict restrictions as per conceptual 
frameworks set prior to the project being activated.  
 
The Challenge of Creating Patterns  
And Analyzing Them 

SPARC has seen that while it seeks to 
understand and develop patterns from what 
communities aspire and explore, and develop 
documentation of those patterns, new permutations,  
new scales and possibilities keep getting devised and 
the communities and NSDF and Mahila Milan push 
the frontiers of what is possible, much to the secret 
exasperation at least initially of the SPARC staff and 
their counterparts in funding agencies, only to be 
replaced with amazement at the breath troughs such 
activities produce at the local, national and 
international level. Tracking each of these processes, 
understanding their politics and advocacy 
implications and products and outputs is what we 
hope our monitoring and internal evaluation will 
produce.  

 
Bridging  Role 

Our vision at SPARC and Nirman (SSNS) is 
that in these initial stages we become a bridge 
between the aspirations and ideas devised by the 
communities and those who have resources. We seek 
to understand and interpret one set of actors to 
another, not with a view to impose any actions on 
either, but to become mediators between different 
perspectives. While doing that we believe that we 
develop improving protocols of how projects get 
designed, executed and outputs produced and 
hopefully becoming strategic in identifying valuable 
insights that emerge from demands made on us by 
both the donor, fund provider or communities. We 
also see our role of facilitating more direct interaction 
between these two sets of organizations with a view 

that they increase understanding each other’s 
paradigm and can see value in using that to influence 
development. 

 
Role and Contribution of Trustees 

There are three to four meetings of the trustees. 
There is also a lot of contact with most trustees in 
between the meetings as well. As various projects 
emerge, these are discussed with at least two trustees, 
and information sent about in email. Both SPARC 
and Nirman (SSNS) trustees and advisors take a keen 
interest and assist the alliance while these 
negotiations are on. Besides, Jockin as a 
representative of NSDF and Mahila Milan is present 
and invitee to all trustee meetings and often reports 
on all activities. They are keen that gradual 
standardization occurs of those activities that work 
for the communities, and having seen past examples 
have both confidence and comfort in the rigor, 
however informal the federation demonstrates as it 
takes on projects. 

 
For further information: 
SPARC. Khetwadi Municipal Marathi School. 
2nd Floor, 
Khetwadi Lane-1, Girgaum, near Alankar 
Cinema, Mumbai 
400 004, India 
 Tel: 2386 50 53// 2385 87 85//2388 75 66 
 Fax: [91 22] 2388 75 66 
 sparc@sparcindia.org 
 www.sparcindia.org 
 www.citywatchenews.net 
 www.clicc.org 
 www.geocities.com/sadakchaap 2000 
 www.awasnet.org 
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INDIA 
October 2005  
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 

  
Terrible  Demolitions  in  Mumbai,  India  

January 2005  
  

 
 
  
There have been terrible demolitions in Mumbai 

these last weeks. It’s been a parallel and paradoxical 
event to the Tsunami and has produced the same 
devastation. There have been people’s tribunals, 
protest meetings and many angry middle class 
activists, Indian and international, e-mailing each 
other aggressively, and everyone asking pointed 
questions to SPARC and NSDF and Mahila Milan: 
“What are you doing about this?”  

 Good question to ask on the 20th year of 
SPARC’s partnership with people’s organizations. 
All of us in SPARC who are the middle class 
activists wanted to do the same activities of 
protesting: writing articles in English newspapers, 
and sending e-mails to everyone and undergoing all 
the cathartic rituals that we have become familiar 
with.  

After all, our northern donors love that, and give 
us funding for that - especially since everyone’s 
funding today is rights based. Within a log frame, 
these activities, their inputs and outputs, demonstrate 
good efficient behavior in terms of compliance to the 
commitments for which many of us receive funds.  

 But a deep disgust and anger at these strategies 

from community leaders of federations has made us 
look deeper into this process and reflect on 
examining what constitutes a strategic and 
sustainable response to such horrific and yet regular 
behavior by governments. Those who have been 
forced to live in slums, squat on lands that either 
belong to the state or to a private party know that if 
there was a location that was thoughtfully provided 
by the city near opportunities for work, they would 
have gone there.  

They also know that in the absence of official 
policies, intermediaries (informally and sometimes 
directly) supported by the land owners or their 
managers, actually undertake to subdivide land and 
charge the squatters. They know that these 
intermediaries continue to ensure that these 
households are perpetually in their sway - often 
becoming the political vote bank for the politicians 
who come as their patron to defend them against 
evictions that he may have set off in the first place.  

 Communities of the poor, especially women, 
are clear that spurts of defiance in which their youth 
and men participate with support from middle class 
activists look good on TV and in the local newspaper, 

but they produce angst and fear 
for the women and children 
themselves. They have to deal 
with the long-term wrath of the 
state and the police after that. 
Because soon after the protest is 
over, the external people leave, 
life has to go on, and the poor 
have to deal with this aftermath 
by themselves.  

 Much of the struggle for 
those of us in SPARC has been to 
reconcile the right to protest 
against injustice to creating the 
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basis for sustainable entitlements, which the 
vulnerable in the city truly need to begin to build 
their lives. This challenge is severe in cities where 
poor people’s citizenship claims are denied and 
where the fact that they took huge risks leaving the 
village and exploring and aspiring to improve their 
lives and those of their children is never 
acknowledged in ongoing debates around the need to 
provide development and investment around the 
aspirations of the poor.  

 We have learned from these communities that 
the only way the poor get housing entitlements - 
regardless of international covenants and national 
policies - is to survive the evictions and demolitions 
until such time that the state concedes and enacts 
protective legislation and later legal entitlements. 
However irrational this may sound - this is the real 
insight - the subtext to the ongoing war of attrition 
between the poor and the state. 

Besides, the state and city squads which 
undertook the demolitions demolished the structures 
and left. NSDF observations and our study of the 
situation inform us that almost all those who had no 
place else to go rebuilt their huts either on the same 
place or nearby. This constituted about a third of the 
households that had faced demolition of their 
shelters. Another one third - who are actually 
households that have overgrown existing slum 
households and had bought into these new 
settlements - have gone to their parents dwellings 
until the heat of these demolitions are over. And one 
third of the structures were those that were built for 
future sale by the informal slum marketers.  

 The federation’s suggestion for advocacy was 
very simple but very effective. It encouraged 
community leaders to go into dialogue with all ward 

officials to minimize the brunt of the demolitions to 
the extent possible. It also sent out a message that 
unless communities of the poor get organized and 
participate in a process of transformation either 
through NSDF or through any organizational process, 
no real long term solution would work. It entered into 
dialogue with the municipality's senior officials to 
suggest that the state government must acknowledge 
that the city slums themselves needed more space - 
because over half of the city was living in 18% of the 
space and this would need allocation of more land.  

 Unless an alternative is planned, there will be 
no way that the same slums would not come up 
again. And so the cycle begins - searching for a 
sustainable solution, demonstrating scalable 
strategies, defining roles and functions that ensure 
participation of the poor in these solutions and 
creating space for dialogue and negotiation between 
the authorities and organized poor slum communities.  

 Is this a rights based approach or a need based 
one? Will the international community that valorizes 
and finances struggles for entitlements, and the whole 
range of human rights acknowledge this as part of the 
pantheon of human rights activism? Or will this be 
dubbed as reformist and welfare?  

 
                                      Sheela  
  

For further Information:  
 
Central office: SPARC 
Khetwadi Municipal Marathi School. 2nd Floor, 
Khetwadi Lane-1, Girgaum, near Alankar Cinema, 
Mumbai 400 004,  
Tel   :   [+9122] 2386 50 53 // 2385 87 85 // 
                           2388 75 66  
Fax   :  [91 22] 2388 75 66 sparc@sparcindia.org 
www.sparcindia.org   
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India 
October 2005  
E.J. Anzorena, SJ  

 

Silver  Jubilee  Celebrations  of    
PROUD  

 
  

 Dear Father,  
We have great pleasure in informing you that 

the Community Organizing program of CISRS has 
stepped into its 25th year, which indeed is a great 
occasion for us. At the same time, fortunately the 
PROUD an offshoot of the CISRS C.O. Program is 
also stepping into its 25th year at the same time.  

For your information, during the past 25 
years,the C.O. program built up 100 people’s 
organizations through out the country with the urban 
poor in different cities and Dalit, tribal and 
marginalized agricultural workers in the rural areas.  

The issues addressed are mainly eviction, 
rehabilitation, and security of land tenure, right to 
livelihood and related matters, in short sustainable 
habitation. The aim being to empower the people in 
the community and build-up grassroots leadership by 
forming community based people's organizations 
with structure.  

  
The Celebration 

The silver jubilee celebration of PROUD 
(People’s Responsible Organization of United 
Dharavi) was held in Mumbai on April 24 in a grand 
show of solidarity of community leaders and 
organizers from all over the country and also from 
abroad. More than 1000 delegates from 70 
cooperative housing societies and representatives of 
over 50 community organizations from different parts 

of India and also from Bangladesh and Myanmar 
participated in the program.  

After the elections of the office bearers of 
PROUD, which was part of PROUD’S 11th Biennial 
convention, felicitations were accorded to many 
social activists:  

•   Rev. Herbert and Jessica White of the USA, 
who trained organizers in Bombay and played a key 
role in forming the organization PROUD at Dharavi, 
for their vision in building up People’s Organization 
in India and life long devotion to this cause, inspiring 
many groups in Asian countries to build up People’s 
Organization which has resulted in a movement and 
has been able to empower the Urban Poor 
Communities in Asia. 

•   Denis and Alice Murphy, for their 
pioneering work in spreading Community 
Organizing, building up a network of Community 
Organizers and Leaders and providing a common 
platform for exchange of views and experiences 
among the different network in Asia,  

•   Mr. Rabial Mallick of CISRS, who was 
among the first batch of community organizers 
trained by Rev. Herb & Jessica White, spoke about 
the formation of PROUD and the challenges faced by 
them in the initial years which had to be overcome 
through dedication and sincerity. Both Rev. Herb and 
Jessica appreciated the work being carried out by 
PROUD in Dharavi all these years. Mr. Denis said 
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that the story of PROUD is referred to all over Asia 
as a model working relentlessly for the cause of the 
slums and its poor inhabitants.  

•   35 leaders of PROUD were also recognizedp 
for having played a major role in forming, developing 
and continuing PROUD till date.  

All others community leaders and organizers 
from all over the country, Bangladesh and 
Mayanmar, who participated in this great event were 
also recognized with a memento as remembrance of 
PROUD’s 25th Anniversary.  

The celebration ended with a cultural 
presentation by a local group.PROUD hosted a 
community dinner to conclude the celebration.  

Workshop on: “Organizing the Urban Poor in 
this Globalizing Era”  

A two-day workshop on organizing the urban 
poor in this globalizing era was sponsored by CISRS 
and LOCOA (Leaders & Organizers of Community 
Organizations in Asia) on the occasion of PROUD’s 
Silver Jubilee celebration.  

Among other presentations, Mr. Rabial Mallick, 
presented recent trends that affect the urban poor. 
Rev. Herbert and Jessica White spoke about building 
relationships, which is the only way to community 
organizing. They outlined the following steps:   

•   different communities should work together; 
•   develop broad-based leadership; 
•   evolve multiple strategic development;   
•   generate resources through membership 

drive; and   
•   evolve a professional approach through 

decentralized decision-making by dealing with multi 
issue at a given time.  

They also suggested that People’s Organization 
should not be dependent on outside funds but try to 
stand on their own feet and simultaneously search for 
new talent who could be drawn to 
this area of activity.  

On April 26, there were 
presentations from 35 
organizations representing Delhi, 
Chennai, Hyderabad, Bangalore, 
Kolkata, Dhaka, Yangoon and 
other rural places. The 
presentations highlighted the 
problems faced by people living 
in squatter settlements, refugee 
colonies, slums and pavements 
due to lack of basic necessities. 
They also enumerated the 
frequent eviction drives taking 
place in their cities, affecting 

hundreds (sometimes thousands) of families without 
any rehabilitation program. The problems and 
challenges face by Dalit, Tribal, Women, Fishermen 
and Landless labor were also highlighted. Mr. Denis 
Murphy of the Urban Poor Associates talked on the 
emerging challenges before community organizers, 
how to influence municipal, state and national 
policies in favor of the urban poor and how to raise 
money to expand the activities of Community 
Organizations.  

According to Denis, peoples’ power should be 
the core of our future vision but we need to overcome 
very difficult social and economic challenges. The 
organizing methods have to be enriched by looking 
and learning from our own struggle that have evolved 
over the past.  

Finally, there were five group presentations on 
the following  

(i) style and strategy of organizing; (ii) whether 
any change is needed and, if so, for what reasons; 
(iii) the priorities in the coming years whether in the 
areas of transforming the organizational structure, 
issue development and/or expansion of work; and (iv) 
the role of politics, religion and culture in organizing 
people. The presentations reflected the high level of 
awareness of the community leaders on the socio-
economic and political problems affecting the urban 
poor. A draft plan of action for the next 10 years has 
been approved by the workshop.  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For further information:  
 
CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE FOR THE 
STUDY OF RELIGION AND SOCIETY 
(CISRS)  
Rabial Mallick  
14/2 Sudder Street, Calcutta 700016, India 
 rabial@cal.vsnl.net.in  
 Fax/ tel: [91-33] 249-3686 
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Kazakhstan 
October 2005  
E.J. Anzorena, SJ  

 

  A  Visit  to  BASPANA,  Almaty,  Kazakhstan    
By Arif Hasan  

 
  

Changes in Almaty  
This was my first visit to Almaty since 1997. In 

this period Almaty has changed. The changes are:  
•   Pavements are broken in many places (unlike 

before); garbage is not as effectively lifted as before; 
hedges on the streets and public parks are not 
trimmed as they used to be; buses and trams are more 
run down; pavements now have shops and beer halls 
on them (before they were free of these 
“encroachments”).  

•   There are lots of posh cars and eating places; 
people are better dressed; a lot of post-modern 
architecture housing designer boutiques and super 
markets have sprung up; new apartment blocks (with 
bad insulation and poor earthquake proof design) are 
being built all over the city and changing the urban 
scale.  

  
Changes in the Informal Settlements  

The informal settlements and their residents 
have changed immensely:  

•    Houses have sprung up and now there are 
very few yurts visible.  

•   There are roads, electricity and water in 
many locations whereas previously there were none.  

•   In a few location, trees have 
been planted along the roads.  

•   There is intense building 
activity and businesses have sprung up.  

•   The most important change has 
taken place in the people. Previously 
they only complained at meetings. Now, 
they are confident and feel that they can 
solve their own problems and interact 
with government independently of 
Baspana. They have plans for the future.  

  
Reasons for Change  

The reasons for change in the 
informal settlements and their residents 
are clear:  

•   Baspana has provided them 

with social motivation, managerial guidance, 
technical support and loans and grants. They still 
need this support so that the process can be 
consolidated.  

•   Baspana has been supported by donors and 
their consultants in developing its capacity and 
capability to deliver support and funds to the 
communities in the informal settlements. Baspana 
still needs support so as to become self-sustaining in 
a period of another ten years.  

•   Baspana has grown from an organization 
involved in agitating to an organization promoting 
social, economic and physical development. It’s 
transition has taken place because the Baspana 
leadership has understood the principles of 
development and has employed staff whose 
qualification is compatible with the work Baspana is 
doing. The staff has also learnt from its own work 
through a process of dialogue and self-criticism.  

  
 The Need to Focus 

Baspana’s three-year program is very ambitious. 
I feel that there is a need to focus. It is a small 
organization and spreading out work can damage it.  

•   Baspana should focus only on three 
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programs: i) House construction; ii) Credit program; 
and iii) Research, documentation and information to 
support the two programs.  

•   Baspana should be area specific and limit its 
work to the informal settlements and their problems.  

  
Relationship with Government 

Before entering into any relationship with 
government on a project or program basis Baspana 
needs to:  

•   Acquire the details of government programs 
and projects and identify those that can be of benefit 
to the informal settlements and their residents.  

•   On the basis of this identification, it should 
initiate small pilot projects before entering into any 
major involvement with the government. Proposals 
for these pilot projects should be prepared by 
Baspana and presented to the relevant government 
programs.  

•   Orientation of government officials to 
Baspana’s work is essential. This can only be done if 
they are invited to workshops within the informal 
settlements so that they can understand the Baspana 
process and its programs. Presentations in offices are 
not an alternative.  

•   An important aspect of relationship with 
government is for Baspana to supply information to 
self-help groups regarding government programs and 
support them in lobbying with government without 
Baspana being an intermediary. This will strengthen 
Baspana in the long run.  
  
Sustainability  

Baspana will be sustainable as long as there is a 
need for it, for the residents of the informal 
settlements and their organizations and as long as 
donors recognize that need. However, for such 
recognition, good documentation is required which 
correctly describes the situation in Kazakhstan, the 
reasons for informal settlements, state response and 
the relevance of Baspana’s work.  

  
 Cheap Housing Construction Program  

The cheap housing construction program is an 
excellent program. It can be improved considerably 
and be made more sustainable:  

•   The current technology being provided 
should be evaluated. My own feeling is that there is a 
need for further research and development on cheap 
infrastructure, heating (stoves and furnaces), 
insulation and light-weight construction. It is 
important to get this evaluation and research carried 

out by someone who understands Kazakhstan’s 
climatic conditions and seismic problems.  

•   The cheap housing construction program has 
been providing services to individual house builders 
without charging for them. The house builder should 
pay to them fees.  

•   NGOs also should pay for the services they 
receive. In this connection, I suggest the following:  

•   The program should develop orientation and 
training courses for NGOs and government officials. 
I feel a two-day orientation course and a ten-day 
training course in self-help processes and technology 
respectively would be sufficient. A fee should be 
attached to the course.  

•    No equipment or machinery should be given 
to the NGOs free of cost and nor should Baspana part 
with its own machinery. It should have equipment 
manufactured for the NGO who needs it and charge 
for it with a profit margin.  

•    The cheap housing construction program 
should break its budget into a menu consisting of 
research and development (which will always require 
a subsidy); documentation and information part of 
this will be shared by the research and information 
program); and social mobilisation.  

•   The staff of the program feel that there is a 
market for its bricks. This should be explored and if 
there is a commercial venture should be initiated.  

  
Conclusion  

Baspana is at a critical stage in its development. 
The programs it has initiated need to expand and 
consolidate before Baspana can begin to play a 
meaningful role in the development of civil society in 
Kazakhstan and before it can seek partnership in 
government programs as an equal or near equal. To 
expand and consolidate it requires financial, technical 
and professional support and the development of its 
own staff through training and exposure to other 
programs and projects.  

 
For further information:  
 
Arch. Arif Hasan  
37 D Mohd Ali Society, Karachi 75350, 
Pakistan  
Tel/Fax [92-21] 452-23 61 
e-mail: arifhasan@cyber.net.pk 
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Corruption  in  Construction  -  The  Reason  for  the  
Skyrocketing  of  Apartment  Price  -  and    

Its  Solution    
By Kim Sung-dal  

  
Skyrocketing of Apartment Price 

After the liberalization of the apartment sales 
price, apartment prices have more than doubled 
during the last five years in a vicious cycle. With the 
announcement of apartment sales there is an increase 
in the neighborhood land price and the apartment 
sales price rises again together with the new 
neighborhood land price. This process is dominant in 
Seoul, with the public housing land program and with 
the redevelopment areas.  

A recent survey shows that the total housing 
price has risen at about 150 trillion won nationwide 
after the inauguration of the Participatory 
Government. The total cost of apartments in Seoul 
reached 377 trillion won which exceeds the total 
stock costing 336 trillion won (source: Real Estate 
Bank). An apartment in Seoul can increase in price 
by as much as 3 million won (US$2980) in a month. 
This far exceeds the monthly income of a city 
worker. As a result, the gap between the rich and the 
poor is expanding. Common people are losing the 
hope of owning a house.   

 
Increase of Corruption in 
Construction   

According to estimates by CCEJ, the 
housing companies and corporations have 
received more than 7 trillion won 
(US$7billion) of profits with the 
apartment sales in the metropolitan area 
since 2000. These profits are possible 
because the government has structured the 
construction market according to the 
interest of the construction companies. In 
return politicians and high-ranking 
government officials are receiving a 
tremendous amount of bribe.  The chain of 
corruption among big corporations, 
construction companies, politicians and 

government officials was disclosed in October 2003 
during the prosecutors’ investigation on the 
presidential election fund.  

As a consequence of the investigation the head 
of a local government committed suicide in the River 
Han and the president of the Korea National Housing 
Corporation (which is responsible for the common 
people’s housing supply) was arrested for bribery. 
Despite these, bribes to the politicians and high 
ranking government officials have not stopped. As a 
matter of fact, corruption has increased. In every 
corruption, construction companies are behind the 
scene. What is the reason for this chain of corruption 
in construction?  

 
Corruption in Construction Due to the 
Housing Policy and the  
Before-Construction Sales System  

The before-construction sales system was 
started in 1977 when the government regulated 
apartment prices and continued to exist after the 
liberalization of apartment price on February 1 when 
it should have lost the reason for its existence. The 
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companies made promises when they asked 
for the liberalization of supplying price. 
Presently however the system still exists and 
the consumers’ right to choose a house 
remains limited as they sign a sales contract 
without seeing the apartment.   

According to the ordinance on housing 
supply law, a company can collect from the 
consumers the 20-30% of the whole land 
price and construction cost in the name of a 
contract. In reality however, the company 
needs only the money to cover 10% of land 
price. As a result, consumers pay thousands 
of won to the construction company for the 
apartment they will only occupy 3 years 
after the signing of the contract. Rep. Chung 
Jangsun during the parliamentary inspection 
estimated the financing cost from the before-
construction sales system paid by the consumers to 
be one trillion three hundred billion won a year. 
Consumers are also reselling their pre-bought 
apartment to a third party and receiving a large 
amount as premium. So people have also become 
speculators due to speculative demand.   

Since consumers make the contract upon seeing 
only a model house, by the time they move in the 
apartment they find out that what they are getting is 
not the same as the model house they saw. They find 
various kinds of substandard construction in the 
building.  

The standard contract suggested by the Fair 
Trade Commission only indicates the land price and 
construction cost, without any details of the 
construction cost. However, in spite of all these 
problems, the government and other political offices 
are sticking to the before-construction sales system.   

 
 
Suggestion for a Consumer-Oriented 
Housing Market   

To form a fair and stable housing market with a 
basic security for the consumers the following 
policies should be implemented. Firstly, a change to 
the post-construction sales system and abolish the 
transferring system or resale premium. The 
government has already announced a plan regarding 
the post-construction sales system, but it does not 
look effective enough. If the Ministry of Construction 
and Transportation really wants a sound housing 
market with the introduction of the post-construction 
sales system, the plan should be revised and include 
full-scale opening to private companies. All the 
housing supply even by the public institutions such as 

the Korea National Housing Corporation should be 
covered by the post-construction sales system.  

Second, disclosure of land and apartment costs. 
The people is suffering from shortage of housing and 
money, and they do not know why the apartment 
price jumps up and allow so much profit to the 
housing construction companies. All the sales of 
public apartments by institutions like the Korea 
National Housing Corporation and local development 
corporations should disclose land and apartment 
costs.  

Thirdly, expansion of the development of public 
rental housing. The present system favors those who 
own a house allowing them to buy more houses 
whereas those who do not own a house cannot buy a 
house. This causes the gap between the rich and the 
poor to widen.   

The following policies are also suggested. 
Firstly, the government should possess a certain 
number of public housing units. The supply of public 
housing is only 3.4% of total housing at present, 
which is far less than the level of housing in 
developed countries (20-30%). Secondly, the 
government should supply public land and build 
houses and lease them at a low price. In this way 
speculative transactions of apartments can be 
controlled in the public land. Finally, housing 
construction companies should be allowed to 
participate with guaranteed and proper profits.   

 
For further information  
 
Citizens’ Coalition for Economic Justice 
50-2, Dongsoong-dong, Jongno-gu, seoul 110-
809, Korea 
 Tel :  [+ 82-2] 765-6400, 765-9731/2 
 Fax :  [+82-2] 741-8564/5  
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E.J. Anzorena, SJ  

  

A  Visit  to  Mongolia  
02  -  05  June  2005  

By Arif Hasan   
  

Preamble  
The Mongolia visit was made in coordination 

with UNESCAP which has initiated a housing and 
infrastructure support programme in Ulaanbaatar. 
What is written below is from what I have learnt by 
attending the National Dialogue on Housing the Poor 
in Urban Economies, a site visit to government built 
housing barracks, a visit to a “ger” settlements in 
Ulaanbaatar, and discussions with government and 
NGO representatives and residents of the barracks 
and the ger housing communities. There are strong 
similarities between conditions in Ulaanbaatar and 
Almaty in Kazakhstan where I have worked with 
local communities and NGOs.     

 
The Situation in Ulaanbaatar  

With the collapse of the communist system in 
Mongolia, state run factories and many research and 
development institutions have closed down. This has 
created unemployment and housing problems. 
Previously, the state enterprises built housing for 
their employees. The maintenance of this housing 
was also the responsibility of the state enterprises. 
The state can not any more maintain these buildings 
and nor can it develop new housing. The private 
sector now develops housing and this housing is 
unaffordable to the poor which comprise the 
overwhelming majority of the population. Two issues 
emerge from this state of affairs.   

The old housing is not maintained any more. It 
is in a bad state and in many cases the open spaces 
between the barracks have been occupied. In the case 

of high-rise buildings, water and plumbing systems 
have collapsed and in the absence of municipal 
controls people on the ground floor have expanded 
their homes and those on the floors above have 
extended their balconies and rooms. In the absence of 
employment and the removal of state support, heating 
in the long winter months has become a serious 
problem.   

Since no new housing is being built, the state 
had allowed families to occupy 700 square metres of 
land for housing themselves. On this plot families put 
up the traditional Mongolian “tent” called ger and 
start living on it. Slowly, they construct their houses. 
What exactly is the house building process and who 
are the actors in it, is not really clear. However, most 
of these houses are badly constructed and are poorly 
insulated for the Mongolian winter. The result is that 
people very often prefer to live in the ger in winter 
and use their houses only during the summer season. 
Apart from electricity, there is no municipal 
infrastructure for these settlements. Toilets consist of 
a simple pit away from the house and water supply is 
either through tanker or is purchased from 
neighbourhood tube wells installed by the state or the 
private sector. Carting water from the tube wells to 
the homes is usually done by children and in winter it 
is a very difficult task.   

 
Climate and related issues  

The Mongolian winter is long (seven months) 
and temperatures fall well below minus 30 degrees 
centigrade. Due to this a number of issues arise. 
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These are given below.    
Infrastructure: Sewage and water lines have to 

be at least three to four metres below ground level so 
as to prevent frost heave. This makes the cost of 
infrastructure unaffordable to communities and to the 
state. In addition, since the plots in the ger 
settlements are large, infrastructure cost per capita 
increase considerably. In my estimation, the ADB 
funded infrastructure projects will not be feasible in 
economic terms and hence not replicable. There has 
to be an alternative.   

Insulation: Currently, people building homes in 
the ger settlements use earth as insulation on the roof. 
This adds to the weight on the structure and increases 
costs. The walls are usually of timber lattice work 
plastered over with a mud and straw mix which gives 
poor insulation as compared to felt, glass wool or 
thermopol. As a result, people spend huge amounts 
on coal and timber for heating and in spite of this 
have very uncomfortable in-door winters. Energy 
efficient stoves can reduce the consumption of coal 
and timber and increase the heat generated. However, 
we have been told by our Mongolian friends that the 
better stoves are unaffordable for the ger settlement 
families.    

Toilets: Conventional septic tanks and pour 
flush toilets freeze in winter and an alternative to 
them is simply the pit toilets which is unhygienic. 
Either suitable alternatives need to be developed or 
improvements for the pit toilets need to be researched 
and implemented. Also, if shallow subsoil aquifers 
are to be tapped for drinking water, the pit latrines 

may not be the 
best solution as 
they may 
pollute the 
aquifer.   

Water 
Availability: 
From what I 
gather the 
subsoil aquifer 
in Ulaanbaatar 
can be tapped 
through hand 
dug wells. 
However, 
before 
encouraging or 
supporting this 
process it is 
necessary to 
understand its 

repercussions and subsequent management 
requirements otherwise the aquifer might be depleted 
or polluted by pit latrines. Private entrepreneurs have 
also established tube wells and sell water to their 
neighbouring settlements. This could be encouraged 
through loans to individual entrepreneurs or to 
communities organized around savings.   

 
Possible Directions  

Given conditions in Ulaanbaatar there are two 
possible directions.   

Old Housing: ESCAP has chosen a site 
consisting of barracks which previously belonged to a 
state enterprise. The people living in the barracks 
have been given individual ownership of the rooms in 
which they live. Since there is no organisation to 
collectively maintain the buildings, they are in a 
terrible state of disrepair. Their toilets are also badly 
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maintained and solid waste disposal is not effectively 
managed.   

Through initiating a savings process ESCAP 
feels that it can bring people together for 
maintenance and management of the barracks. 
Similar work has been done successfully by Baspana 
in Almaty. However, research is required to improve 
toilet design, cheaper and improved stoves and roof 
and wall insulation.   

Housing and Infrastructure in Ger 
Settlements: Conventional sewage and water 
infrastructure is unaffordable both for the residents 
and for the state. Alternatives to it have to be 
researched and introduced to the community through 
an extension programme.   

Thousands of houses have been constructed in 
the ger settlements. The housing solution is staring us 
in the face. There is a need to understand the 
sociology, economics and technology of the housing 
process, identify its weaknesses and strengths and 
then to develop a programme that overcomes the 
weaknesses and support the strength. In this process, 
it is important to understand the actors in the housing 
drama, their relationships and the problems they face. 
This can only be done if participatory research leads 
to the establishment of a “housing clinic”, which 
gives people advice on how to build and estimate 
costs. The housing clinic can eventually become a 
community managed commercial enterprise. Similar 
work has been done by Baspana in Almaty, by the 
OPP-RTI in Karachi and a lot of research and 
extension work on the same lines has been done by 
the Building And Construction Improvement 
Programme (BACIP) of the Aga Khan Foundation in 
Northern Areas of Pakistan where climatic conditions 
are similar (though not so extreme) as in Mongolia.   

ACHR’s Role  
The ACHR can play the following role in the 

promotion of better housing in Ulaanbaatar.   
It can initiate the savings process in the barracks 

identified by UNESCAP. This can be done by 
arranging visits of the community members to 
Bangkok and Bombay and/or arranging visits of 
CODI staff to Ulaanbaatar. The process can be 
transferred to other communities.   

Initiate a research programme on the sociology, 
economics and technology of the housing process in 
the ger settlements. This research programme needs 
to be organised around a local NGO and supported by 
ACHR resource persons. The Centre for Human 
Rights and Development can be the local NGO. The 
research cell needs only three people: a young 
architect, a local activist from the ger communities 
and a person for secretariat and logistic support. 
Understanding of the existing housing process will 
require in-depth interviews with the actors (owners, 
builders, material suppliers, government officials etc) 
followed by 50 questionnaires each in old, not so old 
and new ger settlements. This process was followed 
in Almaty and the questionnaires and their results are 
given in my book “Housing Crisis in Central Asia”. 
The process can be completed in two months.   

Based on the above research, appropriate 
designs for toilets, stoves, insulation materials for 
infrastructure pipes and housing can be developed 
along with house designs which individual 
households can use.   

The research cell can then convert itself into a 
housing clinic and employ artisans and management 
staff that it identifies during the research period. The 
housing clinic will give technical advice, managerial 
guidance and tools to individual families who wish to 
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build their houses and to a cluster of houses that wish 
to develop their infrastructure. It can over a two year 
period become self-sustaining by transforming itself 
into a commercial enterprise that is affordable to poor 
families.   

The research team and community members 
could visit the OPP-RTI (Karachi), BACIP (Gilgit) 
and Baspana (Almaty) for orientation.   

 
(Pictures by Maurice Leonhard)  

 
 

 
For further information: 
 
ACHR (Asian Coalition for Housing Rights)  
P.O.Box 24-74, Klongchan, Bangkapi, Bangkok 
10240, Thailand  
 Fax   [+66-2] 539 9950 
 Tel [+66 2] 538 0919 
  achr@loxinfo.co.th 
 www.achr.net 
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Enacting    
Building  Codes  and  Regulations  

Prepared for the MDG Task Force Report    
    

  
Building by-laws and zoning regulations affect 

slum dwellers and poor communities in five major 
areas.   
 
Upgrading Process   

In many cases citywide building by-laws and 
zoning regulations are used for the upgrading of 
slums. The standards imposed by these by-laws and 
regulations are far too high as a result of which a 
large number of homes have to be demolished and 
relocated, often far from the places of work of the 
affected slum dwellers.   

One of the major issues is the width of the roads 
which communities consider to be excessive.  The 
reason given for this width is that it facilitates fire 

and health related emergency services. There is a 
need for a review of these regulations and standards 
for people have coped rather well with lower 
standards without being adversely affected, 
sometimes for over three generations.   

Similarly, the imposition of regulations related 
to density and open spaces also adversely affects 
communities in the upgrading process. The 
integration of open spaces and “pedestrianised” 
streets (or streets not having any vehicle traffic in 
them) can overcome the problem of open spaces 
considerably. As it is poor communities in slums use 
streets as places for social gatherings and recreation.   

In many regulations,  settlements that are in 
ecologically “dangerous” zones are not earmarked for 
upgrading and regularisation. A sizeable minority of 
poor communities live in such zones, These are 
classified as “dangerous” only because they are prone 
to flooding. However, experience has shown that 
once such settlements have been removed, the area is 
made safe by the building of embankments after 
which it is utilised for middle or high-income 
housing. It is therefore important that those which are 
disqualified from being upgraded are only those 
settlements which cannot be made “safe” through the 
building of required infrastructure.   

It has also been observed that funds for 
upgrading are better utilised by the communities 
themselves. Funds managed by the communities 
produce far cheaper projects, better quality work and 
are implemented over a shorter period of time than 
contractor managed projects. They also bind 
communities together and help in their 
empowerment. 

   
Planning of Low Income Settlements   

In the planning of low-income settlements, the 
road infrastructure is excessively wide making the 
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cost of land and infrastructure unaffordable to poor 
communities. Building by-laws and zoning 
regulations are invariably made to accommodate the 
automobile and since there are few automobiles in 
low-income settlements such roads do not serve 
much purpose but adversely affect community social 
life and gatherings.   

In many countries, building by-laws and 
planning regulations also specify the minimum size 
of a plot of land or housing unit. In many cases, this 
is also excessive and makes housing unaffordable for 
a sizeable number of poor communities. Studies have 
shown that poor communities can live comfortably in 
far smaller plots or houses provided they are laid out 
in an informal manner, in cluster form.   

Building by-laws for new settlements specify 
materials and forms of construction that the poor 
cannot afford as a result of which these are violated. 
To prevent demolition or fines due to these 
violations, poor communities have to pay bribes to 
building inspectors of local governments.   

The building by-laws and zoning regulations do 
not create communities around clusters, infrastructure 
and shared open spaces. In many countries, 
communities invest in neighbourhood infrastructure 
development for which they form organisations. 
Appropriate planning could encourage this process 
which would not only help in developing community 
provided infrastructure but also community 
organisations and cohesiveness.    

Most building by-laws and zoning regulations 
promote the concept of segregated land use. 
However, poor households often set up shops and 

work places within their homes. Much of this 
economic activity is in the informal sector even if it 
serves formal sector enterprises. In the absence of 
affordable options this is the only means by which a 
majority of slum dwellers can make a livelihood. 
Again, the violation of segregated land use by-laws 
and regulations makes poor communities vulnerable 
to corruption or police violence. It is therefore 
necessary to plan mixed land use in low-income 
settlements and promote investment and programmes 
in them for economically productive activities and for 
the development of skills. These programmes should 
be seen as an integral part of the physical planning 
process.    

 
City Level By-laws and Regulations  

City planning by-laws and zoning regulations in 
the South are mainly derived from the First World 
experience. As such, they are anti-pedestrian, anti-
street, anti-dissolved space and anti-mixed land use – 
all the things that low income settlements are and 
which are in keeping with the culture and sociology 
of low income groups. In addition, the city is planned 
primarily for the automobile and not for the 
pedestrian and commuter. It is necessary to focus on 
the needs of the pedestrian and commuter population 
in the cities of the South and to develop by-laws and 
regulations that cater to their needs, security, comfort 
and economic activity.    

In planning middle or higher income 
settlements, the needs of the lower income 
communities that serve these settlements are seldom 
catered to. Housing for them is not made available 
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nor is space made available for hawkers and small 
retail outlets that eventually crop up in the open 
spaces and streets in these settlements. Afterwards, 
they are forced to cater to corruption or  be removed.   

 
Procedures for Regularisation, Upgrading 
of Slums and Acquisition of Land  

Procedures for regularisation and upgrading of 
slums and for the acquisition of land for housing are 
long and cumbersome and require that the poor be 
viewed with suspicion and hostility by officialdom. 
Often they involve visiting a number of government 
offices which are far away from each other and 
incurring considerable expense in paper work and 
official and unofficial payments. This means a loss of 
time and in the process, wages as well. This problem 
has been overcome in many programmes by making 
the entire documentation and financial process a one-
window affair by bringing government functionaries 
in the evening (when people come back from work) 
to the upgrading or building site. Thus instead of 
people going to officialdom, officialdom comes to 
the people.   

Building by-laws for new construction should 
support the incremental building process through 
which poor households build their homes over time. 
There should be maximum flexibility in the 
regulations to allow any use of materials provided the 
structure is not dangerous and has sufficient light, air, 
sanitation and water facilities which can also be 
acquired over time. 

   
Evictions   

Most evictions occur due to a hunger for land of 
a power triumvirate among politicians, developers 
and bureaucrats. They make use of the fact that many 
anti-eviction decrees and laws are incomplete and are 
not supported by appropriate procedures. If such 

procedures could be put in place, these would help in 
reducing evictions considerably and strengthen the 
legal position of slum dwellers.   

Evictions also occur due to badly conceived 
rehabilitation projects and mega infrastructure 
projects, often funded by international funding 
institutions. Criteria for judging these projects need 
to be developed, along with laws, rules and 
regulations for implementing the criteria, through a 
process of public hearings and involvement of 
communities and academia.   

The eviction of hawkers in many cities of the 
South has become a serious issue which is adversely 
affecting the lives of tens of thousands of families. 
Research has shown that these hawkers can be 
rehabilitated without adverse environmental 
repercussions in “pedestrianised” streets in the same 
locations where they operate today. Local 
governments will benefit enormously from this 
process. Principles for such rehabilitation followed 
by rules and regulations need to be established.   

 
Recommendations   

By-laws and zoning regulations, which are 
based on the sociology, economics and culture of the 
communities living in them, have to be developed for 
the upgrading process. For this, a participatory 
research into the living conditions in low income 
settlements is required.   

Planning of new low-income settlements has to 
establish an optimum relationship among resources 
(financial, manpower, land), standards and immediate 
requirements. Everyone should understand that all 
three are dynamic and will change over time. 
Physical planning should be carried out in a manner 
that can cater to this possible change; only then will it 
become affordable to the residents and governments.    
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Procedures for regularisation and upgrading and 
acquisition of new land and housing units should be 
compatible with the culture of low-income 
households.  These should aim at overcoming the 
constraints that the poor face in the process even if 
this means making changes in the manner in which 
officialdom currently functions.   

City level planning should be pro-street, pro-
pedestrian, pro-dissolved space, pro-mixed land use 
and anti-eviction.   

The above recommendations can only be 
developed and implemented if there are appropriately 
trained professionals who can carry out the required 
research and turn it into appropriate by-laws and 
zoning regulations and develop the tools to make 

them operational.  For such professionals to be 
created, a major change in the curriculum of 
planning, architecture, engineering, legal and medical 
professions is required.    

 
 

 
For further information: 
 
 
Arch. Arif Hasan                   
37 D Mohd Ali Society, Karachi 75350, Pakistan              
 Tel/Fax :  [92-21] 452-23 61               
 EMail : arifhasan@cyber.net.pk 
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Urban  and  Regional  Planning  –    
Past  Precedents  and  Future  Prospects  

By Arif Hasan 
                    
 

Since the development of the Bronze Age 
civilizations, human settlements and agricultural 
production have always been planned in some form 
or the other. There was always a close relationship 
between the two. The extent of agricultural surplus 
and trade and its manufactured goods determined the 
size of the city. Communities built around class, 
caste, clans and extended families were an integral 
part of institutional arrangements that planned and 
managed human settlements both in rural and urban 
areas. It is true that lower castes and/or the poorer 
sections of the population were excluded from such 
arrangements.  

With the advent of the industrial revolution in 
Europe, things changed. Mass migration from the 
countryside as a result of industrialisation created 
terrible physical conditions in urban areas. These led 
to social problems, disease and large scale epidemics. 
In addition, the countryside was left without 
agricultural labour.     

To address these issues research established the 
link among the physical environment, disease, social 
injustice and deprivation. Building by-laws and 
zoning regulations were developed; sewage and 
piped water systems were conceived and 
implemented; labour laws were instituted. As a result 
the nineteenth century saw the emergence of a whole 
new system of professional education related to 
engineering, architecture, planning, medicine and law 
along with the tools for planning and managing urban 
settlements in the industrial era.  

What is important to note is that most of this 
work was done by academic and professional 
institutions such as the London School of Hygiene 
(later to become the London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine). This work was owned by various 
citizens groups, church groups, radical political 
parties who took it to the parliaments, politicians and 
the ruling elite, who were forced to implement its 
recommendations,. It was a massive research, 

extension and lobbying exercise spread over many 
decades.  

Financing the implementation of the 
recommendations of this research was not a problem. 
Europe owned the resources of the world at that point 
in time. Subsequently, major modifications to 
planning related education were required to 
accommodate the railway and still later, the 
automobile. These modifications also involved a 
considerable amount of research and development 
effort, which became teaching material.  

It was out of this process that the modern 
movement and its ethos were born. It was also the 
birth of the concept of the welfare state. The 
important features of the modern movement were:  

•   The state was responsible for providing its 
citizens with infrastructure, housing and social sector 
facilities.  

•   Technology was capable of solving all 
problems related to these requirements and man was 
subservient to it.  

•   Efficient state institutions with highly trained 
professionals were needed to develop and implement 
detail plans for every sector. These plans were known 
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as “master plans”.  
•   Professionals knew best and they could give 

physical shape to the vision of the politicians and 
determine the structure of society.  

Thus technology became a god and the 
professionals became its prophets.  

Pakistan and other Third World countries 
accepted the modernist paradigm and the welfare 
state concept after the Second World War, when most 
of them became independent. Their development 
plans were planned around these concepts and so was 
professional education. Zoning regulations and 
building by-laws were developed on the European 
model although they 
were an antithesis of how 
our people lived and 
worked since they were 
anti-street, anti-
pedestrian, anti-dissolved 
space and anti-mixed 
land use. No wonder they 
have been violated 
systematically.  

The modern 
movement in the First 
World built expressways, 
flyovers, mass transit 
systems, massive public 
sector housing schemes, 
and state constructed and managed social sector 
facilities. However, these brave and idealistic 
initiatives could not prevent massive environmental 
degradation, loss of built heritage, social 
fragmentation, inner city slums and growing 
congestion. Technology minus humanism extracted 
an enormous cost. Today in many European cities the 
high-rise housing blocks of the sixties are being 
demolished to be replaced by low-rise housing since 
they were responsible for a whole range of social 
problems that the public sector housing estates had 
created. In many cities, such as Boston, old flyovers 
are being demolished since they encroach on public 
space, are ugly to look at and there are better 
alternatives to solve traffic congestion.  

A stage came when funds for sustaining the 
modernist paradigm were simply not available.  After 
the economic crisis of 1973 this issue became critical. 
There were other problems too. Europe’s population 
growth was rapidly declining. This meant lesser 
schools, more old people’s homes and smaller 
families (often one member ones). These trends 
called for a reshaping of the existing building stock 
rather than the creation of new buildings. This 

reshaping could not be done without the active 
involvement of the residents. Thus “community 
participation” became an important planning tool. To 
cater to this changing demography new research was 
carried out. There was a search for a new paradigm 
and a new system of professional education.  

In the case of the Third World the modernist 
paradigm could not cope with the population 
explosion and the massive influx of rural migrants 
into Third World cities. The city could provide jobs 
to the migrants but not homes or adequate physical 
and social infrastructure due to an absence of funds, 
institutions, human resources and effective political 

systems. The mega 
projects that many Third 
World cities built in 
attempting to solve their 
urban problems, displaced 
tens of thousands of 
people. For example, in 
spite of the enormous 
expressways that Manila 
and Bangkok have built, 
their traffic congestion 
problems remain 
unsolved.     

The result of the 
failure of the modernist 
paradigm in the Third 

World led to the growth of urban and rural 
informality, often in defiance of state rules and 
regulations, in housing, transport, health, education, 
industrial production, agriculture, finance and 
marketing and the creation of powerful informal 
lobbies that actively promote their claims and guard 
their gains. Formal planning has never tried to 
understand or integrate urban and rural informality 
into the planning process. As a result, plans, more 
often than not, do not work.  

Out of the failure and constraints of the 
modernist paradigm were born the concepts of 
sustainable development and the green and 
environmental movements. These movements sought 
to bring man back to the centre stage in planning. 
They recognised that technology alone was not a 
solution; that the user or interest groups had to have a 
say in plans and their implementation; and that 
technology had to be subservient to sociological and 
environmental considerations.  

So structure and monitoring plans replaced 
conventional master plans and area conservation 
replaced the concept of restoration and preservation 
of individual buildings. Pedestrian precincts and 
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segregation of local and through traffic replaced inner 
city flyovers and expressways.  New by-laws were 
framed to accommodate the concepts of mixed land 
use and addressing health conditions increasingly 
determined planning parameters.  

Administrative measures and new concepts of 
land use planning rather than traffic engineering 
emerged as the new means of dealing with traffic 
congestion and pollution and the problems that 
automobiles pose in urban areas. Concepts such as 
environmental audit, environmental tribunals, 
environmental impact assessment for projects, 
sustainable livelihoods, involuntary relocation, 
emerged.  

There are many examples of this new form of 
planning. The Moscow Master Plan 2020 was based 
on a health survey of the city. The plan aimed at 
removing the physical conditions that were 
responsible for different types of diseases and 
adverse health conditions. Recently in London a 
congestion tax has been levied which has solved 
London’s automobile congestion problems and which 
numerous and expensive traffic engineering projects 
were unsuccessful in doing. In Delhi after a Supreme 
Court judgement, all public transport has been forced 
to adopt CNG（compressed natural gas） as fuel. As 
a result, environmental conditions in Delhi have 
improved.  

This whole new world of planning has only 
been adopted by Europe and Japan or in half measure 
by certain Latin American cities such as Curitiba and 
North American cities such as Boston. It is still in the 
process of research and experimentation and of being 
turned into teaching material and theory. However, in 
the Third World, planning and teaching are both still 
deeply entrenched in the modernist paradigm and its 
concepts although the best examples of community 
participation and “sustainable development” in both 
rural and urban development are to be found in the 
work of Asian and Latin American NGOs. But none 
of this work has yet been 
adopted as policy nor has 
it become teaching 
material.  

In Pakistan 
enormous changes have 
taken place in both urban 
and rural areas. In the 
rural areas cash has 
replaced an old barter 
economy and its 
institutions. Fertilizer, 
pesticide, hybrid seeds 

and credit requirements for them have created new 
classes and serious environmental and health 
problems. Mechanisation of agricultural production 
has introduced tractors and harvesters and they have 
physical needs which are met in an ad hoc manner in 
the absence of planning concepts and standards. The 
Suzuki revolution of 1970’s changed the mode of 
marketing agricultural produce and with it the 
location of mandi towns also changed. All this has 
increased the urban-rural link and is bringing about 
major social, physical and economic changes in both 
the rural and urban areas. In planning education we 
do not deal with these issues either.  

According to architect/planner Reza Ali’s 
research, Pakistan is much more urban than what the 
census tells us. We need to understand this. 
Furthermore, Reza’s work establishes that presently 
we are not dealing with urban settlements but with 
urban regions consisting of numerous interlinked 
urban settlements that share common resources and 
collectively pollute the natural environment of the 
region. These are also issues that we do not deal with.  

With neo-liberalism, globalisation, the WTO 
regime and structural adjustment a whole new world 
that conflicts with the concepts of the green 
movement and sustainability has emerged. Because 
of our balance of payment deficits International 
Financial Institutions (IFI’s) no longer permit us to 
make major investments in infrastructure, transport 
and social housing. All these are supposed to be 
developed and financed by the “market”. We have 
also been asked to remove subsidies on health and 
education. In practical terms what this means is:   

•   Privatisation of water, electricity, transport, 
solid waste management through a process of 
international tendering.  

•   Infrastructure projects are to be built on a 
BOT basis. This means that on a BOT basis these 
projects will be far more expensive than government 
built projects of a similar nature and their running 

costs are also higher 
because of exorbitant 
profiteering by 
contractors.  

•   Housing is to be 
delivered through the 
market as well. This 
means that land value 
will determine land use 
in the absence of 
subsidies in favour of the 
poorer sections of the 
population.   
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In a nutshell, project planning has to adjust to 
this reality. Also, the new paradigm has put an end to 
the process of the democratisation of education. 
Planning and planning education has to understand 
these new realities and the planning professional has 
to work around them to deliver meaningful and 
affordable development to his city and region.   

What does all that I have said above mean for 
Karachi? It means that the city of Karachi has to be 
properly documented. Its existing infrastructure has 
to be identified and mapped. The directions of its 
growth and the reasons for them have to be 
understood. Who does what in the city and how has 
to be determined along with the relationship between 
the various actors. This documentation is 
meaningless if it does not include the physical, social, 
economic, and political dimensions of the informal 
sector. Projects have to relate to these realities.  

Tackling the issues of congestion and pollution 
will mean segregation of local and through traffic.  It 
will mean quadrupling the railway line from Karachi 
to Pipri and building a container terminal over there 
as a result of which container traffic will no longer 
enter the city. It will also mean extending the oil 
pipeline from the refinery to a point on the National 
Highway beyond the city so that no oil tanker enters 
the city. It will mean shifting the inner city wholesale 
markets to the Northern Bypass, segregation of 
through and local traffic in areas such as Saddar and 
Lea Market and the creation of pedestrian precincts 
in these historical areas.  It will also mean CNG for 
all public transport and the creation of a land-use plan 
and its implementation where environmental and 
social considerations determine land-use rather than 
land value.  

For housing it means credit for land (without 
which access to the market is impossible) and the 
collective ownership of land so as to prevent 
speculation. Similar approaches for the other sectors 
also need to be developed.  

However, you can only do what is being 
suggested if politicians are supported by knowledge. 
This relationship is crucial. In many countries 
politicians have think-tanks or linkages with research 
and academic institutions. As a result, their decisions 
are backed with analysis and facts. In addition to 

informed politicians, you need planning institutions 
that are effective, autonomous and free from political 
interference. Most of our institutions have been 
ruined because of interference from those who wield 
power, often undemocratically.  

You also need active civil society participation. 
Karachi is lucky for it has an informed and active 
civil society. However, officialdom views it with 
suspicion and hostility. And finally, you require 
transparency and accountability in the planning and 
implementation processes and for these there are 
numerous models from which to choose and there is 
also the possibility of innovating.  

But the most important aspect of planning for 
the future is an understanding of those who are going 
to live, work, use and develop the city of the future. 
Karachi’s younger generation, especially the age 
group of between 15 and 24 years, is very different 
from its elders. It has very different social indicators. 
For instance, Karachi’s overall literacy is 68.44 per 
cent of which male literacy is 72 per cent and female 
literacy is 64 per cent. But in the age group of 15 to 
24 years, literacy is 78 per cent with no difference 
between male and female literacy.  

In the 1981 Census 37.45 per cent of women in 
the age group of 15 to 24 years were married. In the 
1998 Census only 27.68 per cent of women in this 
age group were married. Television is the main 
source of information for 76 per cent of Karachi 
households. Nuclear families are increasing rapidly. 
Women students outnumber men in universities and 
professional colleges. These are new realities. They 
have new requirements for recreation, culture, 
entertainment, education and transport. Can planning 
education grapple with some of these issues?    
 

For further information 
Arch. Arif Hasan                   
37 D Mohd Ali Society, Karachi 75350, Pakistan              
 Tel/Fax:   [92-21] 452-23 61               
 eMail  :  arifhasan@cyber.net.pk 
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Tripartism 

“Tripartism” a partnership among the local 
government unit (LGU), people’s organizations (PO) 
& non-government organizations, has been 
effectively practiced in Naga City since 1989.  Naga 
City has a tradition of citizen involvement in issues 

like price increases, taxes and tuition fee hikes. 
Different groups in the city have conducted dialogues 
concerning local and national issues. In its lobbying 
efforts, the urban poor federation has been joined by 
other sectors, people’s organizations and non-
government organizations within and outside the city. 

Back in 1986 the NCUPF (Naga City Urban 
Poor Federation) participated in protest rallies and 
other mass actions spearheaded by different political 
blocs. Such involvement raised the awareness of the 
urban poor on various issues concerning the Filipino 
people. By forming coalitions and alliances with 
different sectors and political groups the urban poor 
was able to extend their advocacy work on secure 
land tenure and basic social services. 

In addition, alliances with officials of different 
agencies of the government have helped pass pro-
urban poor laws and facilitated the implementation of 
these laws. A major factor that contributed to the 
passage and implementation of said laws was the 
presence of progressive-minded officials in the local 
government who were willing to help people’s 
organizations and NGOs. The progressive bloc in the 
city council sponsored a significant number of 
resolutions and ordinances. These included the repeal 
of PD 772 and the creation of a People’s Council. 
These councilors also helped ensure that the 
ordinances are implemented by clarifying to the 
affected sectors the mechanisms and implications of 
particular provisions. 

Mayor Jesse Robredo and the progressive-
minded councilors contributed significantly toward 
ensuring NGO-PO cooperation. “What the Robredo 
Administration did first was to ensure, during its 
previous term, a mechanism for maximizing people’s 
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participation in local governance. This was achieved 
by laying multiple channels through which specific 
sectors, groups or the entire constituency could 
participate in identifying development priorities and 
in stamping their mandate or disapproval on policy 
issues” (Atty. James Jacob, writer).  Mayor Robredo 
was undoubtedly a key figure in the entire process. 
Although not directly involved in legislation, his 
openness to the issues of the poor influenced the 
passage of pro-poor laws. 

The good relations between local officials and 
the technical personnel of the city government, on the 
one hand, and the federation and the urban poor 
communities on the other, have created a conducive 
and harmonious environment for effective and 
efficient partnership. The tangible results of 
government-NGO-PO partnership include the 
creation of special bodies (e.g. housing boards, 
consultative channels) where all three parties 
participate.  The Naga City Socialized Program for 
Empowerment and Economic Development (Naga 
SPEED) provided consultative channels like the 
multisectoral meetings called “Orolay-olay sa 
Sektor”, the barangay consultative meetings and the 
expanded development council. 

The Kaantabay sa Kauswagan or Partner for 
Development is a government-PO-NGO program 
whose name clearly states that the poor are partners 
for, rather than a hindrance to, progress. The program 
includes the delivery of basic infrastructure and 
services, a campaign against the forcible demolition 
of urban poor homes, the provision of relocation sites 
for those who are displaced and the strengthening of 
urban poor participation in local governance. It also 
institutionalized problem-solving mechanisms 
through dialogues among government, NGOs, 
community groups and 
private landowners.   

There are many ways 
of doing community 
organizing as a method for  
social transformation. But 
the dialogical approach in 
community organizing is 
the most effective in 
proactively engaging with 
government. As a veteran 
organizer from COPE-
Foundation relates,  “we 
see to it that we do not 
bring with us preconceived 
solutions to community, 
instead we draw out from 

the people themselves their perceptions about the 
problems in their community. The role of community 
organizers is to motivate people to act on the issues 
that affect them. This role as facilitator or motivator 
addresses the reality of apathy and individualistic 
tendencies of people which also, to a great extent, are 
influenced by the inadequacy of social structures in 
shaping critical thought”.  

The table at the end of the article is an attempt 
to illustrate the different phases and timelines in 
COPE’S  community organizing in Naga with the 
end in view of participative governance/ tripartism: 

The Naga City Urban Poor Federation has a 
total of fifty seven (57) affiliated community 
organizations. It is one of the pillars of the Bicol 
Urban Poor Coordinating Council (BUPCC). The 
BUPCC is a confederation of  urban poor federations 
from the cities of Naga, Legazpi, Tabaco, Sorsogon 
& Iriga and from the municipalities of Daraga, 
Malilipot and Daet. Activities of the confederation 
ranges from consultation-dialogue with concerned 
housing agencies, fora, symposia, educational 
campaigns, meetings, mobilizations and lobbying to 
resolve the urban poor issues in the Region. 

Given the reality of the urbanization 
phenomenon in the Bicol Region the support groups 
of the urban poor sector have also organized 
themselves into a network of NGOs and academic 
institutions. This network is the BUPC (Bicol Urban 
Poor Colloquium).  The objective of the network is to 
improve the government land and housing programs 
through activities ranging from legal (court litigation) 
& paralegal education, exploring alternative 
financing scheme and community development.  
Partnership with Aquinas University and Bicol 
University has been developed. Students of 
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architecture and engineering provide technical 
services to selected urban poor communities.  

The members of the Bicol Urban Poor 
Colloquium (BUPC) are: Social Action Center of the 
diocese of Legazpi, Ateneo de Naga University 
Social Science Research and Development; 
SALIGAN; COPE-Foundation and PSAC-St. 
Raphael’s Parish. The Urban Poor Research 
Consortium is in the process of organizing in the 
Bicol Region. COPE is assisting the ASSRC in 
convening the Orientation Workshop this March 
2003. 

 
Problems Encountered with Tripartism 

The political maturity and credibility of all the 
stakeholders should be nurtured. In one of the 
assessment documents of the Naga City People’s 
Council, the internal constraints reflected were: (1) 
inadequate membership base of some of the sectors; 
(2) inactive and non-participative NCPC members; 
(3) conflicts of schedule within their own activities 
and work; (4) alternates are not as acquainted and 
equipped as the principal representatives; (5) some 

members/representatives need to 
strengthen their ability to participate 
and to decide in behalf of NCPC.  

Some external constraints 
identified were: (1) some local 
officials do not understand people 
participation in local governance; (2) 
unequal treatment given to NCPC 
representatives; (3) monopoly of 
discussion of some chairpersons who 
do all the talking; and (4) short notice 
of meeting or sometimes no notice at 
all. 

 
Lessons Learned & Recommendations 

The stakeholders should bear in mind that 
historically, government resisted reforms. The 
government bureaucracy which has the power to 
interpret and execute the law most often than not, are 
biased against the poor. Developing patience and 
tolerance, therefore, in pursuing the work for change 
is very important.  

Community Organizers should identify 
progressive-minded officials in government who are 
advocates of people’s empowerment and initiate trust 
building activities. The lobbying and negotiation with 
City Hall by people’s organizations and their support 
groups,  is of great value in establishing a dynamic 
relationship between the POs and the government.  

The willingness to interact through informal 
sharing and exchange of thoughts and ideas, and to 
discuss the limitations and possibilities of the 
mandated laws give impetus to the dynamic 
partnership of the POs- NGOs and government.  
People’s organizations entering the engagement 
mode must have had a wealth of experience in the 
use of power, for engagement is supposed to be a 
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relationship of equals. POs that haven’t learned how 
to use power face the danger of cooptation or 
manipulation.  

While local governments can be potential 
problem solvers as far as the poor’s issues are 
concerned, experience taught us that there are 
prerequisites before productive engagement can take 
place. A dyed-in-the wool “trapo” (traditional 
politician) poses a lot of difficulty in effective 
engagement.   

Taking note that the people are busy with the 
issue of having to survive everyday, the 
responsibility of the community organizers is to 
challenge the people to participate in governance.  
Thus, the importance of the action-reflection mode of 
organizing should be handy in any phase of 
engagement with government. 

Conclusion 
The community organizing in Naga was able to 

seize the moment and maximize the momentum and 
democratic opportunities of the EDSA I Revolution.  

In his paper, Atty. James Jacob, provided a good 
framework for understanding the dynamics of 
community organizing in Naga when he wrote “over 
a long period of time, 
Filipinos, in general, 
have been exhausting all 
possible avenues looking 
and devising a good-
natured system of 
governance, that is, a 
system whose form and 
content is reasonably 
acceptable and consistent 
with our aspirations for 
the improvement of the 
quality of life of the vast 
majority. The dilemma is 

that we do not agree on what really is 
acceptable. However, although not 
completely convinced, we are willing 
to give it a try. In Naga City, diverse 
ideas and processes have been taken 
into consideration”.  

United action proves to be the 
key element in successful 
participatory governance. The people 
themselves are a critical resource if 
we are to create governance from 
below. Getting organized is the 
crucial factor in empowering the 
people. For only when the people are 
organized and equipped with skills, 
knowledge, and positive attitude can 

they effectively pursue their common aspirations.  
Atty. Jacob wrote “there is a need to have 

greater awareness on the part of the people that … 
the responsibility for good and effective governance 
lies not with the government but with the people and 
that people’s groups have to become organized, 
articulate and vociferous if the needed reforms are to 
be achieved”.  The people can create an atmosphere 
of empowerment through their collective actions. It is 
important for the administration and anyone at any 
level to remember that people are empowered not by 
others and to make changes in government, people 
need to activate themselves and be more involved in 
order to address immediate and prospective 
problems.   

 
For further information 
 
Ms Joselyn Vincente-Angeles 
COPE Bicol Coordinator 
St Raphael Parish, Legazpi, Philippines 
e-mail: cope@globallink.com.ph 
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PHASES  &  
METHODS/APPROACHES  

GAINS  OF  COMMUNITY  
ORGANIZATIONS  

  
GOVERNMENT  RESPONSE  

  
First  Phase:  1986-1990  
Base   building   in   the   urban   poor  
communities   of   Naga   and  
developing   partnership   with  
stakeholders   in   social  
development     &  networking  with  
allies   and   friends   in   the   mass  
movements.  
a)   Community  organizing  
using   the   issue-based  
organizing   (IBO)   standard   ten  
steps:   contact   building;;   ground  
working;;   spotting   and  
developing   an   issue;;   agitation  
for   action,   role   playing,   conflict  
confrontation;;   negotiations;;  
reflections;;  &  building  of  support  
group.  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

b)   Advocacy:  Street  play,  
Rally.   Round   table   discussion,  
education,   campaign,   print   and  
broadcast  media.  
c)   Participation  in  non  
partisan   politics   (agenda  
building,   candidates   forum,  
campaign   for   clean   &   honest  
election)  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Installation   of   basic   social  
services   (water   pumps  
footbridges  &  street  lights)  in  the  
urban  poor  barangays/villages.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Mainstreaming   of   urban   poor  
issues   in   multi-sectoral  
formations  
  
  
Incorporation   of   urban   poor  
agenda   in   the   platform   of   the  
candidates.  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
-   Executive   Order   No.89-012,  
November  17,  1989.  Creating  
the   Urban   Poor   Affairs  
Committee.   This   legitimized  
the   hiring   of   a   personnel   for  
the   eventual   establishment   of  
the  UPAO.  

-   City   Council   Resolution,   July  
4,  1990.  Asking   the  trial  court  
judges,   municipal   courts   and  
sheriffs  to  be  more  humane  in  
their   implementation   of   the  
writ  of  demolition.  

-   Provision   of   basic   social  
services.  

-   Passage  of  pro-poor  laws  and  
ordinances.   (Declaring   Naga  
as   ZOPFAN   (Zone   of   Peace  
Freedom  

        and  Neutrality)  
Budget   allocation   for   the   urban  
poor  programs.  
  
  

  
Second  Phase:  1991-1995  
  
a)   Institutionalization   of  
mechanisms   for   urban   poor  
participation   in   governance.  
Engaging   with   government  
through   formal   and   non-formal  
avenues.   (Development  

  
  
  
Appointment   of   three   (3)   urban  
poor   representatives  &   3  NGOs  
working   with   the   urban   poor   in  
the   Naga   City   Urban  
Development  &  Housing  Board.    

  
  
  
-   City   Ordinance   No.   93-057:  
An   Ordinance   Creating   the  
Naga   City   Urban  
Development   &   Housing  
Board.  

-   City   Ordinance   No.   95-092:  
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Perspective   in   round   table  
discussion   &   in   local   special  
bodies)  

An   Ordinance   Initiating   a  
system  of  Partnership  in  Local  
Governance  between  the  City  
Government   &   the   people   of  
Naga   known   as   the  
Empowerment  Ordinance.  

-   Identification   &   launching   of  
on-site   and   off-site   project  
using  local  &  national  funds.  

  
Third  Phase:  1996-  2000  
  
a)   Strengthening   the  Federation  
&   expanding   the   urban   poor  
support  groups.    
b)Training  on  
Organizational  Development.  
c)   Continuing   engagement   with  
government   through  round  table  
discussions   and   formation   of  
support  groups.  

  
  
  
-   Involvement   of   academic  
community   in   the   issue  of   the  
urban  poor  sector.  

-   Formation   of   the   Bicol   Urban  
Poor  Colloquium.  (BUPC)  

-   Developing   partnership  
between  the  Bicol  Urban  Poor  
Colloquium   (BUPC)   &   the  
Bicol   Urban   Poor  
Coordinating   Council  
(BUPCC).    

  

  
  
  
-   Passage  of  the  Kaantabay  sa  
Kauswagan  

-   (Comprehensive  &  Continuing  
Urban   Poor   Program).   This  
expanded   the  membership   of  
the   housing   board;;   from   3  
representatives   the   urban  
poor   federation   has   now   5  
representatives.   The   same   is  
true  with  NGO  community.  

  

  
Fourth  Phase:  2001-2003  
a)   Emphasis   on   the   importance  
of   PO-NGO   active   participation  
in  Barangay  governance.  
b)   Involvement   of   organized  
PO’s   in   Barangay   Development  
Council.  
  
  
c)  Initiating  and  hosting  different  
regional  activities  for  good  urban  
governance   and   security   of  
tenure   campaigns   with   the  
purpose   of   demonstrating   that  
direct   participation   and  
partnership   of   and   with  
organized   communities,  
represented   by   sustainable  
peoples   organizations,   is  
necessary   in   the   crafting   of  
concrete,   workable,   and   lasting  
models   and   solutions   to  
community-level  and  urban  poor  
sectoral  issues  and  problems.    
  
d)   Strengthening   of   the   Urban  
Development  &  Housing  Board.  
  
  
  

  
  
-   Accreditation   and  
membership  of  POs/  NGOs  in  
the   Barangay   Development  
Councils.  

-   Issues  and  concerns  of  urban  
poor   and   other   organized  
groups   reflected   in   the  
Barangay   Development  
Plans.  

-   Cross-sectoral   support   for  
urban   poor   efforts   are  
available.  

-   Mainstreaming   of   the   urban  
poor   agenda   in   the   Regional  
and   National   Housing  
Agencies  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Active   participation   in   Strategic  
Planning   workshop,   policy  
review  and  formulation.  

  
  
-   Multi   stakeholder   planning  
processes  are  now  adopted  at  
the  community  level.  

-   Identification   of   projects   and  
budget   planning   becomes   a  
democratized  process.      

  
  
  
-   Resource   and   technical  
counterpart   in   7   Bicol   cities  
and  capital  towns    

-   Sharing   on   urban   poor    
program   strategies   i.e.  
backstopping   of   secretariat  
work  with  NGOs  

-   Maximizing   the   use   of   LGU  
spaces  as  Venue  for  activities    

-   Maximizing   the   use   of   office  
facilities.  

  
  
  
  
  
Providing   resources   and  
facilities   for   the  strengthening  of  
the  tripartite  mechanisms.  
    

 



The Organizing Committee for 
the Urban Poor Alliance (UP-
All) met on May 23, 2005 to 
commence the activities for the 
launching of the UP-All. The 
UP-All is seen to be a social 
movement in response to the 
growing dissatisfaction with the 
present Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo Administration 
especially among the urban poor 
sector. 

The Organizing Committee 
is composed of representatives 
of NGOs with partner peoples 
organizations coming from 
major urban poor groups such as 
the CMP POs, April 30 (anti-
eviction groups), Urban Land 
Reform Task Force and the 
Peoples Homeless Federation in 
the Philippines (savings groups). 

The following activities 
will be undertaken: 

•   June 13, 2005: City-
wide consultations/NCR-wide 
consultations 

•   June 22, 2005:  
Consolidation of UP Agenda.  
Around 100 to 200 participants 
nationwide will meet and 

support a manifesto.  A draft 
consolidation of issues and 
demands will be finalized by the 
end of June 2005. A 
representative from the People’s 
Assembly of Thailand will be 
invited. 

•   July 10, 2005:  National 
Gathering in preparation for a 
presentation to CBCP who will 
meet sometime 2nd week of July 
2005. 

•   September 2005: 
Presentation of the Manifesto to 
Millenium Development Goals 
meeting 

•   October 2005:  Urban 
Peoples Assembly 

- - 0 - - 
 

National Capital  
Region 

 
It is all systems go for June 13. 

The June 13 NCR-wide 
consultation will push through 
even if Monday is declared a 
holiday. 

PHILSSA will contact   
NASSA to discuss the UP-ALL 

agenda and help in influencing 
the bishop. 

COPE will contact Bishop 
Bacani.  

UP-ALL NCR will present 
the people’s agenda to Bishop 
Mercado, the Chair of the 
Committee on Housing of 
Caritas. 

Everyone is urged to meet 
with their bishops friend to 
persuade the Catholic Bishops 
Conference of the Philippines to 
come-up with a Pastoral Letter 
supporting the people’s agenda. 

- - 0 - - 
 

Philippine Misereor 
Partners, Region 7 

 
During its May 17 meeting 

in Bohol, the members of the 
partnership unanimously agreed 
to give full support to UP-All. 
Pagtambayaong and BCC Cebu 
were mandated to organize the 
different Cities of Region 7. 

- - 0 - - 
 

Visayas  
 

The Visayas Aliance for 
Social and Poverty Housing, Inc.  
met in Cebu on May 31.  

Joy Jaravelo, the VASPHI 
coordinator filed  this report: 

“All five (5) cities in the 
Visayas will participate in UP-
ALL.  These are  Cebu, Bacolod, 
Iloilo, San Carlos and Calbayog.  

“ I still need to confirm 
with Roxas City if they are 
participating since their 
representative was absent in the 
meeting.   

“Cebu has of course started 
its UP-ALL and Bacolod has 
also started talking to other 
urban poor groups (KPML and 
ALAB-Katipunan) since 

Organizing  Committee  
Convenes  

 



February when CMP 
Congress started to declare war 
against NHMFC.   

“By the way, when we say 
Bacolod, we actually mean three 
cities in Negros Occidental, 
namely Bacolod in the central 
part, Kabankalan City in the 
south and Silay City in the 
north.   

“The Visayas group also 
agreed to do the activities on 
schedule as stated in the UP-
ALL Memo, although there is a 
reservation on the date since it is 
too close and so short a time to 
reach out other sectors (not just 
urban poor) for the UP-ALL to 
be truly a social movement.   

“We will nonetheless exert 
our best efforts.” 

- - 0 - - 
 
Cebu  City  

Confederation  of  
Urban  Poor  

 
A confederation of urban poor 
groups in Metro Cebu has been 
organized.  The members come 
from around 600 community 
associations from 4 cities and 
one municipality, namely Cebu 
City, Mandaue, Lapu-lapu, 
Talisay and Liloan. 

The organization is 
currently finalizing its initial list 
of association members.  A 
survey of its family members is 
on-going. 

The Confederation was 
initially organized in February 
2005 with the name  “Metro 
Cebu Confederation of  Urban 
Poor”.  This was later changed in 
April 2005 to “Urban Poor 
Alliance – Cebu” (UP-All, 
Cebu). 

The confederation seeks to 
address the unifying concerns of 

the urban poor in Metro Cebu 
such as decent and affordable 
shelter, livelihood opportunities 
and the delivery of basic services 
in the communities such as 
installation of water and power 
facilities, improvement of road 
networks and the construction of 
the drainage facilities. 

The confederation 
continues to support the 
advocacy for the 
operationalization of the SHFC.  
Their campaign for support for 
this has included the mayors of 
Cebu and Talisay cities, almost 
all of the city councilors of Cebu 
and Cong. Raul del Mar. 

- - 0 - - 

Mindanao  
  

Hugpong Davao met on July 26 
to plan its all out support for the 
organization of UP-All. Other 
than the CMP organizations, 
they will invite World Vision 
and Homeless Federation. 

The DaDiTaMa Philippine 
Misereor Partners also met on 
July 20. They agreed to support 
Urban Poor Alliance. DaDiTaMa 
represents NGOs from Davao, 
Digos, Tagum and Mati.. 

The Mindanao wide 
Consultation on UP All is 
tentatively set for June 16 and 17. 

- - 0 - - 

 

Updates on the SHFC 
 
President Arroyo has released to NHMFC PhP 5 million  from 
her President’s Social Fund for the registration of the Social 
Housing Finance Corporation (SHFC).  This is in fulfillment of 
her commitment to enforce her EO 272 in the meeting on May 7, 
2005 held in Cebu City. 

The amount of PhP 6.2 million has been deposited in a Land 
Bank account. This fund represents the paid-up capital of SHFC.  
A bank certificate as well as a Treasurer’s Certificate of the 
deposit of the SHFC paid-up capital will be issued. 

What is left is the actual submission of the application for 
the SHFC registration at the Securities and Exchange 
Commission by NHMFC.  To date, no instruction to that effect 
has been issued by the NHMFC President Celso de los Angeles. 

For  More  Information:  
  

National  Congress  of  CMP  
Originators  and  Social  Development  
Organizations  for  Social  Housing  

48  Alvarez  St.  
Project  4,  Quezon  City,  Philippines  

Tel  (0632)  439-3280  
Fax  (0632)  439-3155  

cmpcongress@mydestiny.net  
    



The Urban Poor Alliance (UP-All) 
will be launched on July 7 – 8, 
2005. The launching will be held at 
the Institute for Social Order, 
Ateneo de Manila University, 
Loyola Heights, Quezon. Around 
200 well selected delegates from 
people’s organizations and non-
government organizations from all 
over the country are expected to 
join. 

Prior to the launch POs and 
NGOs participated in several 
citywide consultations nationwide.  

A national meeting was held 
on June 22 to summarize the 
issues raised during the 
consultations and to agree on a 
national Urban Poor Agenda out 
of the various urban poor 
concerns discussed during the city 
consultations.  (See page 2 for the 
draft Urban Poor Agenda) 

During the launching, the 
National Urban Poor Agenda will 
be formalized and signed by all of 
the participating groups. The 
Assembly will also identify their 
spokespersons. President Gloria 
Macapagal-Arroyo and DSWD 
Secretary Dinky Soliman have 
been invited in the launching. A 
meeting with a group of bishops 
is also being arranged. A press 
conference will also be held at the 
end of the launch. 

- - 0 - - 

CMP-SHFC Update 
 
The CMP Congress and the 
Philippine Undertaking for Social 
Housing (PUSH) published an ad 
on July 1, 2005 at the Inquirer 
calling for the removal of Celso 
de los Angeles as NHMFC 
President.  They claimed that Mr. 
de los Angeles was not morally fit 
to be in government and cited 
three reasons: 

§   The existence of 
corruption in NHMFC as 
evidenced by the NBI entrapment 
of his appointed head of the CMP 
Task Force, Nestor Favila, who 
was caught accepting bribe; 

§   Question on his lifestyle 
as reported in national television 
of a case involving PhP8.2 
million jewelry that was given to 
a talent; and, 

§   His gross insubordination 
and incompetence in failing to 
implement EO 272, mandating 
the creation of the Social Housing 
Finance Corporation  (SHFC)  

A rally by various POs 
pressing for the removal of Mr. 
delos Angeles was also held at the 
HUDCC, Makati  on July 4, 
2005. Vice President and 
HUDCC Chair Noli de Castro 
met the representatives of the POs 

and said that the NHMFC 
President will resign and asked 
for continued support to fight 
corruption at NHMFC. He also 
said the President Arroyo has 
released PhP 5 million to 
NHMFC as promised in the May 
7, 2005 meeting in Cebu City.  
Papers for the registration of the 
SHFC have been submitted to 
SEC. However, other 
requirements such as the 
clearances from the SHFC Board 
members will have to be 
submitted. 

In the meantime a new CMP 
Task Force jointly headed by Mr. 
Fermin Arzaga and Atty. Pamela 
Yabut was formed to manage the 
transition. They will also make an 
inventory and process projects in 
the pipeline.  

- - 0 - - 
 

Presidential Proclamations 
A meeting with DENR Usec. 
Armando de Castro was held on 
July 4, 2005 to discuss solutions 
to fast track both pre and post 
presidential proclamation 
projects. The meeting was 
attended by the CMP Congress, 
Urban Poor Associates, Urban 
Poor Colloquium and various PO 
representatives from presidential 
proclamation projects such as 
Lungsod Silangan and Santolan. 

It was observed that there is a 
declining performance: January 
2001 - June 2002, 39,000 
households; July 2002 - June 
2003, 68,000 hh; and, January – 
December 2004, 28,153 hh. In 
2005, no presidential 
proclamation was issued.  Of the 
proclaimed lands, no community 
has gained a title, CMP loan take-
out or contract to sell. 

It was also noted that issuing 
presidential proclamations gave a 
sense of tenure security to the 
urban poor and therefore should 
be continued and prioritized as 
part of the government’s social 
reform agenda. It was also 

UP-ALL  LAUNCHING  ON  JULY  7  -  8  

 



THE URBAN POOR AGENDA: 
CALLING THE GOVERNMENT TO ACCOUNT FOR ITS PROMISES 

 

After four years of the GMA administration, the plight of the urban poor all over the country has 
remained dismal as ever.  The urban poor have been promised several reform measures.  But until now, the 
promises remain unfulfilled. 

At this time of grave economic crisis and political uncertainty, we the urban poor sector represented by 
various People’s Organizations and Non-Government Organizations call the government to account for its 
promises. 
 

We hereby demand that the government: 
 

1.   OPERATIONALIZE the Socialized Housing Finance Corporation (SHFC) immediately. It has been more than a 
year since the issuance of E.O. 272, yet the SHFC has not been registered. The Community Mortgage Program 
(CMP) assets should be transferred to the SHFC. We also endorse Atty. Miriam E. Quizon to be appointed as 
president of the SHFC. 

2.   RECALL CMP Circular #31, series 005 as this order signed by NHMFC President Celso de los Angeles clearly 
takes away the immediate tenurial security enjoyed by the community associations under the previous guidelines.  
We also call for the immediate removal of Celso de los Angeles as President of the NHMFC for gross 
insubordination and incompetence in failing to implement E.O. 272. 

3.   RESUME and EXPAND the coverage of executive issuances declaring government lands as alienable and 
disposable for housing purposes to at least 150,000 family-beneficiaries annually.  

4.   FAST TRACK the completion of the post proclamation activities by instituting clear guidelines that will effect 
affordable and cost-efficient post proclamation projects for the poor.  The government should initiate proper 
consultations with the stakeholders in the finalization of the guidelines.  Also, the government should allocate 
resources necessary for the implementation of post proclamation activities. 

5.   ISSUE an official directive to HUDCC to conduct an independent project evaluation and performance audit on the 
National Government Center (NGC). 

6.   PRESENT an official report as a result of the investigation of the Lungsod Silangan proclamation project as 
mandated by M.O. 72 and take appropriate actions based on the findings. 

7.   CREATE an independent commission through an executive order to ensure proper implementation of the Sec. 28 
of UDHA (no demolition without proper and adequate relocation), with the authority to investigate violations, 
issue subpoena duces tecum and subpoena ad testificandum and prosecute violators.  This commission shall issue a 
certificate of compliance including court ordered demolitions to ensure the preparedness of the relocation sites. 

8.   ISSUE a presidential directive to NHA and DPWH to cease using PD 1472 (mandating NHA to evict recalcitrant) 
and the National Building Code respectively to justify the demolition of urban poor communities. 

9.   INSTITUTIONALIZE the Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) in every government infrastructure project that will 
affect the urban poor communities and allocate resources accordingly. 

10.   PUT in an escrow account the funds representing the allocation of the Pasig River Rehabilitation Commission 
(PRRC) for the relocation of the families in Punta, Sta. Ana.  

11.   CONSIDER AS URGENT the consolidated 4-point agenda of the Pasig River informal settlers promulgated in 
June 2005. Demolition and resettlement of squatters is not the solution to the rehabilitation of Pasig River. The 
issue involves many sectors including major industrial pollutants, upstream settlements and overall forest 
denudation that contribute to the present state of Pasig River.  

12.   EXPAND the coverage of the KALAHI-CIDSS in the urban poor communities to ensure effective and efficient 
delivery of adequate basic services. 

13.   CERTIFY as urgent to Congress the passage of the creation of Local Housing Board (LHB) and institutionalize 
and implement IRR of the existing LHB.  

14.   APPOINT any of the following as HUDCC Chair: Sec. Michael T. Defensor or Sec. Imelda M. Nicolas. 
15.   CALL for Constitutional Convention to effect constitutional reforms that will ensure the participation of the 

underprivileged and marginalized sectors of the society. 

recommended that government 
should also fast track the 
completion of post proclamation 
activities. 

According to Usec. de Castro, 
HUDCC takes the lead in the 
presidential proclamations. Atty. 
Barcelona of DENR however 

added that in lands being 
administered by DENR such as 
friar and patrimonial lands, it 
takes the lead in pursuing these 
presidential proclamations.   

They also agreed to fast track 
DENR-related activities for 
presidential proclamation 

projects.  A partial list of pre and 
post proclamations projects were 
given for DENR to look into.  

DENR agreed to hold regular 
meetings to facilitate projects, the 
first of which is scheduled on July 
11, 2005. 

- - 0 -  -
 



Vice President and Chair 
of the Housing and Urban 
Development Coordinating 
Council (HUDCC) Noli de 
Castro met with the 
representatives of the Urban 
Poor Alliance on July 21, 
2005, two weeks after the 
UP-All launching to discuss 
the 14-Point Urban Poor 
Agenda.  At least 30 
representatives from the 
various regional groups, both 
from peoples organizations 
and non-government 
organizations attended the 
meeting. 

This was in response to 
the publication of a full page 
ad of the UP-All Agenda on 
July 10, 2005.  An initial 
meeting with Usec. Lucille 
Ortile, HUDCC Secretary 
Genera,l was held 
immediately on July 11. 
2005. 

The following 
agreements were reached: 

§  Operationalize  the 
Social Housing Finance 
Corporation (SHFC) 
before the year ends.  He 
added that only three 
incorporators have not 
submitted the additional 
documents required by 
SEC. (As of August 19, 
2005, NHMFC has 
submitted all the SHFC 
registration papers to 
SEC.) 

§  Accepted the terminal 
leave (resignation) of the 
Mr. Celso de los Angeles 
as NHMFC President.  
On the scrapping of 
CMP Circular 31, he 
agreed to bring to the 
attention of the NHMFC 
Board on July 27, 2005, 
the issue.  (NHMFC has 
issued Circular 032 
adopting and 
implementing Circular 
26 requiring the direct 
mortgage to NHMFC in 
lieu of the sale of the 

property to and transfer of 
title to NHMFC.) 

§  Resume and fast track the 
pre and post proclamation 
activities.  A workshop to 
discuss the implementing 
guidelines for Presidential 
Proclamations will be 
conducted on August 2-3, 
2005. 

§  Conduct of an independent 
project evaluation and 
performance audit of the 
National Government 
Center  

§  Institutionalize a 
Resettlement Action Plan 
(RAP) in every 
government infrastructure 
project that will affect 
urban poor communities.  
(A workshop is set in 
October 2005 to discuss 
the RAP.)  

§  Endorsed the passage into a 
law the creation of the 
Local Housing Boards. 

 
The Vice President also 

agreed to adopt the following 
annual targets: 
§  30,000 families through the 

Community Mortgage 
Program; 

§  150,000 families through 
executive issuances 
declaring government and 
public lands disposable for 
social housing; 

§  25,000 families in 
proclaimed sites through 
the issuance of Deed of 
Sale or any other form of 
Deed of conveyance. 
He also committed to 

further study the 4-point 
agenda of the Pasig River 
informal settlers as well as 
those from the Lungsod 
Silangan. 

--0-- 

VICE PRESIDENT MEETS WITH 
UP-ALL REPRESENTATIVES 

AUGUST  2005  



A two-day workshop was 
conducted on August 2-3, 2005 
at the Institute for Social Order, 
Ateneo de Manila University to: 
1.   Determine the general 

directions of the 
Implementing Rules and 
Regulations.  A Technical 
Working Committee will 
draft the main document 
and will use the workshop 
results as input .  The 
composition of the 
committee should have 
been formed after the two-
day workshop;   

2.   Establish status and 
milestones of proposed 
proclaimed sites; and 

3.   Conduct an inventory of 
these sites.   
The workshop was attended 

by PO and NGO representatives 
and government agencies such 
as HUDCC, National Housing 
Authority (NHA),  Department 
of Environment and Natural 
Resources (DENR), Asset 
Reform Office – Office of the 
President, Department of  
Health, and LGU of Manila. 

The workshop result 
included the following concerns 
and recommendations: 
§  On the Implementing 

Structure.  Creation of a long-
term structure to be finalized 
by the Technical Working 
Group (TWG).  HUDCC 
remains to be the lead agency 
in both pre and post 
proclamation activities.  It 
was also proposed that task 
forces (project implementing 
team) be created in every 
project site. 

§  On Pricing and Affordability.  
Pricing should be determined 
mainly by the capacity to pay 
of the beneficiaries based on a 
socio-economic survey.  
Proclaimed sites should be 
exempted from the usual 
pricing procedures that 

consider the zonal values 
and market values of the 
property.  It is proposed 
that several payment 
schemes be presented and 
from which the 
beneficiaries can choose 
from. 

§  On Beneficiary Selection.  
The proclamation date 
should be the cut-off date.  
The census and tagging is 
done prior to the issuance 
of the proclamation.  The 
Local Inter-Agency 
Committee (LIAC) and PO 
masterlist should tally with 
government’s census. 

§  On Funds.  It was proposed 
to tap the following sources 
to fund the activities: 
congressional funds; 
Presidential Social Fund; 
Senatorial funds; LGU 
regular budgets; GAD; and 
the annual appropriations.  
Every proclamation must 
have a fund allocation.  
Counterparts from the LGU 
and beneficiaries are 
encouraged. 

§  On Mode of Tenure.  The 
communities should 
participate in the 
determining the mode of 
tenure.  The President 
through the NAPC en banc 
can intervene should there 
be no agreements at the 

LIAC. 
§  On Community Development.  

The development framework 
should be anchored on the 
Peoples Plan.  Lot sizes 
should take into consideration 
the equitable distribution of 
land and the affordability 
level of the beneficiaries.  It 
should also support the 
incremental approach to 
development. 

ASEC Lucile Ortile, 
HUDCC Secretary General, 
responded by clarifying that 
HUDCC will still be involved 
with the proclamation activities 
but only at the policy level and 
the supervision and control of 
its key shelter agencies.  
Moreover, she said that the 
NHA would be handling all 
post-proclamation activities.  
She directed HUDCC Asec. 
Borromeo to immediately 
convene the Technical Working 
Committee (TWC) to draft the 
IRR with the workshop results 
as input.  Ten representatives 
from the UP-All will be 
members of the TWC.  She 
assured the participants that 
prior to the signing of the IRF, 
regional consultations will be 
conducted.  Site specific 
concerns and recommendations 
were also discussed. 

The TWC was convened 
was convened on August 10 
and 15, 2005.  The IRR for post 
proclamations has been drafted.  
The TWC has yet to meet on 
the IRR for pre proclamations. 

WORKSHOP ON PRESIDENTIAL 
PROCLAMATION CONDUCTED 

For  More  Information:  

National  Congress  of  CMP  
Originators  and  Social  Development  
Organizations  for  Social  Housing  

48  Alvarez  St.  
Project  4,  Quezon  City,  Philippines  

Tel  (0632)  439-3280  
Fax  (0632)  439-3155  

cmpcongress@mydestiny.net  
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PHILIPPINES  
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ  

 

The  New  Baseco    
Update  2005    

  
  

Dear Friends,  
The combination of an effective People’s 

Organization and two active faith-based NGOs, and 
the support of the Barangay and City governments, 
has brought about astonishing changes in BASECO 
over the past year. Some 800 new houses dominate 
the landscape. Drainage and flood control plans 
developed with the assistance of the Asian 
Development Bank are awaiting the approval of the 
City government and the Metro Manila Development 

Authority. School children are being tutored by 
college volunteers.  

Immediately following the 2004 fire in which 
some 2,000 families lost their homes, Gawad Kalinga 
or GK (Provide Care), a massive housing scheme 
initiated by volunteers from Couples for Christ, a 
Catholic NGO, has generated the construction of a 
substantial portion of the new houses, in partnership 
with the fire victims. With free land and secure 
tenure guaranteed by the City, the houses are built 
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through sweat equity 
contributions from the 
prospective residents 
and their neighbors, as 
well as GK volunteers. 
Supervised by skilled 
technicians, the family 
and GK teams put up 
about 50 houses a 
month.  

Intrinsic to the 
program is a values-
training component 
aimed at improving 
family life and 
establishing good 
neighbor policies. The rest of the 800 houses were 
built through Habitat for Humanity, whose Philippine 
program generally parallels that of GK, except that 
Habitat beneficiaries must pay P40, 000 for the 
house. Still lacking are water, drainage and 
electricity, components whose absence became 
glaringly evident when the houses were flooded 
during heavy rains. This problem may soon be solved 
once the government accepts ADB’s offer of slum 
upgrading assistance, including land reclamation and 
dike construction, to benefit all families in BASECO.  

Instrumental in the 
mobilizing process has 
been Kabalikat (Shoulder 
to Shoulder), a People’s 
Organization which has 
actively negotiated with 
GK and Habitat on the 
terms of the project, and 
monitored the barangay 
authorities to ensure that 
housing allocations go to 
the actual fire victims 
rather than to political 
favorites.  

 
(The attached is part 

of a new UNICEF study 
 of urban poor areas throughout the country.)   

  
 
For further information: 
 
Denis & Alice Murphy 
Urban Poor Associates 
25-A Mabuhay Street, Central District, 1100 
Quezon City.  
Philippines 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ  

 
 

Slum  Dwellers  International  (SDI)    
Supports  the  Durban    

Metro-Federation  Partnership      
 

  
Background  

The Durban Metro-Federation partnership is 
now in its third year. It is underpinned by a 
Memorandum of Understanding and strongly backed 
by UN Habitat and SDI. The objective of the 
partnership is to develop precedent setting projects 
that are people-driven and can feed into the citywide 
strategies to eradicate slums and improve the lives of 
slum dwellers.  

Given serious capacity constraints in uTshani, 
SDI has agreed with uTshani management to provide 
professional support to the projects that have 
emerged from this partnership. Where necessary SDI 
will draw in expertise from other local agencies such 
as PPT, BESG and CORC. SDI supports in four 
different ways.  

Technical support is provided by Ms. Bunjiwe 
Gwebu, a qualified city planner, who was recruited 
by SDI and seconded to the Metro as coordinator of 
Federation projects. Furthermore,  technical support 
is sometimes provided by 
SDI’s resident architect/ 
planner, Mr. Aaron 
Wegmann. 

Social facilitation is 
provided on an occasional 
basis by Joel Bolnick who 
stimulates dialogue and 
strategic planning among the 
Federation, the head of 
Housing, Mr. Coughlan 
Pather and other officials in 
his department. 

Support for learning 
through international 
exchange programs to and 
from Durban. These 
exchanges are now 
underpinned by memoranda 

of agreements among four southern cities: Mumbai, 
General Santos City, Sao Paulo and Durban. The 
exchange programs revolve around learning in regard 
to settlement upgrading, relocation and general 
community/ government engagement. 

Financial support for enumerations and 
exchange programs as a counterpart to the city.  

SDI regards this partnership as one of the most 
important developments in its international network.  

 
Update on the Projects 

Lamontville Toilets.  
Two ablution blocks are now complete, except 

for the final step which is the provision of sewer and 
water connections. For some reason these 
responsibilities were handed over to the Metro 
government. Instead of waiting for Metro to tackle 
these issues, it is agreed that Federation will do the 
water connection on its own and the sewer 
connection, with supervision from the city.  
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The Lamontville savings schemes have 
identified a caretaker and set up a toilet management 
committee. Community members will be charged to 
use these facilities. Federation members will get 
discounts and their payments will be deducted from 
their savings. The city will subsidize all costs, 
including service charges, cleaning and security, for 
the period of one year.  

The city has agreed to extend the project and 
proposed that the Federation identify several other 
suitable sites. Funds are ready for the next ablution 
blocks to be constructed. If the Federation identifies 
sites in high density settlements where there is no 
access to bulk services, the city will consider 
alternative technologies (such as Biolytix) provided 
the Federation brokers an agreement with the 
councilors and the communities.  

 
Piesang River Double Storey Units  

The Federation, with support from Aaron 
Wegmann, has designed double-storey and triple-
storey semi-detached units to be built in Piesang 
River to address the problem of overcrowding in the 
settlement. It has also identified forty landless 

families in the community who are willing to live in 
multi-storey structures.  

This is a very important development for the 
city. SDI is also excited about this since it begins to 
push the issue of densification and therefore 
addresses issues of environmental and financial 
sustainability for South African cities by pointing 
towards ways to increase densities and reduce urban 
sprawl.  

The city has agreed to fund 10 double storey 
units in Piesang River. These funds will come from 
available subsidies. This will be a stand alone project 
and will not be part of the overall Piesang River 
development. This means that the construction of 
double storey units will go ahead before disputes 
around plot and subsidy allocations in the overall 
development are addressed.  

The Federation and the city will now embark on 
their own costing exercises. The Federation and its 
support partners will employ a skilled builder to 
oversee the development. If necessary, SDI will pre-
finance this undertaking. The Durban Metro and the 
Federation will fast track exchange programs from 
other overcrowded settlements to Piesang River.  
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Kenville Upgrade and Relocation  

Project Preparation Trust (PPT) have been 
appointed as Project Manager for this development. 
The Federation will play a key role in the Steering 
Committee and will be responsible, in the first phase, 
for enumerations and the establishment of savings 
schemes. In the second phase it will be responsible 
for house planning and construction. It is hoped that 
the housing typologies to be experimented with in 
Piesang River will be carried over to Kenville, 
thereby reducing the number of families to be 
relocated.  Bunjiwe Gwebu will be the city’s lead 
person for this development. The Federation will try 
to be pro-active and set up the Steering Committee 
with the Project Manager. 

  
Cato Manor and Transit Houses  

The Metro’s order for 300 24-square meter units 
still stands. These shelters are to be used as transit 
accommodation for people who need to be relocated 
in Cato Manor so that decongestion can precede 
continuation of upgrading. Overall, it is estimated 
that about 1700 families will have to be relocated. 
Once again if double and triple storey units can find 
acceptance in the community then relocation will be 
minimized. The Piesang River experiment has 
important implications for Cato Manor and the 
Durban Federation is already beginning to discuss 
double storeys with its large membership in the area.  
In the meantime the city has struggled to find land for 
the transit accommodation. Four sites have been 
identified but rejected for environmental reasons.   

The city also wants to set up transit housing in 
the north and south of the city. This is for the 
relocation of fire victims. (Durban has had seven fire 
accidents in informal settlements this summer). In 
order to fast track this process, Faizel (assistant to 
Cogi) has proposed that Kancane Kancene ship up 
several of the housing units that it has currently 
stockpiled. Their preference is for 9mm thick walls. 
Should these units be transferred they will be erected 
on available land in Piesang River and Cato Manor, 
as test cases.  

The Durban Metro is very clear that these are 
temporary units. Unlike the city of Cape Town they 
want to make sure that these units are only slightly 
better than informal shacks, giving people shelter 
from the elements, access to services and protection 
from fire and flooding. However they want to make 
sure that these units are temporary and that people 
who are occupying these will regard formal housing 

as a more desirable alternative and will not resist 
relocation.  

 
Inner City Houses  

The Metro, the Federation and SDI are very 
keen to construct low cost housing units in the inner 
city in order to reverse the ongoing trend towards 
segregation and fragmentation of our cities. (CORC 
has a particular interest too, since densification of 
inner-city land may reduce degradation of the 
environment that continues to occur through urban 
sprawl, destruction of ecosystems and increases in 
levels of pollution).  

The major challenge is affordability and the 
city’s approach at the moment is to look at rental 
stock and to target people with a capacity to pay 
minimum rents of approximately R500 per month. 
SDI is proposing that the city and the Federation 
consider sectional title rather than rental and that they 
explore cross subsidization through mixed income 
housing and through ground floor commercial 
development. In order to further this approach SDI 
will host visits to India and Brazil by the Mayor, City 
Manager and Durban Federation members involved 
in coordinating the partnership projects.  

 
Amaoti Upgrade and Development 

The enumeration has been completed and data 
compilation is in its final stages. A detailed report 
will be prepared by Bunjiwe and should be ready for 
dissemination by the end of April. Prior to that there 
will be a need to do a verification exercise with the 
community on a block-by-block basis.  

The city and the Federation also agreed that 
pilot housing units should now be designed and 
constructed in Amaoti. Again the concepts of 
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affordability, incremental 
approach and higher 
density will be explored. 
The Federation model 
houses should demonstrate 
these three elements. This 
means that if land and 
resources are secured, then 
the Federation will 
construct three model 
houses: one single-storey 
unit and one double storey, 
both with a 24 square meter 
footprint, and possibly a 
triple-storey with an 18 sq 
meter footprint.  

It is understood that 
the Federation, through its finance wing uTshani 
Fund, shall bear the costs for these model houses. 
However in light of their current constraints it was 
agreed that SDI would source funds for these units. 
They will be constructed in such a way that they 
could either become housing units for Amaoti 
families or community facilities. In both cases the 
Metro would reimburse SDI out of Amaoti project 
funds.  

 
Namibia and Stop 8  

The Federation will embark on a shack count, 
enumeration and mapping exercise. The city will 
provide R120, 000 for this project and in anticipation 
of PD’s inability to provide matching funds,  CORC 
has offered to fill in the gap, as it has proposed in 
Cape Town around the N2 Gateway project.  

The Federation will also identify a site here for a 
sanitation unit. Since many areas of this settlement do 
not have access to services it is possible that the 
partnership may explore alternatives and more 
sustainable technologies.  

 

International Exchange Program 
The City Manager, Head of Housing and the 

Mayor have been invited by the Brazilian Ministry of 
Cities and by the cities of Sao Paulo, Osasco and 
Santo Andre to visit Brazil in late April to sign 
MoU’s with the abovementioned cities. Patrick has 
been invited to bring along a Durban Federation 
delegation.  

The City Manager has also requested to visit 
NSDF/MM/Sparc in India in order to learn about 
their relocation strategies, their construction of multi-
storey units, their engagement with state institutions 
and their efforts to draw the market into the 
subsidization of low income housing. The City 
Managers in Addis Ababa and its sub-metros have 
asked a Durban delegation to come to Ethiopia to 
help jump start a similar relationship in their cities.   

 
For further information: 
 
COURC 
P.O. Box 14038, Mowbray, 7705, South Africa 
 Tel :  27 21 371 74 50 
 Fax :  27 21 371 74 52 
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SRI LANKA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 

Housing  Project  at  Coolbawn  Estate  
July  2001  –  June  2005  

                    
 
Introduction 

The Plantation sector in Sri Lanka, although its 
contribution to the country’s GNP has been great, is 
the most neglected and isolated in the country. 
Standards of plantation education, health, income, 
social welfare and housing are low.  

As a developmental organization, Satyodaya has 
directly and indirectly addressed some of problems 
that have made the plantation community backward. 
The Coolbawn Housing Project is one of Satyodaya’s 
interventions for the development of the plantation 
community. Coolbawn Estate community had to live 
in cattle shed-like line rooms for decades. De-
humanization prevailed in and around their houses. 
This led to psychological, social, economic and 
health disadvantages of the people. The people did 
not have a decent house. This kept them isolated 
from the larger society around them. The result was 
the loss of dignity and self-esteem.     

In 1997 the Coolbawn Housing Project began 
with the support of Selavip. This report covers the 
progress of this comprehensive effort during the July 
2001- June 2005 period.  

 
Achievements  

Sixty-four houses out of 69 completed houses 
have been occupied. Five houses have not been 

occupied because the occupants have temporarily left 
the estate looking for better jobs in Colombo and in 
the Middle East.  

The impact of the housing project can be seen in 
three levels.  

•   Social level: Although Sri Lanka is well-
known for her hospitality, people who have no 
houses or “proper houses” lament that they can not 
welcome and entertain any visitor. This scenario was 
part and parcel of the life of the Coolbawn workers. 
But now, with proper houses they welcome visitors 
with dignity. This has led to upward social mobility.  

The majority of houses now have at least an 
audio cassette set player and/or a TV, certain other 
electric appliances powered by a car battery and good 
furniture. These factors have contributed to their 
improved social condition.  

•   Economic level; The housing scheme has 
contributed positively to the economic improvement 
of the people. Various forms of self employment like 
cattle-rearing and home-gardening which have been 
possible because they now have a separate homestead 
have increased their vegetable, fruit and milk 
production and consumption. Few householders earn 
supplementary income by selling the surplus. 

•   Psychological level; The improved intra- and 
inter- familial privacy has given them peace and 
serenity of mind. This has a positive effect on their 
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long term mental and physical health.  
Water Supply 

The existing water scheme, began with the 
assistance of Satyodaya, has caused some problems 
in the estate. The distance between the water source 
and the houses is about 5 km. This has led to low 
pressure in the water. This has in term meant 
insufficient supply of water for all the needs of the 
people. Therefore, some disputes have arisen 
between the Upper and the Lower divisions of estate.  

Now we have planned to set up another water 
scheme for the lower division connecting the existing 
water tank of the lower division with a new water 
source.   

 
Toilets  

Forty toilets have been set up and 25-29 toilets 
are to be constructed by the families with our 
assistance, no only financial but also technical.  

 
Provision of Electricity 

Satyodaya contacted IMECA, a group which has 
specialized in Mini Hydro Power Systems. Now the 
construction of the dam for the project is under way.  

 
Home gardens   

The majority of the families in the estate make 

use of their limited piece of land for the cultivation of 
vegetables, fruits and cooking spices. From time to 
time, Satyodaya has given them training in 
progressive home gardening as a part of its nutrition 
program.  

 
Community Center & Play ground 

These two components should be initiated as 
early as possible. The CBO contacted the Central 
Provincial Minister for Rural Development and 
Education but no assistance has been attained to date. 
We keep on trying to influence the relevant 
government bodies to assist the people with their due 
needs.  

 
Roads  

The condition of the main road through the 
housing scheme is deteriorating. On several 
occasions people repaired the road through 
Sramadhana (voluntary labor) campaigns a more 
permanent repair is needed. We are in the planning 
stage regarding this.   

 
Conclusion 

Many things have still to be improved in the 
community. This improvement should focus not only 
on physical development but also on human 
relationships. Our awareness programs that are taking 
place both on site and Satyodaya focus on building 
up of a good relationship among the people in the 
community. We always express our appreciation of 
their collective efforts to uplift their standard of life.  
 

For further information: 
 
Satyodaya Centre for Social Research & Encounter 
30 Pushpadana Road, Kandy 20000 
 Tel :  0094-081-2222955   
 Fax :  0094-081-4471540 
 e-Mail :   satyoda@eureka.lk   
 Web  :  www.Satyodaya.org 
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SRI LANKA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 
 

Women’s  Bank  Relief  Activities    
As  Observed  by  M.  Hosaka        

                    
 
4 May 2005     
 
1.   A day or two after the Tsunami, calls and emails 

were not very easy to get through from Japan to 
the Women’s Bank (WB) of Sri Lanka. I found 
out that the core members of WB fortunately 
survived and they started relief operations 
immediately after the disaster. Right at that 
moment, to be able to help, I requested them to 
withdraw my small deposit at a WB branch in Sri 
Lanka, for their use. I was told that it was used 
for purchasing medicines and hiring vehicles for 
transport. I was able to visit WB Sri Lanka only 
once, it was during the ACHR meeting on 12-13 
March 2004 which was extended till the 15th of 
March 2004. My brief stay in Sri Lanka gave me 
limited observations last mid March with some 
follow-up information on the end of April. 

 
2.   WB examined the situations of its members and 

their families all over the Island. Out of around 
30,000 WB members and associate members, 
189 families were directly/indirectly affected ( 
e.g. death, lost houses and jobs). They are spread 
in five (5) districts, namely Colombo, Gampaha, 
Moratuwa, Kaluthara, and Hambanthota. I 
interviewed a woman named Gampaha , who was 
staying in a shanty area near Kelani river. Her 
Tamil husband was found dead under a bridge 
downstream two days after the Tsunami. She 
mentioned that she intends to come back to join 
the WB group. 

 
3.   In fact, WB had established a Disaster 

Management Committee a year ago. It has one 

(1) representative from each branch to study and 
learn about disaster preparedness. But it was not 
so active at the time of the disaster. Said 
committee had to be revitalized. It became 
instrumental in the relief activities of WB to its 
members as well as other affected people in 
coastal areas. The WB core leaders quickly 
reviewed the situations of camps and devastated 
areas. For example, there were members who 
used to be vendors of sweets/food items in their 
shed shops along the street in Hambanthota. Due 
to road disruption, transport was totally stopped 
and they had no way of continuing to sell. WB 
considered them also as Tsunami victims (though 
the government did not do the same). The WB 
supplied them with food and clothing. To 
survive, WB relief donations were the only 
things they got so far. 

 
4.   For Tsunami victims in general, personal 

donations of WB members were collected, like 
new clothes, medicines, dried foods, school 
books and kitchen utensils. These items were 
then distributed. In so doing, WB worked closely 
with Green Movement (Haritha Vyaparaya), as a 
sister organization. As part of their community 
welfare and safety-net programmes, WB had 
established three (3) health clinics of their own in 
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Moratuwa. Medicines were transported from 
Colombo to these places and other remote areas. 
WB mobilized 2,000 members to join 
shramadana (working together through labour 
contribution) with Green Movement, for clearing 
the debris, cleaning the land and help rebuilding 
the houses from scraps in coastal areas of 
Moratuwa and Kaluthara in the west and 
Batticaloa and Ampara in the east. New clothes 
supplied by Green Movement were voluntarily 
sewn by WB members. Establishing an 
orphanage for children who lost parents in 
Gampaha is being discussed by the Gampaha 
branch. A WB member has offered her land for 
this purpose, at a very low price. 

 
5. WB made several efforts to assist Tsunami-

affected people to recover their livelihood. There  
was an accelerated group approach to apply to 
Tsunami victims which was as follows : 

 -  Ease WB rule (normally requiring eight-month 
probation period before formal membership) and 
grant membership to new associate members, but 
community mobilization process should be 
carefully intensified; 

 - Admit new women with problems into an 
existing group, subject to approval of the 
Executive Committee; 

 -  Accelerate normal loan stages, so that new 
members do not have to wait for normal stages 
before obtaining housing and income generation 
loans (15-25 thousand Rupees). 

 
 Example, is in Moratuwa where a new group was 

already given a loan in March, for its member to 
buy land. It was made possible by incorporating 
new groups into a Colombo-based experienced 
branch and extending management training and 

advice through weekly visits by a branch leader 
from the latter. 

 
6.   In this manner, even in severely affected areas 

such as Hambanthota, Mathara, Galle and 
Ampara, as well as within evacuation camps in 
Colombo North, new groups and provisional 
branches are rapidly organized. In Manner 
District in the North, forty (40) groups have been 
established in two (2) government-controlled 
settlements and two (2) others in LTTE-
controlled area. 

 
7.  Another important decision made for Tsunami-

affected members was a Special Loan Scheme 
which has the following characteristics : 

 - Provide loans at reduced rate of interest (1% 
per month) for any purpose, like housing and 
income generation; 

 - Grant 3-month grace period for payment. This 
could be applied in combination with an interest 
free facility; 

 - Balance of loans issued to members before 
Tsunami is added to new loans with 1% interest, 
and the grace period is extended for three months 
after the new loan issuance. 

 
8.   WB also made the following moves after the 

disaster : 
 -  Watch carefully the government land policy 

and safeguard the tenure rights of the victims; 
 - Push the Administration and political 

authorities for quick remedies to bring the people 
back to their normal lives and coordinate their 
activities. 

 
 I observed that WB has already initiated 

negotiations, like with National Development 
Bank and Social Service Department for housing 
projects in Moratuwa, Galle and Kaluthara, and 
also for boat repairing yards in Moratuwa and 
Kaluthara. 
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9.  Hence it is noted that a systems/functions are in 

place to deliver relief and reconstruction work. 
External assistance, when it arrives, can be 
channeled effectively through the existing, and 
expanded mechanisms. So far, there have been 
several external supports from this part of the 
region, including the following that have already 
been channeled through these mechanisms. 

  
 
SELAVIP Fund 
 
1.  On 28 December 2004, I coordinated with Mr. 

Nandasiri Gamage of WB and conveyed to Fr. 
Anzorena, that WB was confident in operating a 
re-housing project on a loan basis. SELAVIP 
approved its funding support as early as 5 
January 2005, to establish an emergency housing 
fund for reconstruction and provision of houses 
to poor families who totally or partially lost their 
homes. The committed fund of US$60,000 
arrived in Sri Lanka on 11 March 2005 and WB 
arranged for a counterpart fund of 1 million 
Rupees to establish the special revolving fund 
(totaling to 7 million Rupees) for affected 
members applying the above-mentioned special 
loan scheme. As per their plan, 70% of the new 
fund was immediately released to victimized 
members in five (5) districts for housing (3.7 
million Rupees for 161 families) and income 
generation (1.2 million Rupees for 104 families) 
as the first batch. 

 
2. The WB Executive Committee assigned four (4) 

leaders from four (4) established branches to 
regularly visit the new groups in the affected 
areas, support them and monitor the fund. After 
carefully reviewing the first batch, the second 
release was made in April 2005  and the third 
batch will be issued on May 2005, to the rest of 
the victims. Since more affected families are 
joining WB under the accelerated scheme, the 
increasing number of victims will be covered by 
the self-revolving fund, with due consideration of 
hardest-hit people being adequately covered 
including those in North-eastern coastal areas. 

 
3. I visited groups in Kaluthara where people lived 

in tents near the coast and are suffering from 
hygienic problems. WB leaders encouraged them 
to seek from their municipal and political 
authorities for land and to build common toilets 

from debris. The SELAVIP fund could be used 
for cement bags and stools. Five (5) places have 
been identified for twin toilets. 

 
4. Some families need income-generation loans to 

re-establish their livelihood before housing. Said 
loans can be used to buy tool kits for carpentry, 
raw materials for handicrafts, bicycles and 
weighing scale for fish selling, a camera for a 
photographer, etc. These requests have been 
processed, loans have been accordingly issued 
from the SELAVIP-supported special fund, and 
income-generation activities have began. 

 
5. The special fund is also being used for new 

community mobilization efforts in hard-hit 
coastal areas. In Hambanthota District, a 
provisional branch was newly established in late 
April 2005. Its leaders already went to nearby 
villages for mobilization activities. Green 
movement has identified a land to build houses 
for 31 Tsunami-victimized families in the same 
area. Hence WB agreed to assist in social 
mobilization and promotion of new WB branches 
there. WB and Green Movement also worked 
together in Sangamam Graman village of 
Kalmune, Ampara District in the East, for house 
construction and group formation for 80 families. 

 
ACHR-Japan and ACHR-Korea 
 
1. During January and February 2005, ACHR-Japan 

raised relief funds from its members and citizens 
through organizing seminars and communicating 
through e-mails. The contributions amounting to 
948,080 Yen ($8600) was sent to WB under the 
name of Sahayogitha Aramudala (friendship 
fund). The fund-raising proposal was translated 
and conveyed to Korea. Fr Park Mun-Su felt that 
it would be an opportunity for ACHR-Korea to 
re-establish its long-term links with groups in 
Asia. Korean citizens collected voluntary 
contributions and sent directly collections to WB, 
joining the friendship fund. 

 
2. ACHR-Japan wished the fund be used for 

whatever purpose WB felt was urgent and 
necessary. WB decided to establish a boat-
building team as a cooperative society, named 
Community Action & Technical Assistance 
Marine Association (CATAMARAN), 
maintaining three repair yards along the West 
coast. The initial fund was used for purchasing 
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tool kits, moulds and raw materials for boat 
building/repairing.  

 
4. I visited one of the yards in Kaluthara where the 

husband of an affected WB member, together 
with his relatives, were already working to build 
small fiberglass fishing boats. He was given by 
WB, a new tool kit, since he lost all his 
belongings and a small capital to procure raw 
materials. Upon completion of one (1) boat, it is 
purchased by National Development Bank 
(NDB) for free distribution to an affected 
fisherman; the CATAMARAN will send the bills 
to NDB (raw materials, labour charge, 20% 
profit margin). Using this refunded money, the 
CATAMARAN will purchase raw materials for 
another boat to repair/build. In this manner, WB 
investment in boat repairing will revolve. It is 
expected that in a few years, the initial fund will 
also be recovered by WB. 

 
5. I also visited a coastal land in Moratuwa which 

WB had been negotiating with, for a yard repair. 
A Minister already approved and the land will be 
soon granted to WB. Using the friendship fund, 
another yard of CATAMARAN will be open 
soon on the land. Demand for fishing boats is 
big. Another team is being formed in Colombo 
North for boat repairing work. WB is planning to 
organize a group of youth (WB members’ 
children), provide them with carpentry tools, 
encourage them to start carpentry business, and 
eventually, join boat building work in the yards. 
CATAMARAN will extend support to such new 
groups in moulds on a recovery basis. Assistance 
can be in the form of technical assistance, or for 

capital fund, for identifying accessible lands and 
for management skills. 

 
Nihon Fukushi University Students  
 
1. Several students initiated a campaign to raise 

funds in the university campus. A part of the 
fund was transferred to WB, since they wish to 
study and learn how reconstruction activities are 
carried out in a sustainable manner using micro-
credit funds as a leverage. The WB leader group 
identified an affected associate member, Ms. X, 
in Gampaha, as a beneficiary of the students’ 
credit fund, though she was not specifically told 
of the original funding source.  

 
2. When Tsunami hit their shanty, Ms. X was with 

her grandson at a Hindu temple nearby. She 
hurriedly returned to her house and found water 
overflowing over the bridge and washing away 
her house. She evacuated to a church then moved 
to her sister’s place in Colombo. After two (2) 
weeks, she came back to her community where 
WB distributed food items and new cloths, as 
well as school books to all children including her 
grandson. She was given a full membership of 
WB immediately. She applied for a housing loan 
of Rs 25000. She sells joss sticks at the Hindu 
temple gate. In late March 2005, she received the 
loan and started reconstruction.  

 
For further information 
 
Hosaka Mitsuhiko 
47-107-102,Takigawa-sho,Showa-ku,Nagoya-shi, 
Aichi-ken 466-0826 
TEL/FAX: 052-834-2720   
(TEL: 0569-87-2211, FAX: 0569-87-1690)  
hosaka@n-fukushi.ac.jp 
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TANZANIA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 

Dar  es  Salam  Savings  and  Surveying    
 
                    

 
Background 

On May 2000, Rose Molokoane and 
the late Shanangu from Zimbabwe went to 
Dar es Salaam for a conference arranged 
by Gregor Meerpohl from Misereor. 
While they were there, they joined 
WaterAid and started the savings scheme 
in the slums of the city. 

Two years later, Tim Ndezi and Meki 
Mkanga from Wateraid went to India 
where they spent time with NSDF and 
Mahila Milan. The savings schemes in 
Dar es Salaam were still active, but 
without support from the SDI network. 
They had gone towards a different 
direction and had not been able to expand 
to other settlements in the city. 

Then in 2004, Skulile Nkhoma from 
Malawi took a group of women from the 
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Malawi Federation and went to Tanzania to find 
these forgotten savings schemes. She found out that 
four (4) groups were still alive and that Meki, who 
had left Wateraid, was trying to give them some 
support. 

 Late March 2005, an SDI delegation went with 
UN Habitat to Dar es Salaam, to give a presentation 
about savings and federation building to East African 
Government officials. The officials came from Dar es 
Salaam, Arusha (Tanzania), Mwanza (Kenya), and 
Kampala (Uganda). On the second day of the 
workshop, SDI took them to the slums of Dar es 
Salaam where they watched the Malawians and 
Ugandans starting their savings schemes, preparing 
questionnaires for a survey, conducting a seminar on 
settlement profile and count the shacks. 

 
 
For further information: 
 
SDI Bulletin 12 
Shack Dwellers International 
P.O. Box 14038, Mowbray, 7705, South Africa 
Tel: 27 21 371 74 50 
Fax: 27 21 371 74 52 
 
bunitak@courc.org.za 
joelb@courc.org.za 
www.dialogue.org.za/sdi 
www.sdinet.org.za 
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THAILAND  
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 
 

Homeless  People  /  Suan  Phlu  Fire  
  
    

Story by Anchalee Kongrut  
(Bangkok Post, April 23, 2005) 

 
           

 
A year after fire destroyed the Suan Phlu 

Pattana community in Sathon district, its victims are 
still living in dire conditions. The new place in the 
Eua Arthorn project, that was promised by State 
Authorities, as relocation site, has not yet 
materialized. The only encouraging sign is a National 
Housing Authority (NHA) billboard depicting blocks 
of beautiful flats that has yet to be built in the same 
site. It failed to mention when construction will start, 
however. 

After a year with no progress, residents are now 
afraid that they will be left homeless for life, said 
community leader Somboon Sunmart. He said "We 
might hold out a 
little hope if at least 
one (1) single pillar 
could be seen. But 
there is nothing,'' 
said Mr Somboon, 
65 years old. 
Currently, the 
affected residents, 
numbering about 
5,500 people, are 
living in two 
makeshift shelters - 
one of which is 
erected at their old 
site and the other on 
a football field, two 
(2) kilometers away.  

Last year, the government approved 168 million 
baht for the construction of 14 blocks of flats for 558 
families under the government's Eua Arthorn ("We 
care") housing project. The remaining 264 families 
will have new homes under the Baan Mankong 
("Secure house") project to be carried out by the 
Community Organisations Development Institute 
(CODI).  

The construction of Eua Arthorn flats was 
supposed to kick off last June. If the construction 
begins this month, as the NHA has assured, it will 
take more than a year to complete. "Our living 
conditions now are intolerable,'' said Mr Somboon, 

who shares the 
crowded shelter on 
the football field 
with about 1,000 
other victims. The 
makeshift 
structure, made of 
cardboard and 
roofed with plastic 
sheet, offers little 
protection from 
fierce sun and rain. 
There are only two 
(2) bathrooms and 
nine (9) toilets. 

"The 
neighbors treat us 
with hostility,'' 
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said Karnjana Intana, 53y/o. "They always complain 
about the smell, robberies, noises and fights. But they 
are do not react to pubs that make loud noises until 
2am. Whenever there is a fight in this area, our boys 
get the blame and they would be considered to be 
trouble-makers,'' she said. Cash is another problem. 
Bangkok Senator Prateep Ungsongtham-Hata said the 
victims have yet to receive a sum of 35,000 
baht/family to be paid out from the Interior Ministry's 
disaster relief fund. The Senate is investigating, at 
present. 

Meanwhile, things are different for those who 
have opted for the Baan Mankong project. Early this 
month, they began to clear debris to prepare for 
construction of the houses on six (6) rai of land, or 

one-third of the total community area. It became 
more obvious that construction of Eua Arthorn 
highrise flats is long delayed. Baan Mankong project 
members are required to form a cooperative and 
savings group because they have to seek access to 
housing loans. CODI will help find loan sources and 
provide architects/support construction of facilities 
for common use. 

 
Prachuab Nittayaroj, 48, said that many Baan 

Mankong members initially wanted to stay in 
modern-looking Eua Arthorn flats, but changed their 
minds after visiting another Ban Mankhong project in 
the Klong Toey area. "High-rise buildings are not 
suitable for our lifestyle. Most of us are food vendors 
and construction workers and we need space for 
equipment storage,'' he added.  

Most of the Baan Mankong members barely 
knew each other before they formed their cooperative 
and savings group. So far, they have managed to save 
up to two million baht. "The Baan Mankong project 
forced us to foster strong community ties even 
though we did not know each other before,'' said Mr 
Prachuab. We have worked out community rules like 
imposing a ban on gambling. We feel we are living a 
ban nok (rural) lifestyle where community members 
look after and help each other,'' he further mentioned. 

The Ban Mankhong project is due for 
completion in one (1) year. 

 
 
For further information 
 
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights               
P.O.Box 24-74, Klongchan, Bangkapi, Bangkok 
10240, Thailand  
 Fax [66-2] 539 99 50 
 Tel  [66 2] 538 09 19 
 achr@loxinfo.co.th 
 www.achr.net 
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THAILAND 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 

Thailand’s  Nationwide  Four-Year    
Upgrading  By  Communities  Plan    

(Baan  Mankong)    
Approved  

 
          

 
Dear Friends, 

Finally the Thai Government has approved a 4-
year upgrading plan to be implemented in 200 cities 
during 2005-2008. The target is to upgrade 
settlements and develop housing in 2,000 
communities (300,000 families). It is a city-wide 
"Cities Without Slums" housing development process 
by communities and municipalities and city 
development agencies where communities will be the 
key actors and owners of the project to plan and 
develop the whole upgrading and housing process 
collectively. The Thai Government will provide a 
total subsidy of about 19,300 million Baht (470 
million US$) to CODI for the program. CODI will 
provide housing loans to communities from the 
CODI Revolving Fund and will link and try to 
transfer to the Banks to take over community loans 
later on. 

It is expected that this total subsidy by 
government (average about 1,650 US$ per unit which 
include infrastructure and social economic facilities, 
local and all central management and 
administrative cost, 2% interest rate subsidy 
and all expenses for capacity building, 
learning, meetings, seminars, exposure trips, 
etc.,.) will be equivalent to about 25-30% of 
the total investment cost. The communities 
will be responsible for about 60-65% 
(mostly for housing loans and labor 
contributions) and the local authorities 
around 10%. This investment will be able to 
generate related economic activities of about 
3-4 times its value 

This program which intends to reach in 

four years to about half of existing slums in the 
country is designed to develop a city-wide process in 
which all the existing slums in the city will all be 
included and work together with city authorities in 
the following activities: 

•   survey the slum areas,  
•   set up saving groups,  
•   plan the upgrading,  
•   negotiate or search for alternative land 

together,  
•   organize various city task forces to assist 

each other communities,  
•   link with universities, etc.  
Each city should come up with an upgrading 

plan, covering all existing slums in the city to be 
implemented within a period of about 3 years. The 
holistic upgrading elements include securing land 
tenure and collective lease or ownership, re-planning 
of existing settlement, housing improvement or 
reconstruction, environment development such as 
family waste water treatment, community recycling 
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system, growing plants and garden, community 
facility building, economic generation area or 
activities, community welfare system, house of the 
elderly or very poor persons, etc.. It is not mere 
physical upgrading as such but whole lot of physical 
and social upgrading managed by community people 
together. 

Since 2003 in which first 10 upgrading projects 
was approved up to July 2005, we are now working 
in about 130 cities/districts in about 55 provinces out 
of the total 76 provinces in the country. A total 
number of 175 projects have been approved covering 
about 300 slum communities with 21,500 families.  

In this process all key players work together, of 
which 66% of the cases, the squatters and 
communities under threat of eviction were prioritized 
for upgrading and negotiation of the land. This is 
probably an effective way to find solutions for 
communities facing eviction! 77% of the projects 
were squatter communities which were able to stay in 
the same location improving the tenure security either 
by purchasing the existing land or by leasing it. Their 
housing was improved by re-blocking, reconstruction 
or by land-sharing. Only about 23% of the families 
were relocated and almost half of them were 
relocated in a nearby location. 82% of the families 
got long term land security, and the rest got shorter 
terms deal. 90% has collective ownership. The above 
figures are significant demonstrating that 
urban poor communities can stay in the city 
and have social physical improvement and 
better status. 

This nationwide upgrading program have 
brought me so much more knowledge in the 
past two years and also taken much of my 
energy and time. I hope that this work in 
Thailand could contribute to the knowledge 
and struggle we are all doing in our countries. 
I will be glad to share all these knowledge 
with you. I would also like to assure you all 
that it is possible to upgrade or develop slums 
all over the country if we have the strong will 

to do so with communities. 
There was a cabinet 

reshuffle in the evening of the 
same day this nationwide 
program was approved by the 
Cabinet. The Minister and 
Deputy Prime minister who 
strongly supported this 
program were transferred. So 
now, I am faced with totally a 
new Minister and Deputy 
Prime Minister in this program 

again. This is just to tell you that there is no end to 
the difficulties if you want to keep doing and 
changing things.  Sometimes, I think God is very 
kind to me to allow me to acquire more knowledge 
and learn patience to deal with more and more 
difficulties. 

Also I would like to let you know that we are 
also planning a big regional meeting event in early 
October to link this Thai city-wide slum upgrading 
process with the Regional World Habitat Day. The 
regional meeting will be attended by the Habitat 
Executive Director and probably the Thai Prime 
Minister.  

Looking forward to hearing from you. 
 
With best wishes 
 
Somsook 
 

For further information: 
Asian Coalition for Housing Rights  
73 Soi Sonthiwattana 4, Ladprao Road, Soi 110, 
Bangkok 10310, THAILAND  
Tel (66 2) 538-0919  
Fax (66 2) 539-9950  
 achr@loxinfo.co.th  
 www.achr.net  
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 
 

Common  Ground  Community    
 
                    

 
Common Ground Community is a non-profit 

housing and community development organization 
whose mission is to solve homelessness. 

We start by creating communities where 
housing is safe, attractive and affordable. We then 
add support services, like access to medical and 
mental health care, job training and job placement. 
We believe that transitioning out of homelessness 
requires more than just a home, more than just good 
health, more than just a job and more than just a 
supportive community - the entire package is 

necessary. And that's exactly what Common Ground 
provides: a comprehensive support system designed 
to help people regain lives of stability and 
independence 

Our work is collaborative. We rely on a network 
of partners, including the Center for Urban 
Community Services (CUCS) and the Actors Fund. 
Their staff, located within our buildings, provides a 
full range of support services to tenants. By building 
one-on-one relationships with tenants, case workers 
and vocational counselors anticipate tenant needs and 
deliver the individualized assistance each person 
requires. 

Our work is effective. We offer long term 
results at a fraction of the cost of alternative 
responses to homelessness. Our permanent housing 
programs cost between $10,000 and $12,000 per 
person each year -- compared with prison cells at 
$32,000, shelters at $25,000, and mental health 
institutions at up to $250,000 per year. 

 
Stability 

Common Ground's buildings offer affordable 
rents, which are set at approximately thirty percent of 
a tenant's income. They operate and feel more like 
small towns than apartment complexes.  They are 
safe and well-maintained. Services and amenities 
such as a library, clinic, computer center, and art 
studio, as well as gracious building lobbies, foster 
regular interaction with fellow tenants.  Tenants say 
that their self-confidence is increased by the network 
of contacts that they have with staff and neighbors.  
They are known by name. 

 
Where We are Headed? 

•   Identifying sites for additional permanent 
support housing  

•   Creating 1,000 new units of support housing 
by 2007  
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•   Developing new programs to link subgroups 
of the homeless population to stable housing  

•   Assisting other programs in the US and 
around the world in replicating  Common Ground's 
successful supportive housing model  

•   Focusing on the hardest to reach homeless 
through our First Step and Street to Home Initiatives 

 
What is supportive housing? 

Supportive housing is permanent housing with 
social services for the former homeless people with 
mental and/or medical disabilities, the elderly, and 
individuals with low-income. Supportive housing 
combines affordable accommodations with services 
like mental health and drug addiction counseling, job 
training and placement, community activities, and 
help with life skills like cooking and money 
management. 

 
Why was it developed? 

Supportive housing was created by non-profits 
around the country as a more holistic response to 
homelessness. According to the 2002 Status Report 
on Hunger and Homlessness, at least 55% of 
homeless single adults in the United States have 
problems such as mental illness, substance abuse and 
HIV/AIDS -- problems which contribute to their 
homelessness. By offering a variety of support 
services designed to address these issues, supportive 
housing has paved the way for an effective approach 
to solving homelessness.  

 
What does it look like? 

It looks like every other type of housing because 
it is like other housing. Tenants have their own 
apartments, hold their own leases and are responsible 
for upholding the terms of those leases. In West 
Hollywood, California, supportive housing can be 
rehabilitated bungalows; in Ohio, it can be six two-

unit houses; in New York City, it can be an old hotel 
restored to house hundreds of people. What's 
important – both for neighbors and tenants – is that 
supportive housing is integrated both socially and 
physically into the surrounding community, and 
maintains quality property management.  

 
Does it really offer an effective solution to 
homelessness? 

Two long-term government studies have shown 
that more than 83% of the homeless individuals 
placed in supportive housing have remained in 
permanent housing and have reintegrated into 
mainstream society.  

 
How much does it cost? 

While the cost of supportive housing varies 
according to the populations housed, the variety of 
services provided and the location, supportive 
housing generally costs an average $13,000 per 
tenant per year. Maintaining a permanent apartment 
with supportive services at Common Ground's 
supportive housing residences in New York costs 
approximately $11,400 annually. In comparison, a 
New York City municipal shelter costs the City 
between $23,000-$36,000 per person per year to 
operate, and maintaining a psychiatric hospital bed in 
New York costs up to $250,000 per year.  

 
For further information: 
 
The Corporation for Supportive Housing 
(www.csh.org/)  website includes extensive 
information on supportive housing, including 
photographs, publications and on-line articles.  The 
Supportive Housing Network of New York 
(www.shnny.org/), a coalition of 160 private non-
profit supportive housing providers, also maintains a 
website with useful information about supportive 
housing and advocacy in New York. 
 
Common Ground Community 
14 East 28th Street New York, NY 10016. USA 
 www.commonground.org  
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ZIMBABWE 
October 2005 
E.J. Anzorena, SJ 
 
 
 

Zimbabwe’s  “Clean-Up”    
Takes  a  Vast  Human  Toll    

By Michel Wines 
June 11, 2005 

 
                    

 
HARARE, Zimbabwe, June 10 - The government 
abruptly began demolishing shanties and roadside 
markets here three weeks ago, evicting thousands of 
people and bulldozing homes or burning them to the 
ground, in what officials call a cleanup of illegal 
slums and black-market vendors. 

But as the campaign, directed at as many as 1.5 
million members of Zimbabwe's vast underclass, 
spreads beyond Harare, it is quickly evolving into a 
sweeping recasting of society, a forced uprooting of 

the very poorest city dwellers, who have become 
President Robert G. Mugabe's most hardened 
opponents. 

By scattering them to rural areas, Mr. Mugabe, 
re-elected to another five-year term in 2002, seems 
intent on dispersing the biggest threat to his 25-year 
autocratic rule as poverty and unemployment 
approach record levels and mass hunger and the 
potential for unrest loom.  

The United Nations estimates that the campaign, 
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Operation Murambatsvina, using a Shona word 
meaning "drive out the rubbish," has so far left 
200,000 people homeless and 30,000 vendors jobless. 
Human rights and civic leaders say the numbers 
could be several times that, a view that seemed 
plausible during a four-day visit to Harare and 
Bulawayo, the nation's second-largest city, and places 
in between.  

No matter the precise numbers, the campaign is 
clearly one of the most aggressive steps yet taken 
against the Zimbabwe population by a government 
that has in recent years met rising international 
condemnation for stifling its opponents.  

On the road from Bulawayo to Harare, pickup 
trucks and rickety handcarts groan with the 
belongings of newly evicted families, and fires from 
torched flea markets flicker in the dusk. The police 
man roadblocks and drive trucks through slums 
littered with bulldozed houses looking for resistance 
to the ongoing purge, but there is none. 

In shattered Harare-area townships like Mbare 
and Mabvuku, a slum of about 100,000 people 10 
miles east of Harare, the homeless sit beside furniture 
and clothes rescued from the destruction. There and 
elsewhere thousands sleep in the open, on farms and 
urban streets, in Zimbabwe's near-freezing winter 
nights. 

The police ransacked and burned whole blocks 
of vendors' stalls this week and last in Bulawayo, and 
razed squatter camps, slums and roadside stands last 
week in Victoria Falls. The campaign has spread to 
rural areas like Rimuka, a township 85 miles 
southwest of Harare, where policemen equipped with 
riot gear destroyed homes and stands on Tuesday. 

"Some were refused the right to take out their 
goods," said Ignatius Magonese, 62, a Rimuku 
resident who was pushing his family's possessions, 

heaped high atop a trailer welded of rebar, down the 
Harare-Bulawayo highway. "They pushed them down 
with the house. Then they told them to pick up their 
things and leave. Some other older people were 
crying, just like saying, 'This is the end of my life. 
Where will I put my things? Where will I go?' " 

Mr. Mugabe says the campaign is a long-
overdue step to rid Zimbabwe of what he told 
Parliament on Thursday was "a chaotic state of 
affairs" in the nation's cities and towns. The street 
vendors being uprooted work in the black market and 
pay no taxes, he has said, and the shacks being 
demolished were built illegally on plots already 
occupied by registered homes that have been spared 
destruction. 

"Our cities and towns had deteriorated to levels 
that were a real cause for concern," Mr. Mugabe said 
in a speech on May 27. Beyond their crumbling roads 
and overtaxed utilities, he said, urban areas "had 
become havens for illicit and criminal practices and 
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activities which just could not be allowed to go on." 
But by attacking the shanty dwellers and so-

called informal traders, whose black-market 
businesses have supplanted much of the official state-
dominated economy, the government also hopes to 
reclaim control of the foreign currency that the 
official economy desperately needs. 

That would solidify Mr. Mugabe's authority at a 
time when Zimbabwe's economic and human crises 
seem to have eroded it. One Harare political analyst 
who refused to be identified for fear of retribution 
said: "I think they know what the country is going to 
look like in a few months, and they want to clear out 
the towns, to clear these people way out of here. It's a 
governing strategy, no doubt about it." 

Whatever the political benefits, however, 
witnesses and experts say the impact on the 
campaign's targets is already proving catastrophic. 

With no income and no homes, many families 
are fleeing to the countryside, where both poverty 
and hunger are worse even than in the cities, and jobs 
are nonexistent. With no black market to offer basic 
goods that the state-run economy has failed to 
provide, shortages of food and gasoline are certain to 
worsen.  

The government has rounded up some of the 
newly homeless and deposited them on farms, telling 
them that they will be offered legal housing later. But 
that seems unlikely; in Harare alone, a city of 1.9 
million people, the official waiting list for housing 
already exceeds 600,000 families, said Kingsley 
Kanyuchi, the chairman of the residents' association 
in a Harare suburb, Glen Norah. 

Meanwhile, the evicted are further crowding the 
overstuffed homes of relatives and neighbors, or 
sleeping in the open. Stories of suffering and death 
abound.  

Mr. Kanyuchi told of encountering a funeral 
procession last week for two children who died of 
exposure after being evicted. Suicides also are rising 
because of the "brutal" evictions, said the special 
rapporteur on adequate housing at the United Nations 
Commission on Human Rights, Miloon Kothari. 

"It's a gross violation of human rights in terms 
of Zimbabwe's international obligations," Mr. 
Kothari said Friday in a telephone interview from 
Geneva. "People are desperate. They just have 
nowhere to go." 

Interviews this week with victims of the 
campaign only underscored that point. In 
conversation after conversation, it was clear that the 
demolitions were being felt far beyond the residents 
and merchants who were the principal targets. 

In Bulawayo, the police burned the stalls of 
hundreds of downtown vendors, many of them 
licensed by the city, and carted their goods away. By 
destroying her business, said a 41-year-old woman 
who had sold clothing hauled in from nearby 
Botswana, the police cut off all support not only for 
her three children, but also for six relatives in Solusi, 
30 miles to the east via a dirt road. 

The woman, who was afraid to be named, said 
she had borrowed 18 million Zimbabwe dollars, or 
about $720 at the current black-market exchange rate, 
to open the stand and obtain the license. "This week I 
must pay 2 million to the bank," she said. "I don't 
know where I'll get it." 

In Mabvuku and neighboring Tafara, Harare 
townships built 35 years ago to house the domestic 
workers of white citizens, the head of the local 
residents' association said most of the shacks being 
razed had provided rental income to the plots' 
owners, mostly retirees dating to the area's founding. 

"Every stand has accumulated three to five 
families" living in outbuildings that were destroyed, 
said the head of the association, Joseph Rose. "There 
were more tenants than landlords on these properties. 
This area was built for low-income people, and when 
they retired, they didn't have pensions. So this is how 
they lived - from their lodgers." 

The lodgers are gone now, forced by the police 
to tear down their own homes. "When I came home 
Monday from work, things had just gone crazy," said 
Errison Mapani, a 26-year-old security guard who 
had rented an outbuilding for the last year. "I had to 
run to find a place at a friend's house where I could 
put my things." Mr. Mapani has yet to find a new 
place to live. He expects to quit work and move to 
Mutare, a rural outpost on the Mozambique border. 

About 300 people were left homeless when the 
shacks of farm workers in Ruwa, 10 miles east of 
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Harare, were torn down, said 
Matsakira Nona. Ms. Nona said that 
half of the displaced were ordered to 
leave. The rest, including her 10 
children, have camped in a corner of 
the farm for two weeks. She once 
supported her children by selling 
tomatoes. The police have stopped 
that, too, she said. 

The government's drive shows no 
sign of slowing down. The police and 
bulldozers have yet to reach Glen 
Norah, a sprawling, 35-year-old 
township about 15 miles south of 
Harare. But from a hillside there, 
smoke could be seen on Wednesday 
curling from burning vendors' stalls in 
Glen View, about a half-mile across a 
valley.  

Riot police razed several Glen 
Norah shops last week as a warning of 
what residents would face. 

"Just go around. People are 
already pulling down their roofs and 
buildings," Mr. Kanyuchi, the Glen 
Norah residents' association chairman, 
said of his neighbors on Wednesday. 
"Of every five vehicles, two are 
loaded with goods" of fleeing families 
and vendors. 

Mr. Kanyuchi surveyed the township in an 
effort to gauge the impact of the impending 
destruction. He guessed that three in four of the area's 
92,000 households had families living in outbuildings 
marked for destruction, and that most of those 
families - also tenants of retirees - had children in the 
local schools and will be forced to drop out. 

Many will end up in places like Brunapeg, a 

middle-of-nowhere village nearly 100 miles 
southwest of Bulawayo, where refugees already are 
appearing at the mission hospital in search of food 
and medical help. 

Brunapeg, the epicenter of a 1980's massacre in 
which Mr. Mugabe's army killed as many as 20,000 
ethnic Ndebeles, is now the epicenter of a drought. 
Many people there are running out of corn meal, the 
staple food, and wheat, the fallback. Some are 
digging peanuts and foraging among wild plants for 
food, Pedro Porrino, a Spanish physician who works 
there, said in an interview in Bulawayo. 

"The situation in rural areas was very bad," Dr. 
Porrino said. "But these days, with the situation in the 
towns, it's becoming even worse. We're receiving 
more people, and we have nothing to offer them - 
because we had nothing to offer the people who are 
already there 

 
For further information: 
 
Shack Dwellers International 
P.O. Box 14038, Mowbray, 7705, South Africa 
www.dialogue.org.za/sdi 
www.sdinet.org.za 
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